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 Pre�ace 

 ‘Nothing is invented, for it's written in nature first.’ 

 – Antoni Gaudí 

 I  received  a  degree  in  architecture  and  worked  �or  nearly  seven  years  in  the  construction  industry  be�ore 

 I  started  thinking  about  pursuing  research  in  this  �ield.  Be�ore  that,  I  participated  in  a  number  o�  small 

 and  large-scale  design  and  construction  projects  �or  local  and  �oreign  investors.  O�ten,  proposed 

 project  sites  were  situated  in  natural  environments  o�  incredible  beauty.  As  architects,  it  was  our  task  to 

 trans�orm  these  natural  spaces  into  (arti�icial)  landscapes  and  urban  settlements.  I  understood  that,  as 

 the  human  population  grows  exponentially,  there  is  a  need  �or  increasing  land  development. 

 There�ore,  my  mission  as  a  young  architect  was  to  �ind  solutions  to  exploit  natural  sites  sustainably  to 

 guarantee  the  health  and  well-being  o�  its  �uture  inhabitants  without  the  complete  depletion  o�  the 

 natural  environment.  My  attention  was  also  drawn  to  social  interaction  projects  in  small  and  larger 

 housing  projects  and  communities.  These  thoughts  were  already  conceived  in  design  projects  at 

 University,  but,  un�ortunately,  only  in  a  �ew  construction  projects  could  they  be  trans�ormed  into 

 real-world  solutions.  Mostly,  stakeholders  aimed  at  exploiting  a  given  environment  both  �inancially 

 and  ecologically  as  �ar  as  possible,  creating  constraints  with  tight  budgets  or  as  is  o�ten  the  case  in  the 

 construction  o�  prestigious  buildings  –  with  irresponsible  use  o�  energy  and  material  resources.  Instead 

 o�  sustainable,  environmentally  �riendly  bene�its,  �inancial  pro�it  and  prestige  seemed  to  be  the  driving 

 parameters  �or  such  design  projects.  Ultimately,  I  quit  my  job  in  architectural  practice  when  I 

 participated  in  a  project  that  proposed  an  air-conditioned  �ootball  stadium  �or  nearly  90,000  visitors 

 �or  a  temporary  sports  event  in  a  desert.  I  strongly  �elt  that  such  an  undertaking  would  be  irresponsible 

 in  times  o�  climate  change  and  global  crisis.  I  started  to  hike  together  with  my  partner  Janni  and  �or 

 nearly  two  months  crossed  the  Spanish  Pyrenees  �rom  East  to  West.  It  was  a  remote  journey  back  to 

 nature  and  to  the  essence  o�  li�e.  Up  in  the  mountains,  I  realised  that  we  humans  are  only  a  small  piece 

 o� this complex puzzle – just as relevant as the others – but the bottom line is nothing more than that. 
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 And  that  is  exactly  where  the  beauty  lies.  Li�e  on  planet  Earth  is  a  privilege  �or  humans.  However,  to 

 live  in  harmony  with  nature,  with  other  species,  and  to  make  e��icient  use  o�  the  given  resources  has 

 become  one  o�  the  greatest  challenges  o�  our  time.  The  Anthropocene,  our  current  geological  epoch,  is 

 characterised  by  drastic  human  impacts  on  nature  [1].  Most  experts  would  agree  that  human  activities 

 have  accelerated  the  rate  o�  species  extinction.  There�ore,  it  is  re�erred  to  as  the  sixth  major  extinction 

 which  comes  along  with  the  depletion  o�  entire  ecosystems  and  the  scarcity  o�  natural  resources.  In 

 view  o�  these  �acts,  it  is  almost  ironic  that  in  architectural  design,  �rom  Vitruvius  to  Neu�ert,  the 

 human  still  seems  to  remain  the  measure  o�  all  things  [2].  In  its  anthropocentric  worldview,  highly 

 complex  dynamic  relations  between  the  living  (biotic),  non-living  (abiotic)  environment,  and  humans 

 are  not  considered,  enhancing  the  e��ects  o�  global  climate  change  on  planet  Earth.  In  this  context,  a 

 paradigm  change  in  architecture  needs  to  take  place,  moving  �rom  an  anthropocentric  role  model  to  a 

 new  model  considering  sel�-organising  powers  �rom  nature  in  the  design  process.  As  such  it  could  help 

 to  overcome  the  existing  dichotomy  between  nature  and  humans  [3].  In  practice,  cross-disciplinary 

 collaborations  could  become  a  standard  as  they  enable  a  broader  understanding  o�  the  dynamics  and 

 relationships  between  humans  and  nature.  Ultimately,  most  recent  technological  advances  combined 

 with  environmentally  conscious  thinking  could  lead  to  new  design  solutions  which  are  holistically  in 

 �avour o� nature and humans on planet Earth. 
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 Thesis Advisors: Pro� (Interim) Dr Sven Schneider, Pro� Dr Jan Willmann 

 Abstract 

 Tropical  coral  ree�s,  one  o�  the  world’s  oldest  ecosystems  which  support  some  o�  the  highest  levels  o� 

 biodiversity  on  the  planet,  are  currently  �acing  an  unprecedented  ecological  crisis  during  this  massive 

 human-activity-induced  period  o�  extinction.  Hence,  tropical  ree�s  symbolically  stand  �or  the 

 destructive  e��ects  o�  human  activities  on  nature  [4],  [5].  Arti�icial  ree�s  are  excellent  examples  o�  how 

 architectural  design  can  be  combined  with  ecosystem  regeneration  [6],  [7],  [8].  However,  to  work  at 

 the  inter�ace  between  the  arti�icial  and  the  complex  and  temporal  nature  o�  natural  systems  presents  a 

 challenge, i.a. in respect to the B-rep modelling legacy o� computational modelling. 

 The  presented  doctorate  investigates  strategies  on  how  to  apply  digital  practice  to  realise  what  is  an 

 essential  bulwark  to  retain  ree�s  in  impossibly  challenging  times.  Beyond  the  main  question  o� 

 integrating  computational  modelling  and  high  precision  monitoring  strategies  in  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 design,  this  doctorate  explores  techniques,  methods,  and  linking  �rameworks  to  support  �uture 

 research and practice in ecology led design contexts. 

 Considering  the  many  existing  approaches  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  design,  one  �inds  they  o�ten  �all 

 short  in  precisely  understanding  the  relationships  between  architectural  and  ecological  aspects  (e.g. 

 how  a  sur�ace  design  and  material  composition  can  �oster  coral  larvae  settlement,  or  structural 

 three-dimensionality  enhance  biodiversity)  and  lack  an  integrated  underwater  (UW)  monitoring 

 process.  Such  a  process  is  necessary  in  order  to  gather  knowledge  about  the  ecosystem  and  make  it 

 available  �or  design,  and  to  learn  whether  arti�icial  structures  contribute  to  ree�  regeneration  or  rather 

 harm the coral ree� ecosystem. 

 For  the  research,  empirical  experimental  methods  were  applied:  Algorithmic  coral  ree�  design,  high 

 precision  UW  monitoring,  computational  modelling  and  simulation,  and  validated  through  parallel 

 real-world  physical  experimentation  –  two  Arti�icial  Ree�  Prototypes  (ARPs)  in  Gili  Trawangan, 

 Indonesia  (2012–today).  Multiple  discrete  methods  and  sub  techniques  were  developed  in  seventeen 

 computational  experiments  and  applied  in  a  way  in  which  many  are  cross  valid  and  integrated  in  an 

 overall �ramework that is o��ered as a signi�icant contribution to the �ield. Other main contributions 
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 include  the  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach,  Key  Per�ormance  Indicators  (KPIs)  �or  coral  ree�  design, 

 algorithmic  design  and  �abrication  o�  Biorock  cathodes,  new  high  precision  UW  monitoring  strategies, 

 long-term  real-world  constructed  experiments,  new  digital  analysis  methods  and  two  new  �ront-end 

 web-based  tools  �or  ree�  design  and  monitoring  ree�s.  The  methodological  �ramework  is  a  �inding  o� 

 the  research  that  has  many  technical  components  that  were  tested  and  combined  in  this  way  �or  the 

 very �irst time. 

 In  summary,  the  thesis  responds  to  the  urgency  and  relevance  in  preserving  marine  species  in  tropical 

 ree�s  during  this  massive  extinction  period  by  o��ering  a  di��erentiated  approach  towards  arti�icial  coral 

 ree�s  –  demonstrating  the  �easibility  o�  digitally  designing  such  ‘living  architecture’  according  to 

 multiple  context  and  per�ormance  parameters.  It  also  provides  an  in-depth  critical  discussion  o� 

 computational  design  and  architecture  in  the  context  o�  ecosystem  regeneration  and  Planetary 

 Thinking.  In  that  respect,  the  thesis  �unctions  as  both  theoretical  and  practical  background  �or 

 computational  design,  ecology  and  marine  conservation  –  not  only  to  �oster  the  design  o�  arti�icial 

 coral ree�s technically but also to provide essential criteria and techniques �or conceiving them. 

 Keywords:  Arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  computational  modelling,  high  precision  underwater  monitoring, 

 ecology in design. 
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 Betreuer der Doktorarbeit: Pro�. (Vetr.-Pro�.) Dr. Sven Schneider, Pro�. Dr. Jan Willmann 

 Zusammen�assung 

 Charakteristisch  �ür  das  Zeitalter  des  Klimawandels  sind  die  durch  den  Menschen  verursachte 

 Meeresverschmutzung  sowie  ein  massiver  Rückgang  der  Artenviel�alt  in  den  Weltmeeren.  Tropische 

 Korallenri��e  sind  als  eines  der  ältesten  und  artenreichsten  �kosysteme  der  Erde  besonders  stark 

 ge�ährdet  und  stehen  somit  symbolisch  �ür  die  zerstörerischen  Auswirkungen  menschlicher 

 Aktivitäten  au�  die  Natur  [4],  [5].  Um  dem  massiven  Rückgang  der  Korallenri��e  entgegenzuwirken, 

 wurden  von  Menschen  künstliche  Ri��systeme  entwickelt  [6],  [7].  Sie  sind  Beispiele  da�ür,  wie 

 Architektur  und  die  Regenerierung  von  �kosystemen  miteinander  verbunden  werden  können  [8]. 

 Eine  Verknüp�ung  von  einerseits  künstlichen  und  andererseits  komplexen,  sich  verändernden 

 natürlichen  Systemen,  stellt  jedoch  eine  Heraus�orderung  dar,  u.a.  in  Bezug  au�  die 

 Computermodellierung (B-Rep Modellierung). 

 Zum  Erhalt  der  Korallenri��e  werden  in  der  vorliegende  Doktorarbeit  Strategien  aus  der  digitalen 

 Praxis  neuartig  au�  das  Entwer�en  von  künstlichen  Korallenri��en  angewendet.  Die  Haupt�rage  be�asst 

 sich  damit,  wie  der  Entwur�sprozess  von  künstlichen  Korallenri��en  unter  Einbeziehung  von 

 Computermodellierung  und  hochpräzisen  �berwachungsstrategien  optimiert  werden  kann.  In  diesem 

 Zusammenhang  werden  Techniken,  Methoden  sowie  ein  übergeordnetes  Framework  er�orscht,  welche 

 zukün�tige Forschung und Praxis in Bezug au� �kologie-geleitete Entwur�sprozesse �ördern soll. 

 In  Anbetracht  der  vielen  vorhandenen  künstlichen  Ri��systeme,  kann  man  �eststellen,  dass  die 

 Zusammenhänge  zwischen  Architektur-  und  �kosystem-An�orderungen  nicht  genau  untersucht  und 

 dadurch  bei  der  Umsetzung  nicht  entsprechend  berücksichtigt  werden.  Zum  Beispiel  wie 

 Ober�lächenbescha��enheit  und  Materialität  eine  Ansiedlung  von  Korallenlarven  begünstigt  oder  wie 

 eine  räumlich  vielseitige  Struktur  die  Artenviel�alt  verbessern  kann.  Zudem  �ehlt  ein  integrierter 

 Unterwasser-�berwachungsprozess,  welcher  In�ormationen  über  das  �kosystem  lie�ert  und  diese  dem 

 Entwur�  bereitstellt.  Zusätzlich  ist  eine  Unterwasser-�berwachung  notwendig,  um  herauszu�inden, 

 ob  die  künstlichen  Ri��strukturen  zur  Regenerierung  beitragen  oder  dem  �kosystem  gänzlich 

 schaden. 
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 In  dieser  Forschungsarbeit  werden  empirische  und  experimentelle  Methoden  angewendet: 

 Algorithmisches  Entwer�en  �ür  Korallenri��e,  hochpräzise  Unterwasser-�berwachung, 

 Computermodellierung  und  -simulation.  Die  Forschung  wird  seit  2012  bis  heute  durch  zwei 

 Ri��prototypen  (Arti�icial  Ree�  Prototypes  –  ARPs)  in  Gili  Trawangan,  Indonesien  validiert. 

 Zusätzlich  wurden  weitere  separate  Methoden  und  Techniken  in  insgesamt  siebzehn 

 computergestützten  Experimenten  entwickelt  und  so  angewendet,  dass  viele  kreuzvalidiert  und  in  ein 

 Framework  integriert  sind,  welches  dann  als  bedeutender  Beitrag  dem  Forschungsgebiet  zur  Ver�ügung 

 steht.  Weitere  Hauptbeiträge  sind  der  �kosystem-bewusste  Entwur�sansatz  (Ecosystem-aware  design 

 approach),  Key  Per�ormance  Indicators  (KPIs)  �ür  das  Gestalten  von  Korallenri��en,  algorithmisches 

 Entwer�en  und  die  Herstellung  von  Biorock-Kathoden,  neue  hochpräzise 

 Unterwasser-�berwachungsstrategien,  reale  Langzeitexperimente,  neue  digitale  Analysemethoden, 

 sowie  zwei  webbasierte  So�twareanwendungen  �ür  die  Gestaltung  und  die  �berwachung  von 

 künstlichen  Korallenri��en.  Das  methodische  Framework  ist  das  Hauptergebnis  der  Forschung,  da  die 

 vielen technischen Komponenten in dieser Weise zum ersten Mal getestet und kombiniert wurden. 

 Zusammen�assend  reagiert  die  vorliegende  Doktorarbeit  sowohl  au�  die  Dringlichkeit  als  auch  au�  die 

 Relevanz  der  Erhaltung  von  Artenviel�alt  in  tropischen  Korallenri��en  in  Zeiten  eines  massiven 

 Aussterbens,  indem  sie  einen  di��erenzierten  Entwur�sansatz  �ür  künstliche  Korallenri��e  o��eriert.  Die 

 Arbeit  zeigt  au�,  dass  ein  digitales  Entwer�en  einer  solchen  „lebendigen  Architektur“  unter 

 Berücksichtigung  viel�ältiger  An�orderungen  und  Leistungsparametern  machbar  ist.  Zusätzlich  bietet 

 sie  eine  aus�ührliche  kritische  Diskussion  über  die  Rolle  von  computergestützten  Entwer�en  und 

 Architektur  im  Zusammenhang  mit  Regenerierung  von  �kosystemen  und  “Planetary  Thinking”.  In 

 dieser  Hinsicht  �ungiert  die  Doktorarbeit  als  theoretischer  und  praktischer  Hintergrund  �ür 

 computergestütztes  Entwer�en,  �kologie  und  Meeresschutz.  Eine  Verbesserung  des  Entwer�ens  von 

 künstlichen  Korallenri��en  wird  nicht  nur  au�  technischer  Ebene  au�gezeigt,  sondern  es  werden  auch 

 die wesentlichen Kriterien und Techniken �ür deren Umsetzung benannt. 

 Schlagwörter:  Künstliche  Korallenri��e,  Computermodellierung,  hochpräzise 

 Unterwasser-�berwachung, �kologie im Architekturentwur�. 
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 1. Introduction 

 The  Anthropocene  is  the  current  geological  epoch,  characterised  by  drastic  human  impacts  on  nature 

 [1].  The  Union  o�  Concerned  Scientists  has  tested  hypotheses,  gathered  evidence,  constructed  models, 1

 debated  results,  and  reviewed  one  another’s  work  to  demonstrate  that  drastically  increasing  carbon 

 dioxide  (CO  2  )  and  methane  emission  rates  provoked  by  human  actions  cause  rises  in  global 

 temperatures  and  sea  levels.  As  a  consequence,  climate  change  could  alter  whole  regions  as  ecosystems 

 with  their  typical  climates,  and  adapted  plant  and  animal  communities  disappear  [10].  Tropical  coral 

 ree�s  are  extremely  vulnerable  ecosystems  which  are  damaged  by  slight  changes  in  temperature  and 

 especially  by  ocean  acidi�ication.  Once  a  coral  system  has  collapsed,  it  takes  several  thousand  years  �or 

 the  ree�  to  regrow  [11],  [12].  As  one  o�  the  �irst  ‘tipping  elements  ’  to  trigger  more  complex  changes  in 2

 the  Earth’s  climate  system  ,  the  tropical  coral  ree�  ecosystem  symbolically  stands  �or  the  destructive 3

 e��ects  o�  human  activities  on  nature  [13].  In  view  o�  these  �acts,  this  architectural  research  explores 

 how  emergent  methods  �rom  computational  modelling  in  architectural  practice  can  help  develop  a 

 new  work�low  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  aiming  to  regenerate  depleted  tropical  coral  ree�s.  Chapter 

 I  is  an  introduction  that  �ocuses  on  the  description  o�  the  extent  o�  the  coral  ree�  crisis  and  undertaken 

 regeneration  interventions.  It  also  introduces  computational  modelling  strategies  and  �urther  describes 

 the  research  problem  and  research  goals.  Ultimately,  it  provides  an  overview  o�  the  methodology  and 

 each chapter o� the research. 

 3  The  Earth  climate  system  is  the  highly  complex  dynamic  system  arising  �rom  the  interaction  o�  its  �ive  major 
 system  components:  the  atmosphere  (air),  the  hydrosphere  (water),  the  cryosphere  (ice  and  perma�rost),  the 
 lithosphere  (earth’s upper rocky layer) and the biosphere (living things) [15]. 

 2  Tipping  elements  is  a  threshold  that,  when  exceeded,  can  lead  to  large  changes  in  the  state  o�  the  system.  As 
 components  o�  the  Earth  system  o�  supra-regional  scale  which  –  in  terms  o�  background  climate  –  are 
 characterised  by  a  threshold  behaviour.  Once  operating  near  a  threshold,  these  components  can  be  tipped  into  a 
 qualitatively di��erent state by small external perturbations [10], [13], [14]. 

 1  The  Union  o�  Concerned  Scientists  (UCS)  is  a  national  non-pro�it  organisation  �ounded  50  years  ago  by 
 scientists  and  students  at  the  Massachusetts  Institute  o�  Technology,  who  sought  to  use  the  power  o�  science  to 
 address global problems and improve people’s lives [9]. 
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 1.1 Background and motivation 

 1.1.1 Tropical coral ree�s and the global climate crisis 

 Coral  ree�s  are  one  o�  the  most  spectacular  and  diverse  ecosystems  on  planet  Earth.  They  are  not  only 

 the  oldest  ecosystem  but  also  have  one  o�  the  highest  levels  o�  biodiversity,  supporting  more  species  per 

 unit  area  than  any  other  marine  environment  or  ecosystem.  Estimates  o�  the  number  o�  species  o� 

 animals  and  plants  on  ree�s  range  widely  �rom  600,000  to  over  9  million  worldwide  [16].  However,  the 

 true  diversity  o�  ree�s  still  remains  unknown  and  perhaps  only  10  %  o�  the  species  have  been  explored 

 and described [17] (18, Figure 1.1). 

 Figure 1.1: Map of distribution of coral reefs, including diversity and reef-building corals. The colour 

 gradient shows the diversity of species in the different regions worldwide. 

 Coral  ree�s  have  evolved  through  geological  and  biological  processes  �or  more  than  410  million  years, 

 and  date  back  to  the  Devonian  period,  a  geologic  period  o�  great  tectonic  activity  �eaturing  a  huge 

 diversi�ication  o�  marine  li�e  [19].  This  arguably  indicates  that  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  has  existed  �or 

 99.56  %  o�  its  time  on  Earth  be�ore  the  impact  o�  the  �irst  modern  humans  (Homo  sapiens)  during  the 

 Pleistocene  (1.8  –  0.012  million  years  ago  [20]).  There  are  two  di��erent  types  o�  coral  ree�s:  a) 

 cold-water  coral  ree�s  �ound  at  larger  depths  and  b)  warm-water  coral  ree�s,  commonly  �ound  at 

 shallow  depths  in  tropical  clear  waters  where  su��icient  sunlight  penetrates  the  water.  Shallow  coral 

 ree�s  are  made  up  o�  ree�-building  corals,  and  they  only  occupy  a  sur�ace  area  o�  over  284,300  km  2  , 

 which  is  less  than  0.1  %  o�  the  world's  current  ocean  ́s  sur�ace  area  [21].  Such  shallow  corals 
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 (ree�-building  corals  )  can  make  their  own  substrate,  producing  geological  material.  The  other  way 4

 around  the  generated  material,  �or  example,  supports  the  next  generation  o�  growing  coral  ree�s.  The 

 number  o�  geological  material  corals  and  other  living  marine  organisms  have  secreted  over  time  is 

 tremendous.  Especially  stony  corals  (or  scleractinians)  are  the  most  prodigious  ree�-builders.  The  lower 

 portion  o�  their  polyp  �orms  calcium  carbonate-based  (CaCO  3  )  skeletons,  resulting  in  massive 

 limestone  ree�  �ormations.  Most  o�  the  coral  skeleton  is  eroded  and  reduced  to  sand  and  silt  a�ter  the 

 death  o�  the  living  coral,  ending  up  in  very  deep  water  or  as  deposited  sand  on  land,  �orming  white 

 coral  beaches.  Healthy  corals  produce  CaCO  3  skeletons  that  increase  in  size  on  average  �rom  0.5  to  two 

 centimetres  per  year  [22].  As  larger  �ormations,  coral  ree�s  provide  shelter  �or  at  least  a  quarter  o�  all 

 marine species. 

 Globally,  over  hal�  a  billion  people  are  estimated  to  live  within  100  km  o�  a  coral  ree�  and  bene�it  �rom 

 its  (natural)  production  and  protection.  In  coastal  tropical  regions,  coral  ree�s  are  signi�icant  �or  the 

 survival  o�  human  beings:  First,  they  protect  coastal  regions  �rom  climate-related  sea-level  rise.  As  a 

 natural  bu��er  ,  they  protect  shorelines  �rom  wave  action,  beaches  �rom  erosion,  and  prevent  property 5

 damage  and  loss  o�  li�e  [23],  [24]  .  Second,  their  biodiversity  promotes  the  tourism  industry  and 

 �isheries.  Even  though  ree�  �isheries  represent  only  2  %  –  5  %  o�  estimated  global  catches,  their 6

 importance  lies  not  only  in  the  level  o�  �ish  removal  but  also  plays  an  important  role  in  the  provision  o� 

 protein  to  islanders  and  coastal  populations.  These  include  some  o�  the  world’s  poorest  people  who 

 have  limited  access  to  alternative  �ood  sources  and  limited  land  �or  agriculture.  [25].  Coral  ree�s’  annual 

 global  economic  value  is  estimated  at  around  US$  30  billion  just  �or  tourism,  �isheries  and  coastal 

 6  Ree�  �isheries  have  historical  and  traditional  signi�icance.  They  o��er  livelihood  opportunities  and  provide 
 employment  �or  an  increasing  number  o�  people.  The  considerable  bene�its  and  services  arising  �rom  ree� 
 �isheries are under threat �rom many di��erent sources [30]. 

 5  They  dissipate  portions  o�  the  wave  energy  through  a  system  o�  multi-scalar  tunnels  to  gradually  reduce  the 
 power  o�  large  swells.  As  permeable  structures,  they  re�ract  waves  instead  o�  re�lecting  them,  which  results  in  sand 
 deposition instead o� erosion [24]. 

 4  Ree�-building  corals  are  neither  a  plant  nor  an  animal.  Instead,  they  �orm  colonies  o�  coral  polyps  in  a  symbiotic 
 relationship  with  algae  (zooxanthellae)  living  inside  their  tissues.  Both  polyp  and  zooxanthellae  depend  on  each 
 other  as  zooxanthellae  and  provide  the  coral  with  up  to  90  %  o�  its  energy  in  the  �orm  o�  glucose,  glycerol  and 
 amino  acids  through  photosynthesis.  In  return,  corals  provide  shelter  and  a  constant  supply  o�  CO₂  they  need  �or 
 photosynthesis �or the zooxanthellae. 
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 protection  [26]  .  Ultimately,  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  delivers  important  ecosystem  services  (extreme 7

 weather  mitigation  [27],  carbon  �low,  clean  water  and  air,  health  and  well-being,  and  productivity  o� 

 �ood),  with  e��ects  �or  the  human  population  worldwide.  Figure  1.2  [28]  shows  a  map  o�  the 

 social-economic  dependencies  on  coral  ree�s  by  the  human  population,  which  is  ‘very  high’  in  tropical 

 remote  regions.  In  view  o�  anticipated  human  population  growth,  the  pressure  on  coral  ree�  resources 

 will increase [29]. 

 Figure 1.2:  This map of social-economic dependencies  on coral reefs shows that especially the survival of 

 islanders depends on coral reefs. The assessment of reef dependence is based on reef-associated population, 

 reef fisheries employment, nutritional dependence on fish and seafood, reef-associated export value, reef 

 tourism, and shoreline protection by reefs. Eighty-one countries, 21 island territories, and six subnational 

 regions (Florida, Hawaii, Hong Kong SAR, Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah, and Sarawak) were assessed, 

 and are categorised according to quartiles (low, medium, high, and very high). 

 Over  the  past  decades,  an  unprecedented  ecological  crisis  has  led  to  increasing  coral  threat  levels: 

 Anthropogenic  climate  change,  over�ishing,  water  pollution,  dynamite  and  cyanide  �ishing  have 

 irreversibly  destroyed  major  parts  o�  coral  ree�s  around  the  globe  [32].  Since  the  late  19  th  century,  with 

 the  beginning  o�  the  Anthropocene,  the  planet's  average  sur�ace  temperature  has  risen  by  1.16  °C  (land 

 and  ocean,  March  2020)  [33].  A  staggering  99  %  o�  tropical  corals  are  projected  to  be  lost  i�  the  global 

 the  average  temperature  rises  by  2 °C,  owing  to  interactions  between  global  warming,  ocean 

 7  The  overall  value  o�  the  world's  ecosystem  services  and  natural  capital  global  gross  national  product  total  is 
 estimated around US$ 18 trillion per year [31]. 
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 acidi�ication  and  pollution  [14],  [33–35].  As  a  consequence,  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  are  directly 

 a��ected by increasing land sur�ace temperatures (36, 37, Figure 1.3). 

 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 1.3:  (a) Annual (thin lines) and five-year lowess smooth (thick lines) for temperature anomalies 

 (vs. 1951–1980) averaged over the Earth’s land area and sea surface temperature anomalies (vs. 

 1951–1980) averaged over the part of the ocean that is free of ice at all times (open ocean); 

 (b) Globally averaged sea surface temperature, according to three different data centres: The UK Met 

 Office (UKMO, blue), the US National Center for Environmental Prediction(NCEP, brown), and the 

 US National Climatic DataCenter (NCDC, black). 

 In  tropical  regions,  elevated  seawater  temperatures  o�  over  29  °C  cause  coral  bleaching  [38],  [39]. 

 Bleached  corals  are  corals  under  environmental  stress  through  radiation  and  elevated  temperatures  o� 

 the  seawater  .  The  photosynthetic  pigments  o�  the  colour�ul  zooxanthellae  disappear,  coral  polyps  die 8

 �rom  starvation  and  their  tissues  leave  the  limestone  skeletons.  The  skeletons  are  rapidly  colonised 

 again,  especially  by  two  groups  o�  organisms,  algae  and  bioeroders.  While  algae  clog  the  pores  o�  the 

 skeletons,  which  prevents  the  settlement  o�  new  coral  polyps,  bioeroders  erode  the  skeletons.  As  a 

 consequence  corals  are  not  able  to  regrow  and  the  coral  ree�  increasingly  loses  its  important 

 8  As  tropical  corals  do  not  grow  at  depths  o�  over  50  m  as  ree�-building  corals  cannot  tolerate  water  temperatures 
 below 18 °C, but pre�er water temperatures between 23 °C and 29 °C. 
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 three-dimensional  structure  which  is  tremendously  important  in  providing  habitat  spaces  �or  new 9

 corals to settle and thus �or preserving high biodiversity [40] (41, 42, 43, Figure 1.4). 

 (a)  (b)                                                                              (c) 

 Figure 1.4: (a) A healthy shallow tropical coral reef in Keruo, Raja Ampat, Indonesia; (b) White 

 bleached skeletons of corals; (c) Physically destroyed coral reef caused by increasingly powerful storm events 

 such as hurricanes and/or destructive fishing practises such as dynamite fishing. 

 Bleaching-induced  mortality  has  already  caused  extensive  loss  o�  the  global  coral  cover,  �or  instance 10

 over  30  %  loss  o�  individual  ree�s  o�  the  Great  Barrier  Ree�  in  2016  [44].  Whether  bleached  coral 

 recovers  or  dies  depends  on  both  the  extent  o�  the  temperature  rise  above  the  usual  value  and  the 

 duration  �or  which  the  temperature  is  elevated  [45].  While  coral  ree�s  can  recover  �rom  severe 

 bleaching,  the  time  required  �or  recovery  is  o�ten  long  [46].  Mass  bleaching  events  occur  when  coral 

 ree�s  are  exposed  �or  a  long  period  to  highly  elevated  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  o�  over  29  °C.  This 

 recurring  heat  stress  considerably  lowers  the  chances  o�  bleached  corals  recovering.  By  the  end  o�  the 

 third  global  coral  bleaching  event  (2015–2017),  the  National  Oceanic  and  Atmospheric 

 Administration  (NOAA)  reported  that  it  was  the  longest,  most  widespread,  and  possibly  the  most 

 damaging  coral  bleaching  event  on  record  [49]  (50,  Figure  1.5).  Heat  stress  during  this  event  caused 

 mass bleaching in several ree�s that had never bleached be�ore (e.g. northernmost Great Barrier Ree�). 

 10  Other  environmental  variables  such  as  light  radiation,  the  amount  o�  sunlight  received  by  coral,  is  also  an 
 important �actor in bleaching [48]. 

 9  Researchers  o�  the  Australian  Institute  o�  Marine  Science  (Australia)  investigated  the  e��ects  o�  acoustic 
 enrichment  on  �ish  community  on  degraded  coral  ree�  habitat  with  the  result  that  acoustic  enrichment  triggered 
 by  the  geometry  o�  coral  ree�  �ormations  had  a  signi�icant  positive  impact  on  juvenile  �ish  recruitment  in  the 
 Great Barrier Ree� throughout the study period in November–December 2017  [47]. 
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 Figure 1.5: This map, generated by the global NOAA Coral Reef Watch (CRW), illustrates estimated 

 global sea surface temperatures for March 2017  .  In shallow areas near the coast, the colour gradient 11

 from white to dark red forecasts the extent of potential bleaching  :  no stress  –  no bleaching; warning – 

 possible bleaching; Alert 1 – significant bleaching likely; Alert 2 – severe bleaching and significant 

 mortality likely. 

 In  the  dynamic  Earth  climate  system,  the  rise  o�  land  and  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  activate  tipping 

 elements  such  as  ice  masses,  circulation  systems  and  ecosystems.  These  tipping  elements,  along  with 

 some  o�  the  non-tipping  elements  (e.g.  gradual  weakening  o�  land  and  ocean  physiological  carbon 

 sinks),  could  push  the  global  average  temperature  even  higher,  inducing  tipping  in  mid-and 

 higher-temperature  clusters  [52].  Figure  1.6  [53]  illustrates  global  tipping  elements  and  their 

 interactions,  and  highlights  that  tropical  coral  ree�s  are  among  one  o�  the  �irst  tipping  elements  at  high 

 risk  (yellow)  to  be  tipped  into  a  sudden  critical  state,  which  could  result  in  sudden  extinction  instead 

 o� a slow extinction process. 

 11  The  NOAA  Coral  Ree�  Watch  (CRW)  experimental  weekly.  The  �our  Month  Coral  Bleaching  Outlook  was 
 made available on November 21, 2017, and released publicly on the CRW website on March 27, 2018 [51]. 
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 Figure 1.6: Global map of potential tipping cascades. The individual tipping elements are colour-coded 

 according to estimated thresholds in global average surface temperature (tipping elements). Potential 

 interactions among the tipping elements are shown through arrows. 

 1.1.2 Regenerative arti�icial coral ree�s �or threatened tropical coral ree�s 

 The  book  ‘  Ichthyology  of  South  Carolina  ’  by  John  Holbrook  (1860)  is  one  o�  the  earliest  publications 

 on  how  to  design  and  use  arti�icial  ree�s  to  attract  �ish  in  an  area  that  was  damaged  by  land 

 development  [54].  In  the  past,  indigenous  cultures  throughout  the  Indo-Paci�ic  region  had  been 

 known  to  use  bamboo  and  palm  lea�  structures  to  attract  �ish  and  increase  the  available  �ish  habitat: 

 These  are  known  as  Fish  Aggregation  Devices  (FADs)  [55].  Unlike  modern-day  arti�icial  ree�s,  these 

 �irst  arti�icial  ree�s  were  not  meant  to  promote  the  growth  o�  the  marine  ecosystem  but  instead  were 

 used  as  a  harvesting  method  �or  the  �ood  supply  �or  islanders.  Today,  in  view  o�  the  tropical  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem’s  drastic  decline,  arti�icial  ree�s  have  a  much  wider  range  o�  applications.  These  are  primarily 

 in  ecosystem  regeneration,  shoreline  protection,  and  as  a  stimulus  �or  local  �ishing  and  the  tourism 

 industry.  Multiple  construction  concepts  and  methods  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  have  been  established, 

 resulting  in  the  development  o�  arti�icial  ree�  structures  o�  multiple  shapes,  and  made  �rom  a  wide 

 range  o�  materials  such  as  concrete,  ceramic,  metal,  marine  alloys  and  even  plastic.  (55–58,  Figure  1.7). 
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 Un�ortunately,  not  all  arti�icial  coral  ree�  approaches  are  success�ul  in  regrowing  corals  or  meeting 

 objectives  regarding  their  ecological  and  structural  per�ormance  [59].  In  �act,  in  the  1970s–1980s, 

 when  arti�icial  ree�s  �irst  started  being  used  �or  regeneration  purposes,  waste  materials  such  as  used 

 tires,  decommissioned  military  ships,  and  tonnes  o�  surplus  concrete  were  dumped  o��shore  as 

 ‘arti�icial  ree�s’.  Such  examples  still  lead  to  the  assumption  that  arti�icial  ree�s  are  used  as  means  o� 

 waste  disposal  without  having  to  pay  required  �ees,  or  as  a  ‘greenwashing’  public  relation  strategy  by 

 organisations,  instead  o�  protecting  and  regenerating  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  [60].  However,  a  series  o� 

 promising  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  have  been  deployed  by  marine  conservationists  throughout  the  past 

 years  with  the  goal  o�  using  appropriate  materials  that  support  the  regeneration  o�  the  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem (Chapter II). 

 (a)  (b)                                                                              (c) 

 Figure 1.7: Underwater implemented artificial coral reefs: (a) Concrete reef off the Kata-Karon shore, 

 Thailand; (b) Osborne Reef from car tires constructed in 1972 off the coast of Fort Lauderdale, Florida; 

 (c) Biorock Reef off the coast of Pemuteran, Indonesia. 

 In  summary,  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  �or  ecosystem  regeneration  promote  the  growth  o�  corals  and  improve 

 biodiversity.  They  have  the  potential  to  create  and  sustain  the  coral  ree�  habitat,  which  delivers 

 important  ecosystem  services  to  humans.  As  three-dimensional  subsea  structures,  they  substitute  the 

 morphology  o�  destroyed  ree�s  (due  to  land  development,  storms,  bleaching,  etc.),  and  increase  the  size 

 o�  the  existing  coral  ree�  cover.  Their  main  potential  lies  in  biogenic  construction  methods  and  their 

 structural  three-dimensionality  which  promotes  biodiversity  [61].  Biogenic  construction  approaches 

 encompass constituents, secretions, and metabolites o� marine plants or animals [62]. 
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 1.1.3 Computational modelling strategies �or arti�icial coral ree� design 

 Assuming  that  success�ul  arti�icial  ree�  designs  need  to  equally  address  the  requirements  o�  biogenic 

 constructions  (produced  by  the  action  o�  marine  organisms)  and  architectural  design  (�orm,  structure, 

 material,  assembly),  a  greater  amount  o�  design  criteria  needs  to  be  considered.  Such  a  multi-criteria 

 design  approach  is  challenging  as  it  can  lead  to  design  solutions  that  are  ambiguous  and  di��icult  to 

 quanti�y.  Problem-solving  provides  (besides  ad  hoc  methods)  generative  methods  �or  �inding  design 

 solutions  by  enabling  the  generation  and  evaluation  o�  multiple  design  con�igurations  [63],  [64]. 

 However,  the  search  �or  each  design  con�iguration  can  be  very  costly,  as  it  can  imply  a  large  number  o� 

 con�igurations  that  would  have  to  be  searched  in  order  to  �ind  an  optimal  solution.  Computational 

 modelling  enables  the  generation  o�  numerous  design  variations  in  a  meaning�ul  way,  as  it  uses 

 mathematical  algorithms  and  computational  power  to  e��ectively  run  through  a  larger  number  o� 12

 design  con�igurations  to  �ind  better  solutions.  Since  the  criteria  �or  the  evaluation  must  be  explicitly 

 �ormulated,  greater  objectivity  and  transparency  in  problem-solving  can  be  guaranteed  [65].  In  the 

 paper  ‘  The  Theoretical  Foundation  of  Computer-Aided  Architectural  Design  ’,  W.  J.  Mitchell  (1975) 

 proposed  how  computational  methods  at  di��erent  levels  could  support  design  processes  in 

 architecture,  and  how  design  tasks  can  be  divided  between  the  human  designer  and  the  machine. 

 According  to  him,  these  possibilities  include  representation,  evaluation  and  the  exploration  o�  design 

 processes  [63],  [66].  Considering  these  aspects,  computational  methods  could  also  have  a  great 

 potential  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design:  First,  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  o�  greater  three-dimensionality  and 

 geometric  complexity  are  di��icult  to  model  and  �abricate  using  conventional  3D  modelling  and 

 �abrication  practices.  Methods  �rom  computational  design  could  enable  the  generation  o�  nature-like 

 ree�  structures,  with  the  help  o�  algorithms  �or  growth  and  pattern  �ormation  (representation).  Digital 

 3D  models  can  then  be  converted  into  �abrication  �iles  �ormats  to  guarantee  an  e��icient  production 

 work�low.  Second,  the  design  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  implies  the  consideration  o�  multi-criteria 

 (ecology,  underwater  environment,  �orm,  structure,  material,  etc.).  Generative  design  methods  enable 

 design  solutions  through  iterative  processes  that  can  be  evaluated  based  on  de�ined  evaluation  criteria 

 12  The  term  ‘Algorithm’  is  named  a�ter  the  9  th  century  Persian  mathematician  Al-Khwarizmi.  Mathematical 
 algorithms in 3D modelling store the mathematical logic to generate the geometry o� a 3D object. 
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 (evaluation).  Ultimately,  the  per�ormance  o�  generated  arti�icial  ree�  design  solutions  can  be  simulated 

 in  a  digital  model,  and  its  optimal  shape  is  de�ined  based  on  identi�ied  Key  Per�ormance  Indicators 

 (KPIs)  (exploration).  Additionally,  another  potential  o�  computational  design  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 design  lies  in  computational  collaboration  to  �oster  e��icient  data  exchange  work�lows  between 

 multiple so�tware and hardware applications (interoperability). 

 1.2 De�inition o� the problem 

 Most  o�  the  existing  approaches  to  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  are  inadequate  in  terms  o�  their  structural 

 three-dimensionality  and  the  inclusion  o�  biogenic  construction  methods.  They  �ail  to  promote 

 marine  habitats  and  biodiversity  in  the  long-term  [60].  Such  arti�icial  ree�s  rather  increase  threat  levels 

 and  cause  permanent  harm  to  the  marine  environment.  In  contrast,  this  thesis  �ocuses  on  developing 

 an  entirely  new  approach  to  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  by  including  the  requirements  o�  the  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem  in  the  design  process.  The  �ollowing  section  gives  an  overview  o�  the  three  main  challenges 

 (Ch) �or enabling a new arti�icial ree� design approach. 

 Ch01  –  Generative  design  strategies:  In  most  design  approaches  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  the 

 multi-criteria  which  is  necessary  �or  ecosystem  design  and  regeneration  has  not  been  adequately 

 de�ined  nor  been  incorporated  in  a  generative  design  work�low  (Chapter  II).  Design  outcomes  are 

 rather  ad  hoc  solutions  and  �ail  in  multiple  terms  such  as  adaptation  and  per�ormance  in  the  marine 

 environment.  In  contrast,  this  thesis  identi�ies  multiple  design  criteria  and  indicators  o�  success  (KPIs) 

 (through design experiments) and introduces a new approach that considers these KPIs. 

 Ch02  –  Consideration  of  monitoring  strategies:  Success�ul  arti�icial  ree�  approaches  operate  over 

 the  long-term  as  an  integrated  part  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem.  There�ore,  it  is  important  to  monitor 

 implemented  arti�icial  ree�s  throughout  a  period  that  includes  several  annual  monitoring  cycles.  Even 

 though  long-term  monitoring  in  the  marine  environment  is  costly,  it  is  crucial  �or  understanding 

 dynamic  ecological  and  structural  impacts.  This  research  explores  long-term  (8  years)  and  high 

 precision  monitoring  methods  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  helping  to  de�ine  criteria  �or  computational  and 

 simulation models. 

 Ch03  –  Interdisciplinarity:  The  development  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  requires  expertise  �rom 

 di��erent  �ields.  Arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  is  a  challenging  task  that  requires  rethinking  existing 
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 paradigms  in  architecture  and  must  move  towards  an  interdisciplinary  collaborative  design  approach. 

 On  one  hand,  an  interdisciplinary  approach  can  provide  knowledge  and  access  to  cutting  edge 

 methods  and  technology  �rom  multiple  �ields,  and  on  the  other  hand,  an  interdisciplinary  dialogue  can 

 enrich  the  creative  process.  This  research  is  the  result  o�  collaborative  work  with  marine  biologists, 

 engineers,  geometricians,  material  scientists,  and  stakeholders  such  as  coral  ree�  conservationists,  local 

 NGOs, and representatives o� local tourism and �ishing industries. 

 1.3 Research goals 

 The  research  �ocus  is  directed  towards  the  exploration  and  development  o�  computational  design–  and 

 high  precision  monitoring  strategies  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  with  the  goal  o�  equally  integrating  the 

 requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the  architectural  design,  and  the  stakeholders  (such  as  marine 

 conservationists,  local  governments,  representatives  o�  the  tourism  industry  and  �isheries)  in  a 

 systematised  design  approach.  Such  an  entirely  new  approach  to  coral  ree�  design  could  help  promote 

 growth  and  biodiversity  in  regions  where  anthropogenic  in�luences  have  destroyed  local  ree�s.  Here, 

 equal  consideration  o�  aspects  �rom  the  architectural  design  (�orm,  structure,  material,  assembly), 

 sustainability  (energy  and  material  savings),  UW  monitoring  (high  precision  3D  models),  and 

 ultimately  biogenic  aspects  (spatio-temporal  adaptation,  biodiversity  and  growth)  are  the  key  to 

 long-term  success  in  ree�  regeneration  projects.  Figure  1.8  [67]  lays  out  the  envisioned  interrelations 

 between  nature,  humans,  and  architecture  �or  developing  such  an  approach.  While  the  tropical  ree� 

 ecosystem  provides  crucial  ecosystem  services  to  stakeholders,  it  simultaneously  requires  regenerative 

 interventions,  �or  instance,  the  reconstruction  o�  lost  three-dimensionality.  In  such  an  interrelated 

 model,  a  design  �ramework–  the  ‘Arti�icial  Ree�  Design  Framework’  (Chapter  III)  –addresses  the 

 requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  and  the  stakeholders  as  both  bene�it  �rom  one  another.  In  this 

 context,  on  a  higher  level,  this  research  aims  to  abolish  the  dichotomy  between  man  and  nature,  and 

 exempli�ies  how  non-anthropocentric  driven  design  processes  can  contribute  to  improving  the  quality 

 o�  living  conditions  �or  marine  species  and  humans.  Ultimately,  in  contrast  to  most  existing  arti�icial 

 coral  ree�  developments  (Chapter  II),  the  design  approach  o�  this  research  aims  to  �oster  arti�icial  ree� 

 designs capable o� operating over the long-term as part o� the coral ree� ecosystem. 
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 Figure 1.8: Interrelations between nature, humans and architecture in a new design approach for 

 artificial coral reefs. 

 1.4 Methodology 

 1.4.1 Components and structure o� the research 

 The  research  pursued  in  the  �ramework  o�  this  dissertation  is  mainly  o�  an  empirical  nature.  It  aims  at 

 achieving  a  uni�ied  prototypical  work�low  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  and  is  composed  o�  two 

 interplaying  parts.  The  �irst  is  a  practical  part  that  �osters  a  range  o�  computational  modelling  and 

 simulation  experiments  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  in  an  explorative  process  (including  custom 13

 algorithms  and  inter�aces),  and  real-world  physical  underwater  implementations  (  A  rti�icial  R  ee� 

 P  rototypes  –  ARPs)  that  are  continuously  monitored  and  validated  in  iterative  sequences  to  provide 

 �eedback  on  growth  and  to  de�ine  optimisation  criteria  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design.  The  other  is  a 

 theoretical  part  that  contextualises  and  integrates  all  design  and  monitoring  experiments  to  encounter 

 domain-speci�ic  theories.  The  site  o�  the  key  case  study  �or  the  design  and  construction  experiments  o� 

 13  In  this  context,  exploration  re�ers  to  research  that  investigates  a  problem  that  has  not  been  clearly  de�ined.  It  is 
 conducted to have a better understanding o� the existing problem, but its outcome is not deterministic. 
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 arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  located  in  the  Bali  Sea,  o��  the  shoreline  o�  the  small  island  o�  Gili  Trawangan, 

 Indonesia  (Chapter  IV).  This  study  site  exempli�ies  an  area  where  tropical  coral  ree�s  are  typically 

 important  sources  o�  income  �or  the  local  �ishing  and  tourism  industry,  but,  at  the  same  time,  are 

 seriously  threatened  due  to  global  warming  over  the  past  15  years.  Moreover,  the  research  was 

 developed  in  an  interdisciplinary  collaborative  setting,  connecting  experts  �rom  architecture,  marine 

 biology,  material  science,  and  geomatics  �or  underwater  applications  as  well  as  local  Indonesian 

 �ishermen  and  pro�essional  divers.  In  terms  o�  methodology,  the  research  is  based  on  the  �ollowing  �ive 

 interconnected and interdisciplinary research directions: 

 (1)  Algorithmic  coral  reef  design:  This  research  area  is  �ocused  on  the  development  o� 

 computational  design  and  �abrication  strategies  �or  three-dimensional  component-based  arti�icial  coral 

 ree�  structures.  As  such,  growth  algorithms  �rom  nature  are  applied  within  a  3D  CAD  system  to 

 explore  parametrically  geometrical  con�igurations  �or  novel  ARPs.  The  exploration  o�  a  computational 

 �ramework  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  includes  an  automated  generation  o�  the  geometry,  its  conversion 

 into �abrication data, and an inter�ace �or design simulation and optimisation. 

 (2)  Promotion  of  natural  growth  processes:  Topics  within  this  research  area  address  growth  and 

 adaptation  processes  �or  arti�icial  ree�s.  ‘  Growth’  implies  positive  growth  rates  o�  settled  corals  and 

 other  marine  li�e  and  a  progressing  CaCO  3  layer  around  ARP  structures  through  the  Biorock  method. 

 ‘Adaptation’  re�ers  to  the  ARP’s  ability  to  physically  and  structurally  adapt  to  spatial  (topography  and 

 materiality  o�  the  sea�loor)  and  environmental  conditions  (currents,  stronger  storm  events)  at  the 

 underwater  site.  This  research  area  provides  �eedback  about  the  synergy  between  an  arti�icially 

 designed  ARP,  and  its  per�ormance  as  part  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem.  This  �eedback  is  necessary  �or 

 the  development  o�  an  ecologically  integrated  arti�icial  coral  ree�  system  that  guarantees  long-term 

 success. 

 (3)  High  precision  underwater  (UW)  monitoring:  This  area  is  �ocused  on  the  exploration  and 

 development  o�  a  UW  monitoring  work�low  �or  high  precision  3D  scans  o�  implemented  ARPs  at 

 close  range  (submillimetre  and  millimetre  precision).  It  addresses  key  criteria  o�  success  �or  UW  survey 

 processes  in  the  �ield  (Gili  Trawangan)  including  the  evaluation  and  operational  tests  �or  UW 

 measurement  instruments.  It  compares  the  most  recent  UW  monitoring  processes  �or  high  precision 

 3D  modelling  such  as  UW  laser  scanning,  UW  photogrammetry  and  CT  scanning.  The  resulting  3D 
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 models  are  visual  representations  o�  implemented  progressed  ARPs.  They  provide  crucial  details  (such 

 as  growth,  adaptation  and  inner  and  outer  geometrical  con�igurations  o�  ARPs)  to  develop  a 

 Simulation Environment �or arti�icial ree� design. 

 (4)  Computational  modelling  and  simulation:  This  research  area  �ocuses  on  how  computational 

 modelling  and  simulation  methods  �rom  the  architectural  practice  can  be  applied  �or  the  development 

 o�  a  computational  �ramework  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design.  This  includes  the  investigation  o� 

 corresponding  computational  design  and  analysis  strategies,  the  de�inition  o�  KPIs,  an  appropriate 

 so�tware  �ramework  �or  development,  data  conversion  o�  massive  3D  data  sets,  less  process-intensive 

 solutions, as well as the display o� simulation results. 

 (5)  Validation:  This  research  direction  �ocuses  on  the  validation  o�  the  developed  design  approach 

 through  long-term  UW  design  experiments  (ARPs).  As  test  pilots  �or  the  developed  arti�icial  ree� 

 design  system,  they  validate  the  system  on  the  level  o�  its  �ormal,  structural  and  ecological  potentials  �or 

 long-term  per�ormance  as  an  e��iciently  implemented  arti�icial  coral  ree�  in  the  Bali  Sea.  This  research 

 area  also  �ocuses  on  how  the  �ramework  can  be  validated  by  an  interdisciplinary  end-user  group.  Here 

 the  �ocus  lies  on  the  development  o�  �ront-end  tools  that  allow  the  users  to  inter�ace  with  the 

 �ramework with the developed system. 

 1.4.2 Organisation o� the thesis 

 This  thesis  is  organised  in  six  chapters.  Following  the  introduction,  Chapter  II  discusses  the  current 

 State-o�-the-art  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  and  is  structured  in  three  parts.  The  �irst  part  �ocuses  on 

 conventional  (non-digital)  approaches  to  arti�icial  ree�  design;  the  second  on  digital  approaches 

 including  digital  design,  �abrication  and  simulation  strategies  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s;  and  the  third  on 

 high  precision  UW  monitoring  �or  coral  ree�s.  In  each  section,  key  methods  and  technologies  are 

 described  and  the  relevance  o�  each  approach  regarding  computational  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design 

 research  is  elaborated.  In  the  �inal  step,  research  gaps  between  each  presented  approach  in  regards  to 

 the one o� this thesis are identi�ied. 

 Chapter  III  describes  the  ‘Framework  �or  Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�  Design  (ARDF)’  and  its  �ive  main 

 components:  Algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  UW  monitoring,  per�ormance  analysis  and 

 evaluation,  the  developed  Ecosystem-aware  design  system,  and  validation.  As  empirical  research,  data  is 
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 generated  through  design,  �abrication  and  �ield  experiments.  Chapter  III  also  introduces  research 

 methods  �or  data  generation,  collection,  analysis  and  evaluation.  Ultimately,  it  proposes  a  work�low  �or 

 a new arti�icial ree� design. 

 Chapter  IV  describes  the  tropical  �ield  study  site  �or  this  research’s  UW  design  experiments,  located 

 o��  the  shoreline  o�  Gili  Trawangan  island  in  Indonesia.  Located  within  the  ‘Coral  Triangle’  it 

 represents  an  emergent  scenario  �or  coral  threats  in  times  o�  climate  change.  Chapter  IV  describes  in 

 detail the chosen site and discusses its local environmental, ecological and socio-economic challenges. 

 Chapter  V  represents  ‘the  core’  o�  this  thesis  —  the  experimental  research  �or  empirically  investigating 

 an  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach,  which  is  described  in  three  parts.  The  �irst  part  �ocuses  on 

 algorithmic  design  and  �abrication  experiments  �or  ARPs.  Here,  two  ARPs  were  developed  and 

 implemented  as  long-term  experiments  in  a  real-world  tropical  UW  environment  in  the  Bali  Sea, 

 Indonesia.  Together,  they  address  relevant  aspects  such  as  �orm,  structural  per�ormance,  growth,  and 

 biodiversity.  The  second  part  �ocuses  on  long-term  and  high  precision  UW  monitoring  o�  ARPs 

 including  high  precision  UW  3D  scanning.  In  the  third  part,  3D  reconstructed  models  �rom  UW  scans 

 are  analysed  (visually,  structurally,  hydrodynamically),  results  discussed  and  their  contribution  to 

 arti�icial  ree�  design  elaborated.  Finally,  based  on  conducted  experiments  �rom  all  three  parts,  Chapter 

 V  de�ines  Key  Per�ormance  Indicators  (KPIs)  that  address  the  requirements  o�  a  new  ARP  design. 

 Based  on  these  KPIs,  the  �ramework’s  Simulation  Environment  (a  so�tware-independent  �ree  web  tool 

 developed  in  this  thesis)  �acilitates  interdisciplinary  users  to  inter�ace  with  the  Ecosystem-aware 

 arti�icial coral ree� design. 

 Chapter  VI  summarises  the  main  �indings  o�  each  experiment  conducted  in  the  research  area  o� 

 arti�icial  ree�  design,  monitoring  and  analysis,  and  relates  them  to  the  main  research  question.  It 

 retraces  important  decisions  taken  with  regards  to  arti�icial  ree�  optimisation  and  high  precision  UW 

 monitoring  and  continues  with  the  elaboration  o�  the  contributions  to  the  �ield  o�  digital  design  in 

 architecture  �or  ecosystem  regeneration  in  times  o�  climate  change.  Chapter  VI  concludes  with  a 

 discussion  o�  results  and  presents  an  outlook  �or  �uture  research  in  the  �ield  o�  computational  arti�icial 

 ree� design. 
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 Chapter II 
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 2. State-o�-the-art in arti�icial ree� design 

 This  chapter  contains  a  literature  review  and  discussion  o�  the  current  design  and  �abrication  methods 

 �or  tropical  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  with  direct  relevance  to  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  research.  The 

 arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  approach  presented  in  this  thesis  applies  methods  �rom  computational 

 design  and  �abrication,  and  high  precision  monitoring  to  build  a  simulation  environment  �or  arti�icial 

 coral  ree�  design.  The  technological  State-o�-the-art  �or  these  two  main  processes  is  discussed  in  this 

 context.  Accordingly,  the  chapter  is  divided  into  two  parts:  First,  conventional  (non-digital)  and  digital 

 approaches  �or  arti�icial  ree�s;  and  second,  high  precision  monitoring  approaches  �or  (arti�icial)  coral 

 ree�s.  Finally,  a  conclusion  emphasises  the  gap  between  the  latest  technologies  and  approaches 

 discussed. 

 2.1 Conventional approaches �or arti�icial coral ree�s 

 2.1.1 Biorock ree�s 

 One  promising  method  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  construction  today  is  Biorock  Technology  developed  in 

 the  1970s  by  the  German  architect  Wol�  Hilbertz.  This  method  is  based  on  an  electrolytic  reaction  in 

 seawater  which  precipitates  dissolved  minerals  naturally  �ound  in  seawater  to  accumulate  CaCO  3 

 around  metallic  structures  [68].  The  principle  is  to  design  and  construct  steel  structures  or  meshes  that 

 then become a cathode (69, Figure 2.1). 
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 Figure 2.1: Biorock structures are welded, electrically conductive steel frames, often made from 

 construction rebar or wire mesh. They are of simple geometry and submerged and attached to the seafloor. 

 Once an electrolytic reaction starts, a  CaCO  3  layer  grows around the steel frame (cathode). A sustainable 

 energy resource provides a low voltage. 

 Electrolysis  can  occur  in  seawater,  as  ionic  substances  such  as  dissolved  CaCO  3  and  magnesium 

 hydroxide  (Mg(OH)  2  )  are  the  conductors.  Two  metallic  electrodes,  the  anode  and  the  cathode,  are 

 attractions  o�  the  opposite  charge.  Positively  charged  ions  move  towards  the  cathode  while  negatively 

 charged  ions  move  towards  the  anode.  Energy  requirements  and  voltages  are  low  -  about  300  watts  �or 

 100 m  2  o� structure [70]. 

 The �ollowing section shows the sum o� reactions o� both electrodes [71]. 

 Anode: 2H  2  O = O  2  + 4H  +  + 4  e– 

 Cathode: 2H  2  O + 2  e–  = H  2  + 2OH  - 

 Calcium carbonate and magnesium minerals �rom seawater: 

 OH  –  + HCO  3 
 –  + Ca  ++  = CaCO  3  + H  2  O 

 2OH  –  + Mg  ++  = Mg(OH)  2 

 The sum o� the reactions at both electrodes: 

 2HCO  3 
 –  = CO  3 

 –2  + CO  2  +H  2  O 
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 The  electric  current  is  harmless  to  marine  organisms.  In  �act,  there  is  evidence  that  corals  grow  well  and 

 even  �aster  in  the  electrical  �ield  on  Biorocks,  a  hard  limestone  rock  similar  to  the  natural  skeleton  o� 

 stony  corals  and  natural  coral  ree�  stones.  There�ore,  this  technology  enables  coral  growth  2  to  6  times 

 �aster  than  in  usual  conditions.  The  survival  and  resistance  rate  o�  hard  corals  is  16  to  50  times  higher 

 than  in  natural  environments  �ollowing  severe  high-temperature  bleaching  events  [72],  [73].  Together 

 with  biochemist  and  marine  biologist  Thomas  Goreau,  this  method  has  been  patented  and  success�ully 

 tested  as  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  in  Jamaica,  Seychelles,  Maldives  and  Bali.  For  instance,  in  Pemuteran,  Bali, 

 about  80  individual  Biorock  structures  o�  more  than  500  m  length  have  been  installed  by  local 

 institutions.  At  Gili  Trawangan  Island,  a  small  island  next  to  Lombok  island,  the  local  NGO  Gili  Eco 

 Trust (GET) has installed more than 150 Biorock ree�s along its shoreline (74, 75, Figure 2.2) [76]. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.2: (a–b) Fabrication and transportation of a conventional Biorock reef at the beach of Gili 

 Trawangan Island, Indonesia, during the 8  th  Biorock  Restoration Workshop in 2012; (c) healthy corals 

 grow on the Biorock two years after its installation in 2014. 

 Cathodes  and  anodes  can  be  made  in  any  size  and  shape.  Typically,  the  cathodes  are  built  �rom 

 expanded  steel  mesh  constructed  as  simple  geometric  �orms  such  as  cylinders,  sheets,  triangular  prisms, 

 or  pyramids  (77,  Figure  2.3  a–b).  Also,  the  construction  o�  non-standard  shapes  has  been  tested  (77, 

 Figure  2.3  c)  .  Anodes  are  typically  much  smaller  than  cathodes  and  shaped  as  sheets,  rods,  or  mesh, 14

 14  One  experiment  investigated  whether  a  �loating  sphere  could  support  a  buoyant  metal  chain  structure.  This 
 initially  �lexible  structure  became  rigid  with  progressing  mineral  accretion.  Pilot  arti�icial  ree�s  have  ranged  up  to 
 3 m high and 10 m across. 
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 depending  on  the  materials  used.  Cathode  materials  are  entirely  protected  �rom  rusting,  whereas 

 anodes are subjected to rapid oxidation unless a resistant material is used [73]. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.3: Different Biorock typologies in Pemuteran (Bali), Indonesia. 

 The  Biorock  method  is  a  sustainable  approach  to  ree�  restoration  as  it  e��iciently  uses  dissolved 

 minerals  in  seawater  as  a  building  material  and,  at  the  same  time,  applies  sustainable  energy  resources 

 such  as  tidal,  wave,  wind,  currents  and  solar.  Both  natural  material  and  energy  resources  occur  in 

 abundance.  Elevated  CO  2  concentrations  are  harm�ul  to  the  ocean.  Due  to  electrolysis  CaCO  3  can 

 bind  CO  2  [78].  The  underwater  environment  is  harm�ul  to  construction  materials  which  may  erode 

 �aster.  The  Biorock  method  �ollows  quite  the  opposite  path:  First,  the  metallic  construction  elements 

 are  covered  by  a  strong  growing  layer  o�  CaCO  3  which  protects  them  �rom  corrosion.  They  �orm  a  new 

 smart  compound  material  with  symbiotic  �unctions.  CaCO  3  is  strong  enough  to  absorb  compressive 

 stresses,  while  the  metal  �rame  absorbs  tensile  stresses.  CaCO  3  provides  the  sur�ace  area  �or  marine  li�e 

 and  coral  settlement,  while  the  metal  �rame  de�ines  the  overall  shape  o�  the  arti�icial  coral  ree�.  Second, 

 it  is  extremely  challenging  to  construct  in  underwater  environments,  where  commonly  used 

 construction  materials  such  as  rein�orced  concrete  decay  �aster  because  o�  corrosion.  Biorock  ree�s  do 

 not  decay  once  their  metal  �rames  are  covered  up  with  a  protective  layer  o�  CaCO  3  and  corals,  and  they 

 have  the  ability  to  repair  themselves.  Mineral  accretion  materials  have  mechanical  strength  comparable 

 to,  and  o�ten  greater  than  concrete  [68].  Ultimately,  a  broad  range  o�  scienti�ic  evidence  �rom  marine 

 biologists  can  be  �ound  that  reports  that  Biorock  corals  grow  dense  branches,  have  bright  colours,  can 
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 recover  �rom  physical  damage  up  to  20  times  �aster  than  natural  ree�s,  and  also  have  a  survival  rate  up 

 to 50 times higher a�ter severe high- temperature bleaching events [71] (79, Figure 2.4). 

 Figure 2.4: Coral bleaching (blue circles) on a Biorock structure in Gili Trawangan, Indonesia,  during 

 the  El Niño year in  January 2016. 

 However,  using  rebar  as  a  major  construction  material  �or  Biorock  ree�s  has  disadvantages:  First,  it  has 

 to  be  assembled  locally,  transported  by  boat  to  the  underwater  site  and  launched  as  an  entire  structure. 

 Second,  the  overall  shape  does  not  mimic  the  geometry  o�  natural  coral  ree�s  or  o�  large-scale  ree� 

 �ormations.  Moreover,  Biorock  ree�s  imply  collaboration  with  local  authorities  and  the  community  as 

 monitoring  is  costly.  Thus,  not  all  attempts  to  build  Biorock  ree�s  have  proven  success�ul  –  but  the 

 technique  and  method  can  be  considered  an  extremely  use�ul  approach  in  a  world  o�  declining  corals 

 [70]. 

 A  similar  approach  to  the  Biorock  ree�s  is  ‘Coral  Spiders‘,  developed  as  part  o�  a  Coral  Ree� 

 Rehabilitation  and  Management  Project  by  Mars  Symbioscience  and  local  authorities,  �or  damaged 15

 coral  ree�s  o��  the  shoreline  o�  Pulau  Badi  in  South  Sulawesi,  Indonesia  �rom  2013  –  2015  [80],  [81]. 

 About  11,000  spider-like  structures  made  �rom  rebar  (not  connected  to  an  electric  circuit  as  cathodes) 

 were  anchored  in  an  area  o�  about  nearly  7000  m  2  to  a��ix  broken  coral  �ragments  o�  a  degraded  ree�  to 

 the  sea�loor  through  blast  �ishing  .  From  2014  to  2017,  the  American  marine  biologist  Susan  L. 16

 16  In  the  Indo-Paci�ic  region,  the  practice  o�  dynamite  or  blast  �ishing  is  the  main  cause  o�  coral  ree�  degradation. 
 Dynamite  �ishing  is  an  extremely  unsustainable  �ishing  practice  as  it  uses  explosives  to  stun  or  kill  schools  o�  �ish 
 irreversibly  destroying  the  underlying  coral  ree�  �ish  habitat.  Once  their  CaCO  3  skeletons  are  demolished,  the 
 ree�  can  hardly  recover.  As  a  result,  weakened  rubble  �ields  are  �ormed  and  �ish  habitat  is  reduced.  Single  blasts 
 cause  ree�s  to  recover  over  5–10  years,  while  widespread  blasting,  as  o�ten  practised,  trans�orms  these  biodiverse 
 ecosystems into continuously unstable rubble [84]. 

 15  Mars Symbioscience is a U.S. technology-based health and li�e sciences business [83]. 
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 Williams  (Department  o�  Evolution  and  Ecology,  University  o�  Cali�ornia),  monitored  their  progress. 

 Although  coral  growth  on  the  spiders  rarely  reached  the  amount  seen  at  a  nearby  undamaged  site,  the 

 number  o�  corals  on  and  around  the  spiders  increased  �rom  less  than  10  %  to  over  60  %  over  the  course 

 o� the surveys during two years [80] (80, 82, Figure 2.5). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.5: (a) Drawing and dimension of one ‘coral spider’; (b) implementation of more than 11,000 

 ’Spider’ units after blast fishing in Pulau Badi (Sulawesi), Indonesia between 2013 – 2015; (c) islanders 

 work ‘hand in hand’ with private entities and researchers to rehabilitate their reefs and fisheries. 

 The  coral  spider  method  �acilitates  the  attachment  o�  �ragments  o�  broken  corals  to  modular  �rames 

 secured  to  the  ree�,  stabilising  the  damaged  ree�  and  providing  a  site  �or  natural  coral  settlement.  As 

 modular  structures,  they  are  inexpensive  and  make  coral  ree�  rehabilitation  practical  on  large  spatial 

 scales  where  the  ree�’s  physical  integrity  has  been  destroyed  by  blast  �ishing,  storms,  or  groundings. 

 The  approach  has  been  success�ul  because  the  spider  system  can  be  adapted  to  di��erent  sites  and  easily 

 be  extended.  Ultimately,  CaCO  3  accumulates  (although  much  more  slowly)  around  spider-like  rebars, 

 without the involvement o� electrolysis (82, Figure 2.5 b–c). 

 2.1.2 Concrete ree�s 

 Concrete  ree�s  are  arti�icial  structures  made  out  o�  concrete,  installed  in  the  sea.  They  are  composed  o� 

 individual  modules  pre�abricated  on  land  and  brought  with  larger  ships  to  the  underwater 

 implementation  site.  These  modules  (ranging  between  1  to  2  m  3  )  can  be  arranged  in  larger  �ormations 

 to  protect  shorelines  and  to  prevent  beaches  �rom  erosion  [85]  .  Some  o�  the  units  are  interlocking  and 
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 others  need  to  be  properly  anchored.  The  existing  approaches  �or  arti�icial  concrete  ree�s  consider  the 

 design  o�  hollow  three-dimensional  spaces  o�  di��erent  sizes  to  provide  shelter,  hiding  and 

 reproduction  spaces  �or  marine  li�e,  and  a  sur�ace  area  �or  sponges  and  corals  to  settle.  During  the  past 

 decade,  multiple  small  and  large  scale  arti�icial  concrete  ree�s  have  been  developed  and  deployed  in 

 tropical  coastal  regions  worldwide.  The  �ollowing  two  examples  –  (1)  DMCR  Cubes,  and  (2)  Ree� 

 Balls  –  as  large  scale  projects  represent  two  di��erent  approaches  �or  concrete  ree�s:  �irst,  an  approach 

 that  aims  to  meet  the  requirements  o�  humans  only;  and  second,  an  approach  that  tries  to  holistically 

 address the needs o� human and marine organisms. 

 (1)  DMCR  Cubes:  In  December  2012,  about  1,800  standard  rein�orced  concrete  �rames  (1.5  ×  1.5  × 

 1.5  m)  were  installed  along  the  Kata-Karon  shore  o�  the  Phuket  coastline,  Thailand  .  With  such  a 17

 large-scale  conservation  project  o�  the  Department  o�  Marine  and  Coastal  Resources  (DMCM)  being 

 more  than  8  km  in  length,  local  authorities  expected  to  increase  income  �or  local  people  through  the 

 promotion  o�  tourism  and  the  �ishing  industry  [86]  (87–  89,  Figure  2.6).  Years  a�ter  its  installation,  the 

 arti�icial  concrete  ree�  has  only  shown  poor  progress  in  respect  to  coral  settlement  and  biodiversity 

 promotion.  This  might  result  �rom  not  having  adjusted  the  pH  value  o�  the  concrete  mixture  used, 

 and  �rom  the  smoothness  o�  the  sur�ace.  However,  its  three-dimensionality  does  work  as  �ish  habitat 

 (89, Figure 2.6 c) and breakwater �or local beach restoration and stabilisation. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 17  The  creation  o�  the  ree�  was  paid  �or  by  the  central  government  o�  Thailand  and  managed  by  the  Phuket 
 Provincial  Administration  Organisation  (OrBorJor)  in  conjunction  with  the  Department  o�  Marine  and  Coastal 
 Resources (DMCR) [86]. 
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 Figure 2.6: (a) Prefabricated concrete elements; (b) transportation and implementation in December 

 2012  off the  Kata-Karon shoreline in Thailand; (c) underwater arrangement of concrete elements. 

 (2)  Reef  Balls:  A  more  promising  example  �or  ree�  regeneration  is  the  ‘Ree�  Ball  Project’  by  the  Ree� 

 Ball  Foundation,  a  publicly  supported  non-pro�it  and  international  environmental  NGO  [90].  Ree� 

 Balls  are  patented  structures  engineered  to  withstand  current  and  wave  action  to  �acilitate  new  coral 

 growth  and  to  provide  a  habitat  �or  marine  li�e  [91],  [92].  Standard  concrete  modules  o�  basic 

 geometry  (spheres  and  domes)  are  per�orated  with  large  circular  holes  allowing  currents  to  pass 

 through  and  around.  Their  weight  prevents  tumbling  around  the  ocean  �loor.  In  contrast  to  the 

 modules  o�  the  Kata-Karon  shore  modules,  Ree�  Balls  are  made  �rom  pH  neutral  concrete  (same  pH 

 value  o�  seawater),  and  in  some  cases,  small  CaCO  3  pieces  are  incorporated  into  the  modules  during 

 casting.  Either  rescued,  imperilled  corals  or  corals  grown  in  approved  nurseries  are  attached  to  CaCO  3 

 pieces  to  promote  natural  growth  and  reproduction  o�  corals  [91].  Modules  are  pre�abricated  onshore, 

 using  �ibreglass  moulds  (93,  Figure  2.7  a).  Because  o�  their  weight  and  size,  Ree�  Balls  can  only  be 

 transported  to  the  UW  site  using  a  boat  and  a  crane  to  li�t  them  up  (94,  Figure  2.7  b).  During  the  past 

 years,  the  Ree�  Ball  Foundation  has  deployed  over  hal�  a  million  Ree�  Balls  in  more  than  50  countries 

 where  they  work  to  shelter  marine  li�e,  reduce  beach  erosion,  and  �acilitate  coral  growth  (95,  Figure  2.7 

 c). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.7: (a) Simple geometry of ‘Reef Balls’; (b) Reef Ball formation at Malcolm’s Road Beach, Turks 

 and Caicos Islands; (c) with corals overgrown Reef Balls made out of concrete of the same pH 
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 concentration as seawater to not harm the underwater marine ecosystem and to promote the growth of 

 corals. 

 In  the  past  years,  concrete  ree�s  have  become  more  popular  amongst  ree�  managers  and  have  been 

 installed  o��shore  worldwide.  Some  o�  them  never  had  the  chance  to  work  properly  and  had  to  be 

 removed  at  high  costs  [96].  This  is  due  to  a  number  o�  reasons:  First,  higher  pH  values  in  standard 

 concrete  (pH  o�  13)  can  be  harm�ul  to  the  vulnerable  coral  ree�  ecosystem.  Coral  ree�s  exist  in  seawater 

 with  pH  values  between  8.2  and  8.4.  Experiments  and  examples  have  shown  that  ‘pH  neutral’  concrete 

 mixtures  (marine  concrete)  with  the  same  pH  value  as  seawater  are  less  harm�ul  to  the  marine 

 ecosystem  and  promote  the  growth  o�  corals.  Second,  especially  rein�orced  concrete  ree�s  in  seawater 

 are  exposed  to  deterioration  through  corrosion.  Once  the  construction  material  decays  (concrete  and 

 rebar),  it  cannot  be  repaired.  There�ore,  modules  have  to  be  removed  at  high  costs  or  le�t  demolished  in 

 the  sea.  It  is  clear  that  concrete  ree�s  lack  sustainable  development  strategies  and  Li�e  Cycle  Assessment 

 (LCA)  studies  [97].  Such  strategies  would  integrate  hardened  underwater  concrete  waste  as  a  part  o� 

 the  material  cycle.  Third,  existing  concrete  ree�s  are  modular  systems  �rom  simple  shaped  modules 

 (DMCR  Cubes,  Ree�  Balls).  Their  design  does  not  consider  the  structural  three-dimensionality  o�  a 

 natural  ree�.  In  larger  �ormations,  they  are  composed  o�  a  repetition  o�  the  same  module  and  lack  a 

 design  logic  to  per�orm  in  a  system:  For  instance,  they  are  not  designed  to  interlock  and  physically 

 connect  with  each  other.  Most  modules  do  not  vary  in  size  and  shape.  There�ore,  as  a  �ormation, 

 concrete  ree�s  do  not  provide  much  �lexibility  (e.g.  adapt  to  di��erent  topographies  or  provide 

 multi-scalar  habitats).  Ultimately,  concrete  ree�s  are  quite  costly  because  they  are  pre�abricated  on  land, 

 and  have  to  be  transported  by  boat  to  the  underwater  site  and  then  installed  using  cranes  and  a  whole 

 team  o�  workers  and  divers.  Despite  these  disadvantages,  concrete  ree�s  are  still  popular  �or  many 

 reasons:  First,  concrete  is  a  durable,  heavy  and  cheap  material  available  all  over  the  world.  Second, 

 concrete  ree�  modules  can  be  rapidly  built  o�  nearly  any  shape  and  size,  and  they  last  �or  years  in 

 seawater.  Ultimately,  in  larger  �ormations,  module-based  concrete  ree�s  have  the  potential  to 

 success�ully  per�orm  as  breakwaters  �or  shoreline  protection.  In  summary,  concrete  has  been  applied  in 

 most  large-scale  arti�icial  coral  ree�  projects  around  the  globe.  In  most  cases,  concrete  ree�s  are 
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 success�ul  as  breakwaters  but  only  promote  coral  ree�  regeneration  i�  marine  concrete/  CaCO  3  pieces 

 are used. 

 2.2 Digital approaches �or arti�icial coral ree�s 

 Mark  H.  Carr  compared  in  his  study  ‘  Artificial  Reefs:  The  Importance  of  Comparisons  with  Natural 

 Reefs  ’  arti�icial  and  natural  ree�s  and  concluded  that  ‘  artificial  reefs  with  structural  complexity  and 

 other  abiotic  and  biotic  features  similar  to  those  of  natural  reefs  will  best  mitigate  in-kind  losses  of  reef  fish 

 populations  and  assemblages  from  natural  reefs  ’  [98].  Natural  coral  ree�s  o��er  an  almost  in�inite 

 number  o�  intricate  shapes,  structures,  colours,  sizes  and  patterns.  Especially  ree�-building  corals  such 

 as stone corals show a high degree o� irregularity, non-smoothness, and �ragmentation (99, Figure 2.8). 
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 Figure 2.8: Design inspiration from growth patterns in nature: A growth pattern defined by finite 

 iterated replications of the same geometry on different scales and can be found in a number of 
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 species of stone corals. Scleractinian corals, illustration by Ernst Haeckel, Kunstformen der Natur, 

 1899 –1904. 

 To  arti�icially  reproduce  a  similar  structural  three-dimensionality  as  �ound  in  natural  corals,  existing 

 obstacles  need  to  be  considered:  First  (representation),  the  topological  geometry  o�  corals  cannot  be 

 described  using  objects  o�  cartesian  geometry  such  as  points,  lines,  circles  and  spheres.  Instead,  corals 

 are  o�ten  characterised  by  the  remarkable  property  o�  sel�-similarity  within  a  certain  interval  o�  scales 

 [100].  To  simulate  sel�-similarities  and  repetitions,  manual  3D  modelling  practises  become  completely 

 ine��icient.  Second  (evaluation),  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design,  a  multi-criteria  needs  to  be  considered 

 (e.g.  structure,  abiotic  and  biotic  �eatures,  material,  assembly,  logistics,  costs,  etc.).  The  generation  and 

 evaluation  o�  design  solutions  �rom  multi-criteria  is  a  highly  costly  process  and  becomes  ine��icient 

 with  an  increasing  number  o�  criteria.  Third  (exploration),  simulations  showing  design  solutions  and 

 how  a  ree�  design  evolves  spatiotemporally  would  not  be  possible  without  a  computational  simulation 

 environment.  Ultimately  (�abrication),  the  �abrication  o�  non-standard  pieces  requires  integrated 

 digital  work�lows  that  allow  digital  data  to  directly  drive  manu�acturing  equipment  to  �orm  various 

 part  geometries  �or  arti�icial  ree�s  (Chapter  1.1.3).  In  this  section,  the  current  digital  approaches  to 

 arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  and  �abrication  are  discussed  including,  computational  design  and 

 �abrication  work�lows,  generative  evaluation  methods,  and  existing  simulation  environments  �or 

 arti�icial coral ree�s. 

 2.2.1 Digital arti�icial ree� design 

 The  optimum  state  o�  a  3D  model  can  be  reached  through  iterative  processes,  which  incrementally 

 improve  the  new  temporary  state  o�  the  model.  Electronic  computation  power  o�  computers  o��ers 

 high-speed,  automated  ways  o�  deploying  di��erent  �amilies  o�  algorithms  to  undertake  this  reversible 

 �orm-�inding  exercise  [101].  Today,  data-driven  design  optimisation  has  become  easier  and  more 

 manageable  with  the  advent  o�  sophisticated  and  power�ul  so�tware  �or  architects  and  designers.  For 

 instance,  the  so�tware  add-on  �or  Grasshopper  ,  called  Galapagos,  developed  by  David  Rutten  uses  an 18

 18  Grasshopper  is  an  algorithm  editor  tightly  integrated  into  Rhino,  a  3D  NURBS  modelling  so�tware  �or 
 �ree�orm  geometry.  Grasshopper  has  a  visual  programming  inter�ace  which  makes  it  easier  �or  architects  and 
 designers to de�ine custom algorithms [108]. 
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 evolutionary-based  algorithmic  solver  with  a  �itness  �unction  �or  generative  modelling  and 

 optimisation. 

 In  2013,  the  Italian  based  computational  design  group  Co-de-iT  [102],  developed  a  design  project 

 called  ‘Ree�s’.  It  promotes  a  complex  arti�icial  rocky  ree�  structure  to  regenerate  beaches  in  the  region 

 o�  the  Mediterranean  Sea.  The  project  was  developed  in  three  di��erent  parts:  ‘Marina  Formations‘, 

 ‘Ree�  Studies‘  and  ‘Emergent  Ree�s‘.  ‘Marina  Formations  used  methods  �rom  algorithmic  design  to 

 generate  a  3D  model  o�  a  large  scale  3D  ree�  structure  resulting  in  a  multi-purpose  leisure  plat�orm 

 providing  spaces  under  and  above  sea  level  aiming  to  connect  the  water�ront  and  the  sea  to  promote 

 tourism activities, marine li�e and biodiversity [103] (104, 105, Figure 2.9). 

 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 2.9: (a–b) Rendering of ‘Marina Formations’ reef design by the Italian computational design 

 group Co-de-iT. 

 ‘Ree�  Studies  established  a  generative  design  work�low  in  a  CAD  environment  to  explore  spatial 

 arrangements  and  cavity  �ormations  through  increasing  density.  This  resulted  in  di��erent  design 

 solutions  that  were  generated  based  on  porosity  values  (106,  107  Figure  2.10  a–b).  One  design 

 outcome was 3D printed (107, Figure 2.9 c). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.10: (a) Results from a generative design process. Different design solutions were generated based 

 on different porosity values ; (b) blue lines show a system of multi-scalar channels.; (c) 3D printed model of 

 one design outcome. 

 Both  parts  o�  the  ‘Ree�s’  project  represent  a  digital  approach  to  arti�icial  ree�  design.  While  the  �irst 

 part  �ocused  on  the  representation  o�  a  3D  ree�-like  structure  using  methods  �rom  algorithmic  design, 

 the  second  part  introduced  a  generative  �orm-�inding  process  to  evaluate  the  design  �rom  the  �irst  part. 

 Both  approaches  go  hand  in  hand  and  there�ore  exempli�y  the  intention  to  align  design,  evaluation  and 

 �abrication  processes.  By  doing  so,  Co-de-iT  also  introduced  a  parametrisation  work�low  to  arti�icial 

 ree�  design.  Despite  this,  only  design  criteria  (size,  porosity)  with  impact  on  the  shape  were  considered. 

 Design  criteria  that  would  enable  a  design  outcome  that  promotes  the  marine  ecosystem  (non-human) 

 and human stakeholders were not de�ined or incorporated. 

 2.2.2 Digital �abrication o� arti�icial ree�s 

 A  number  o�  designers  and  researchers  are  �ocusing  on  developing  additive  �abrication  techniques  such 

 as  3D  printing  �or  non-standard  arti�icial  coral  ree�  systems.  In  the  course  o�  this,  they  are  also 

 investigating  pH  neutral  material  composites  and  cutting  edge  �abrication  techniques  aiming  at  the 

 production  o�  nature-like  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  on  di��erent  scales  and  levels  o�  detailing.  In  this  section, 

 three  3D  printing  �abrication  approaches  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  are  discussed:  (1)  D-Shape,  (2) 

 MARS, and (3) Coral Ree� Seed Units. 

 (1)  D-Shape:  D-Shape  is  a  patented  3D  printing  technology  developed  by  the  Italian  civil  engineer 

 Enrico  Dini,  that  enables  the  �abrication  o�  large-scale  non-standard  stone-like  structures  [109],  [110]. 
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 Instead  o�  using  ingredients  �or  concrete,  Dini  invented  a  pH  neutral  binder-jetting  process  based  on 

 sand  (originally  �ormed  �rom  sea  deposits),  seawater,  and  a  patented  ecological  (magnesium-based) 

 binder.  In  2008,  in  collaboration  with  the  Australian  3D  printing  specialist  and  architect  James 

 Gardiner,  and  the  Australian  Marine  Biologist  David  Lennon,  D-Shape  technology  was  used  to 

 develop  the  �irst  prototypes  �or  three-dimensional  ree�  structures.  Together  with  Ree�  Arabia  Bahrain 

 ,  several  o�  these  prototypes  were  3D  printed  and  installed  in  2012  in  the  Kingdom  o�  Bahrain,  a 19

 small  island  country  situated  near  the  western  shores  o�  the  Persian  Gul�  (111,  Figure  2.11).  Since 

 2017,  Enrico  Dini  has  adopted  binding  chemistry  based  on  pozzolanic  cement  ,  a  process  that  ensures 20

 a less delicate maturation phase prior to deployment in seawater. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 Figure 2.11: (a) Prototype of a 3D printed artificial reef (design Co-De-IT Diguincio  &  Co) using pH 

 neutral sand-based D- Shape technology developed by Enrico Dini.; (b–c) design of another artificial reef 

 20  WWF deployed a set o� Oyster repopulation modules in the North Sea based on this chemistry. 

 19  Ree�  Arabia  Bahrain  a  manu�acturing  base,  established  in  2012,  �or  the  production,  deployment  and 
 installation o� arti�icial ree�s in Bahrain. 
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 by  James Gardiner and resulting 3D printed reef structure using D-Shape; (d–f) underwater 

 implementation off the shoreline of Bahrain, and progress between 2012 – 2014. 

 Dini´s  digital  �abrication  approach  to  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  unique  regarding  its 

 environmental-�riendly  material  design  and  large-scale  capabilities  o�  producing  non-standard  ree� 

 structures.  At  the  same  time,  there  are  a  �ew  �actors  that  limit  the  application  o�  such  ree�s  on  a  larger 

 scope:  First,  the  3D  printing  process  and  �inishing  o�  the  produced  structure  are  highly  costly  in  terms 

 o�  time  and  money.  Second,  ree�  structures,  which  can  be  large,  heavy  and  �ragile,  are  pre�abricated  in  a 

 specialised  lab  in  Italy  and  need  to  be  transported  to  underwater  sites  in  the  tropics  (shipping,  boats, 

 cranes).  This  is  only  possible  with  an  unbelievable  logistical  e��ort.  Third,  even  though  marine  li�e  has 

 settled,  due  to  lacking  monitoring  strategies,  there  is  no  evidence  that  hard  or  so�t  corals  have  inhabited 

 the arti�icial coral ree� structure, nor that the arti�icial ree� promotes biodiversity. 

 (2)  MARS:  In  2013,  Alex  Goad,  industrial  designer  at  Ree�  Design  Lab  [112],  developed  a 

 component-based  Modular  Arti�icial  Ree�  Structure  (MARS)  [8].  In  his  digital  design  approach,  he 

 used  three-dimensional  lattice  structures  and  divided  them  into  individual  non-standard  construction 

 elements  that  can  be  connected,  just  like  a  3D  puzzle  (113,  Figure  2.12  a).  During  the  design  process, 

 he  care�ully  considered  the  needs  o�  marine  organisms  by  �eaturing  variable  hole  sizes  and  per�orated 

 sur�ace  geometries  to  provide  spaces  �or  settlement  and  reproduction.  The  �inal  design  outcome  was 

 developed  in  Maya,  a  3D  modelling  and  visualisation  so�tware  �or  �ree�orm  objects.  Moulds  �or 

 non-standard  construction  elements  were  designed  in  Fusion  360  [114],  a  so�tware  program  that 

 integrates  3D  CAD  modelling  with  Computer-Aided  Manu�acturing  (CAM)  processes.  Each  mould 

 was  3D  printed  and  using  slip  casting,  a  �inal  ceramic  mould  �rom  3D  printed  moulds  was  produced. 

 The  resulting  non-standard  hollow  ceramic  �orms  were  then  �illed  with  marine  ceramic  (pH  neutral) 

 and  steel  rein�orcement.  Joints  are  elaborated  in  a  way  that  seawater  would  not  enter  to  damage  the 

 steel  rein�orcement  inside.  The  resulting  structure  has  an  overall  weight  o�  about  1600  kg.  The  project 

 was  sel�-�unded  and  manu�acturing  costs  were  about  AU$  10,000.  Once  pre�abricated,  MARS 

 construction  elements  were  brought  to  the  implementation  site  at  Summer  Island  (Maldives)  in  2018, 

 and  assembled  underwater.  MARS  provides  a  rigid  structure  without  anchoring  �or  transplanting 

 corals  but  also  important  habitat  protection  �or  other  species  that  may  inhabit  the  structure  [8].  The 
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 sur�ace  design  allows  �or  corals  to  be  easily  transplanted  using  three  attachment  methods;  wire  ties, 

 epoxy glueing and manual jamming between arms (113, Figure 2.12 b–c). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.12: (a) Design of a three-dimensional component-based artificial coral reef by Alex Goad, 2013, 

 (b–c)  i  n 2018, a set of 3D printed components of the  MARS project were implemented off the shoreline of 

 Summer Island. 

 Instead  o�  a  single-block  �abrication,  MARS  �irstly  introduced  a  digital  approach  �or  a  3D  printed 

 component-based  arti�icial  ree�  system.  As  such,  it  has  a  �ew  advantages  compared  to  the  D-Shape 

 approach:  First,  composed  o�  smaller  individual  construction  elements,  it  can  be  assembled 

 underwater.  The  transportation  and  deployment  o�  the  arti�icial  ree�  do  not  depend  on  a  larger 

 in�rastructure.  Second,  the  �abrication  process  (slip  casting),  together  with  the  material  (marine 

 ceramic)  used,  allows  the  production  o�  per�orated  sur�aces  with  a  high  level  o�  detail  to  attract  marine 

 organisms.  Marine  ceramic  is  a  pH  neutral  construction  material  that  does  not  harm  the  marine 

 ecosystem.  Third,  MARS  o��ers  a  higher  level  o�  structural  three-dimensionality  which  is  an  important 

 aspect  to  consider  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design.  However,  the  approach  does  have  a  �ew  disadvantages:  First, 

 design  and  �abrication  are  highly  costly.  The  design  was  developed  somewhat  ad  hoc  rather  than 

 through  a  generative  design  process,  and  the  �abrication  o�  the  moulds  requires  expensive  3D  printing 

 processes,  experience  with  slip  casting,  and  manual  labour  to  add  structural  rein�orcement.  For  these 

 reasons,  it  is  di��icult  to  use  the  MARS  on  a  larger  scale.  Second,  rein�orced  construction  elements  are 

 vulnerable  to  corrosion  and  �aster  material  decay  in  seawater.  Third,  monitoring  has  not  become  an 

 integrated  part  o�  the  design  process  and  thus  regular  �eedback  about  a  success�ul  settlement  o�  corals 
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 on  the  structure  is  missing.  However,  there  is  evidence  o�  other  marine  organisms  such  as  shrimps  and 

 �ish  having  inhabited  the  structure  leading  to  the  assumption  that  the  sur�ace  design  has  succeeded, 

 but the material design could be improved. 

 (3)  Coral  Reef  Seed  Units  (CRSUs):  Emerging  Objects  is  a  US-based  3D  printing  plat�orm  that 

 develops  sustainable  3D  printing  approaches  in  the  �ield  o�  architecture  [115].  In  2019,  they  designed 

 six  CRSUs  prototypes  that  were  3D  printed  in  collaboration  with  Boston  Ceramics,  a  US-based 

 company  that  is  specialised  in  additive  manu�acturing  o�  ceramics.  The  development  o�  CRSU  was 

 rather  challenging.  The  main  challenge  was  to  �ind  the  best  3D  printing  technique  suitable  �or 

 ceramics  allowing  �or  textures  to  be  created  that  are  attractive  �or  corals  to  settle  on  while  hampering 

 the  growth  o�  competing  organisms  such  as  algae.  Their  shape  needs  to  enable  them  to  sel�-attach  to 

 the  ree�  by  wedging  into  crevices  and  holes.  There�ore,  CRSU  were  initially  tested  and  optimised  in  a 

 lab  environment  �or  their  �ormal,  structural  and  material  constraints  [116]  (117,  Figure  2.13  a–c).  As 

 a  result,  over  3,600  seeded  CRSUs  were  3D  printed  �rom  CaCO  3  -based  3D  printing  powder  and  a 

 pH-neutral  adhesive.  SECORE  (SExual  COral  REproduction)  ,  a  nonpro�it  global  network  o� 21

 scientists,  public  aquarium  pro�essionals,  and  local  stakeholders,  seeded  CARSUs  with  coral  larvae, 

 �ertilised  and  raised  in  tanks  be�orehand.  Once  settled,  these  seeding  units  were  out-planted  onto  ree� 

 areas  in  need  o�  restoration  in  several  locations  around  the  globe,  such  as  Guam,  Curacao,  Barbados, 

 Australia, and Mexico (117, 118, Figure 2.13 d–�). 

 21  SECORE  is  working  �or  the  protection  and  restoration  o�  coral  ree�s.  Through  partnerships  with  the 
 Cali�ornia  Academy  o�  Sciences  (CAS)  and  The  Nature  Conservancy,  among  others,  the  organisation  is  at  the 
 �ore�ront o� developing new methods o� coral restoration through sexual reproduction [119]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 Figure 2.13: Coral Reef Seed Units (CRSUs): (a) 3D printed units of different shapes; (b–c) underwater 

 implementation in 2018 in Guam, Curacao, Barbados, Australia, Mexico; (d–e) freshly-collected elkhorn 

 coral egg and sperm bundles; (f) marine life settlement on CRSU. 

 In  conclusion,  Emerging  Object’s  approach  to  coral  ree�  regeneration  introduces  smaller,  cheaper 

 arti�icial  ree�  units  that  can  be  �abricated  using  regular  3D  printers,  less  material,  and  the  �abrication 

 system  can  be  deployed  where  ree�s  actually  need  to  be  restored  and  repaired.  CRSU's  shape  allows 

 them  to  attach  to  existing  ree�s  while  its  sur�ace  design  enables  coral  larvae  settlement.  The 

 CaCO  3  -based  3D  printing  powder  �urther  promotes  settlement  and  the  larvae  thrive.  Seeding  these 

 units  with  larvae  produced  in  a  lab  environment  seems  to  be  the  game  changer  and  pivotal  �or  its 

 success.  However,  there  are  a  �ew  aspects  that  can  be  improved:  First,  CRSU  are  attached  to  the 

 existing  ree�  using  cables.  They  would  not  work  where  ree�s  have  been  completely  destroyed  (sandy 

 bottoms,  crushed  corals).  Second,  due  to  their  size,  they  cannot  per�orm  in  larger  coral  ree�  �ormations 

 to  e.g.  protect  shorelines  and  beaches.  Finally,  there  is  no  evidence  about  the  per�ormance  when  seeds 

 on implemented CRSUs are exhausted. 
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 2.2.3 Digital simulations �or arti�icial ree�s 

 The  design  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  a  challenging  task  in  which  simulation  models  can  help  to  better 

 understand  multi-criteria  design  problems  and  to  make  predictions  about  underwater  per�ormance 

 (Chapter  1.1.3).  In  this  section,  two  digital  simulation  approaches  to  arti�icial  ree�  design  are 

 discussed:  (1)  ‘Ree�hopper’,  a  design  so�tware  built  on  the  open  Rhino  plat�orm  that  tackles  the 

 multi-criteria  design  problem,  and  (2)  a  simulation  environment  called  ‘Emergent  Ree�s’  that  addresses 

 ecological per�ormance by simulating a synthetic ree� ecology. 

 (1)  Reefhopper:  Ree�hopper  is  an  arti�icial  ree�  design  system  that  complies  with  various  plat�orms  o� 

 knowledge  such  as  engineering,  marine  biology,  architecture,  economics  and  arti�icial  intelligence  (AI). 

 Its  development  was  started  in  2017  by  The  Underwater  Gardens  International  (UGi)  team  [120].  The 

 main  goals  are  to  �oster  the  design  o�  Symbiotic  Arti�icial  Ree�s  (SARs)  that  respond  to  the  biological, 

 environmental  and  touristic  needs  o�  any  location,  and  to  increase  and  promote  the  local  economy 

 while  promoting  local  biodiversity  restoration  and  the  decongesting  o�  natural  ree�s  �rom  tourism.  The 

 so�tware  design  protocol  o�  Ree�hopper  considers  and  combines  multiple  parameters,  such  as 

 engineering,  environmental,  monitoring  needs,  biological  and  spatial  characteristics.  The  application 

 also  incorporates  gami�ication  components,  when  required,  in  order  to  develop  SARs  as  ecotourism 

 destinations.  Technically,  the  Ree�hopper  system  integrates  the  capability  o�  data  mining  GIS  data  and 

 processes  it  with  customised  algorithms  designed  by  engineers,  marine  biologists,  architects  and 

 economists.  These  algorithms  are  engineered  with  the  capacity  to  per�orm  rule-based  iterations  by 

 analysing  the  environmental  and  economic  impact  o�  the  design  on  the  site  and  thus  optimising  it  to 

 maximise  the  positive  potential  o�  the  designs  (121,  Figure  2.14).  As  a  set  o�  compiled  C# 22

 components in Grasshopper, Ree�hopper was built within McNeel’s Rhinoceros CAD environment. 

 22  C#  is  a  programming  language  designed  by  the  Danish  so�tware  engineer  Anders  Hejlsberg  in  1999  as  part  o� 
 Microso�t's  .NET  Framework  initiative  [2021].  The  .NET  Framework  is  used  by  Rhino  and  provides  .NET 
 SDKs �or a cross-plat�orm plugin development �or Rhino �or Windows, Rhino �or Mac, and Grasshopper. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.14: Visualisations of Symbiotic Artificial Reefs (SARs) created using Reefhopper: (a) different 

 algorithms generate a variety of forms; (b) modules designed for Biorock reefs; (c) perforated concrete 

 modules. 

 In  conclusion,  �irst,  Ree�hopper  is  truly  an  interdisciplinary  approach  to  generative  arti�icial  ree� 

 design.  It  considers  multi-criteria  �rom  architecture,  engineering,  marine  biology  and  economics.  The 

 inclusion  o�  all  these  criteria  ensures  that  the  resulting  designs  are  adapted  to  surrounding  biotic  and 

 abiotic  parameters.  Second,  the  Ree�hopper  system  allows  generative  �orm-�inding  �or  di��erent  types 

 o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  such  as  Biorock  ree�s  and  concrete  ree�s  and  is,  there�ore,  a  �lexible  arti�icial  ree� 

 design  tool.  Ultimately,  imported  GIS  data  is  used  �or  a  data-driven  design  approach  which  aims  to 

 generate  design  solutions  �or  a  speci�ic  site.  However,  Ree�hopper  is  a  design  tool.  As  such  it  does  not 

 consider  how  a  ree�  design  would  structurally  and  ecologically  evolve  underwater  (adaptation,  growth). 

 Further,  as  a  trademarked  and  in-house  so�tware  by  UGi,  it  cannot  be  used  by  ree�  designers.  A  similar, 

 but  open-source  tool  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  does  not  yet  exist  within  the  Rhino/  Grasshopper 

 plugin ecosystem. 

 (2)  Emergent  Reefs:  In  2013,  Alessandro  Zomparelli  and  Alessio  Erioli  (Faculty  o�  Architecture, 

 University  o�  Bologna,  Italy)  developed  a  synthetic  ecology  simulation  environment  with  the  goal  o� 

 designing  atoll-shaped  arti�icial  ree�  �ormations  [123].  They  explored  a  multi-agent  design  approach 

 which  was  based  on  a  voxel  model  (the  way  in  which  shapes  were  interpreted  �or  the  �abrication  using 

 Dini’s  D-Shape).  The  approach  was  developed  in  Processing,  a  so�tware  language  to  code  within  the 

 context  o�  visual  art.  They  used  continuous  cellular  automata  (CCA)  instead  o�  cellular  automata 
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 (CA)  ,  because  each  cell  corresponds  to  a  voxel  and  contains  a  �loating-point  value  and  not  an  integer 23

 one.  Among  CCA-based  algorithms,  they  selected  Reaction  Di��usion  (RD),  mainly  �or  its  spatial 

 generation  and  segregation  possibilities:  First,  the  algorithm  simulates  the  interaction  o�  two 

 substances  in  space  and  generates  complementary  volumes.  Second,  corresponding  to  the  distribution 

 in  space  o�  each  substance,  one  o�  the  volumes  is  taken  as  a  plenum,  the  other  one  as  void.  Third, 

 expanding  it  to  work  in  3D,  they  added  directional  controls  and  con�inement  by  means  o�  vector  and 

 scalar  �ields.  Ultimately,  the  algorithm's  operative  constraints  are  provided  by  the  results  o�  an  agent 

 system  (the  synthetic  ecology)  interacting  within  an  environment  in�ormed  by  the  underwater  current 

 data  (and  terrain  shape  i�  such  data  is  available)  o�  a  speci�ied  location.  The  agent  system  itsel�  is  quite 

 sophisticated.  In  recursive  steps,  it  generates  �irst  the  shape  o�  the  general  agglomeration  o�  ‘ree� 

 boulders’,  and  second,  it  re�ines  the  results  by  generating  the  intricate  pattern  o�  cavities  and 

 convolutions that lead to the �inal result (124, Figure 2.15). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.15: (a) Alessandro Zomparelli and Alessio Erioli developed synthetic ecology simulation 

 environments in Processing to design atoll-shaped reef formations; (b) by tweaking the simulation 

 parameters it is possible to explore behavioural variations within the system domain, achieving a gradient 

 of possible distributions of volumes according to the project requirements; (c) visualisation of resulting 

 refined reef boulders. 

 23  A  cellular  automaton  is  a  collection  o�  ‘coloured’  cells  on  a  grid  o�  speci�ied  shapes  that  evolves  through  a 
 number  o�  discrete  time  steps  according  to  a  set  o�  rules  based  on  the  states  o�  neighbouring  cells.  The  rules  are 
 then  applied  iteratively  �or  as  many  time  steps  as  desired.  Cellular  automata  were  �irst  studied  in  the  early  1950s 
 as a possible model �or biological systems [125]. 
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 Zomparelli  and  Erioli  propose  a  unique  �orm-�inding  approach  �or  large-scale  arti�icial  coral  ree�s 

 using  agent-based  simulation  modelling.  First,  it  considers  the  �act  o�  ree�s  being  �ormed  by  physical 

 conditions  in  their  natural  underwater  environment.  Second,  the  complex  dynamics  o�  the  marine 

 ecosystem  and  the  underwater  environment  is  represented  in  such  a  simpli�ied  manner  that  parameters 

 �or  a  �orm-�inding  process  can  be  derived.  Ultimately,  such  simulation  models  make  a  signi�icant 

 contribution  to  better  understanding  the  arti�icial  ree�  design  process.  However,  the  ‘Emergent  Ree�s’ 

 approach  could  still  be  improved:  First,  the  shape  could  be  optimised  by  de�ining  design  and 

 evaluation  criteria  (this  was  not  their  intention  as  they  rather  aimed  at  the  generation  o�  site-speci�ic 

 heterogeneity).  Second,  modularisation  including  segmentation  o�  the  main  shape  and  joint  design 

 was  not  developed,  although  they  were  aware  that  these  important  aspects  should  be  tackled  as  a  design 

 (and  not  just  engineering)  problem  sooner  or  later.  Ultimately,  hydrodynamic  tests  using  simulations 24

 or  prototypes  are  absolutely  necessary  �or  �urther  design  iterations  and  �or  the  implementation  o�  an 

 arti�icial  ree�  in  a  real-world  context  (hydrodynamic  modelling  was  beyond  the  scope  o�  Zomparelli’s 

 thesis  at  that  time).  In  �act,  in  2015,  they  conducted  hydrodynamic  tests  using  3D  printed  scaled 

 prototypes  at  a  wave  �lume  �acility  at  BarcelonaTech  to  test  the  in�luence  o�  wave  steepness,  relative 

 �reeboard, relative water depth and the porosity on wave kinematics [126]. 

 2.3 Monitoring strategies �or (arti�icial) coral ree�s 

 Once  implemented,  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  ideally  become  a  �unctional  part  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem. 

 However,  as  seen  �rom  earlier  examples,  it  o�ten  remains  uncertain  how  well  they  �unction  over  the 

 long-term.  For  this  reason,  monitoring  strategies  are  becoming  essential  in  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 development:  First,  they  are  a  straight�orward  approach  �or  recognising  whether  a  design  is  success�ul 

 or  not.  Second,  monitoring  provides  �eedback  that  can  be  utilised  �or  de�ining  design  criteria  to  be 

 considered  in  other  design  iterations.  Nevertheless,  arti�icial  coral  ree�  monitoring  is  a  challenging 

 undertaking  because  UW  sites  are  di��icult  to  access,  and  compared  to  mainland  regions  they  �eature 

 entirely  di��erent  physical  characteristics.  As  a  result,  monitoring  operations  can  be  �inancially  and 

 24  Hydrodynamic  modelling  is  a  highly  costly  computational  process,  especially  �or  intricate  underwater 
 structures  such  as  coral  ree�s.  There�ore,  marine  biologists  o�ten  still  rely  on  numerical  modelling  o�  physical 
 prototypes o� coral ree�s in tanks. 
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 logistically  costly.  In  this  section,  current  arti�icial  ree�  monitoring  approaches  relevant  to  this  research 

 are  discussed:  Photo  monitoring  (Chapter  2.3.1),  High  precision  3D  monitoring,  Computed 

 tomography  (CT)  scanning  (Chapter  2.3.2),  all  state-o�-the-art  methods  �or  per�ormance  analysis  o� 

 coral ree�s (Chapter 2.3.3). 

 2.3.1 Photo monitoring 

 Since  their  implementation  during  the  8  th  Biorock  Ree�  restoration  workshop  in  2008,  arti�icial 

 Biorock  ree�s  located  at  the  Gili  Islands  (Lombok,  Indonesia)  have  been  regularly  photo-monitored  by 

 local  authorities  [127].  Annually  collected  underwater  photographs  provide  in�ormation  to  ree� 

 conservationists  and  stakeholders  (local  decision-makers)  about  the  ree�s’  health,  bleached  areas,  settled 

 species,  growth  o�  corals,  and  the  Biorock  structure,  including  the  growth  o�  CaCO  3  Figure  2.16 

 shows  a  photo  monitoring  series  collected  by  Gili  Eco  Trust  (GET),  a  local  NGO,  during  the  years 

 2012 – 2018 [129]. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.16: (a) The author attached corals to a Biorock Reef installed during the 8  th  Biorock Reef 

 Restoration Workshop in December 2012; (b–c) photo monitoring by GET in December 2013 and in 

 November 2018. 

 Photo  monitoring  is  a  simple  and  e��ective  monitoring  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  It  is  an 

 inexpensive  method  that  provides  in�ormation  about  the  long-term  progress  o�  the  arti�icial  ree�,  and 

 visual  in�ormation  about  the  condition  o�  the  arti�icial  ree�,  �rom  which  the  design  can  be  evaluated. 

 This  method  �acilitates  learning  about  aspects  and  dynamics  o�  the  local  ecosystem  to  which  the 
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 arti�icial  ree�  system  should  try  to  adapt.  Ideally,  a  long-term  photo  monitoring  approach  is  combined 

 with  simultaneous  data  collection  such  as  the  measurement  o�  limiting  �actors  o�  coral  growth  such  as 

 temperature, salinity, current velocity, and pH. 

 2.3.2 Methods �or high precision 3D monitoring o� corals 

 Coral  ree�s  are  di��icult  to  survey  because  o�  their  intricate  shape,  and  their  location.  Recent  3D 

 surveying  technologies  o��er  the  possibility  o�  capturing  the  3D  shape  o�  underwater  objects  at  high 

 precision  (in  the  range  o�  sub-millimetres  and  millimetres)  and  spatial  resolution.  The  resulting  3D 

 models  are  detailed  digital  representations  o�  the  captured  area  which  can  then  be  utilised  �or  analysis 

 and  evaluation  purposes.  The  �ollowing  section  discusses  �our  approaches  to  3D  scanning  o�  corals:  (1) 

 underwater  sonar  scanning,  (2)  underwater  laser  scanning,  (3)  underwater  photogrammetry,  and  (4) 

 computed tomography (CT) scanning. 

 (1)  Underwater  (UW)  3D  sonar  scanning:  Sonar  is  a  technology  that  detects  objects  by  emitting 

 sound  pulses  and  measuring  how  long  it  takes  the  echoes  to  return.  Sonar  systems  rely  on  acoustic 

 sensors  (sonars).  One  o�  these  sensors  is  the  Side-Scan  Sonar  (SSS)  which  provides  echo  intensity 

 pro�iles  o�  the  sea  bottom  which  are  then  converted  into  3D  topography  maps  o�  the  sea�loor  (shape 

 and  characteristics)  and  �or  bathymetry  [130]  (131,  Figure  2.17  a).  SSS  systems  are  typically  integrated 

 into  Autonomous  Underwater  Vehicles  (AUVs),  Remotely  Operated  Vehicles  (ROVs)  or  ships  (132, 

 Figure  2.16  b).  For  coral  ree�  mapping,  a  desirable  product  would  be  a  3D  map  that  e��ectively  portrays 

 the  ree�  relie�  and  potentially  its  sub‐structure.  In  an  example  o�  such  an  approach,  The  Nature 

 Conservancy  (TNC)  combines  a  Lowrance  �ish  �inding  sonar  with  a  GPS  system  to  estimate  the  top 25

 layer  as  coral  ree�.  This  approach  has  been  employed  by  TNC  �or  mapping  exercises  to  generate 

 ArcGIS maps  o� coral ree� conservation areas �or  monitoring purposes [133] (134, Figure 2.17 c). 26

 26  ArcGIS  (Geographic  in�ormation  system–  GIS)  is  a  mapping  and  analytics  so�tware  plat�orm  developed  by 
 ESRI  (Environmental  Systems  Research  Institute),  a  so�tware  development  company  �or  GIS  so�tware,  web  GIS 
 and geodatabase management applications [136]. 

 25  The  Nature  Conservancy  (TNC)  is  an  environmental  organisation  that  was  �ounded  in  1952  in  the  United 
 States.  With  more  than  a  million  members,  diverse  sta��  and  more  than  400  scientists,  The  Nature  Conservancy 
 has had an impact on conservation in 79 countries and territories across six continents [135]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.17: UW sonar scanning: (a) 3D model of the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour, United States 

 using acoustic sensors; (b) the ROV called ‘HydroCrawler  ’ scans the topography of the seafloor of Lake 27

 Constance (2017); (c) 3D maps of coral reef formations captured with acoustic sensors (2006)  . 

 In  summary,  acoustic  sensor  systems  such  as  SSS  are  widely  used  in  sea�loor  imagery.  They  are 

 economically  reasonable,  easy  to  deploy  (no  complex  mounting),  and  are  the  modality  o�  choice  in 

 underwater  robotics  (ROVs,  AUVs  and  ships).  However,  this  method  �alls  short  i�  used  �or  surveys  at 

 close  range.  Ships  and  ROVs  at  the  sur�ace  might  be  too  �ar  away  �rom  the  target,  resulting  in  negative 

 e��ects  in  maps  (by  sampling  and  processing  arte�acts  due  to  interpolation  errors,  distortions  due  to 

 changes  in  the  boat’s  position  due  to  wave  motion)  [133].  Furthermore,  the  use  o�  ROVs  or  AUVs  can 

 be too extensive and costly �or smaller-scale conservation and research projects with limited resources. 

 (  2)  Underwater  (UW)  3D  laser  scanning:  UW  laser  scanning  exceeds  traditional  underwater 

 measurements  by  capturing  as-built  point  cloud  data  with  submillimetre  accuracy  [137].  It  is  based  on 

 subsea  LiDAR  laser  technology  (  Li  ght  D  etection  a  nd  R  anging),  an  established  surveying  method  that 

 measures  the  distance  to  a  target  by  illuminating  the  target  with  pulsed  laser  light  and  measuring  the 

 re�lected  pulses  with  a  sensor.  Di��erences  in  laser  return  times  and  wavelengths  can  then  be  used  to 

 make  digital  3D  models  o�  the  target  [138].  Currently,  there  are  only  a  �ew  manu�acturers  o�  subsea 

 LiDAR  laser  scan  systems  on  the  market.  In  2014,  The  Hawaiʻi  Institute  o�  Marine  Biology  (HIMB) 

 utilised  a  LiDAR  laser  scan  system  made  by  2G  Robotics,  a  Canadian  company  �ounded  in  2007  that 

 27  ‘Hydrocrawler’  is  an  autonomous  measuring  system  was  developed  by  the  Fraunho�er  IBMT  in  Germany,  as  a 
 result  o�  the  research  project  called  ‘HyMoBioStrategie’  �unded  by  the  Federal  Ministry  o�  Education  and 
 Research (BMBF) 2015–2017 [139]. 
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 develops  underwater  laser  scanners  �or  o��shore  and  subsea  inspection,  to  survey  corals  at  close  range 

 and  at  high  precision  (140,  Figure  2.18  a)  [141].  In  2019,  Kraken  Robotics,  a  Canadian  company  �or 

 marine  technology,  developed  a  technology  called  ‘SeaVision  ’,  a  compact  UW  laser  imaging  system 28

 that  o��ers  the  resolution,  range,  and  scan  rate  to  deliver  dense  3D  point  cloud  models  o�  subsea 

 in�rastructure  with  millimetre  resolution  in  real-time  [142].  The  system  is  designed  �or  deployment  on 

 UW robotic plat�orms (ROVs and AUVs) [142] (143, Figure 2.18 b–c). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.18: UW laser scans: (a) 3D model of coral morphology captured using the ULS-100 from 2G 

 Robotics; (b–c) ROV Deep Discoverer approaches a coral (made from bubblegum), scans with ‘SeaVision’ 

 from Kraken Robotics, and the resulting high-resolution 3D point cloud rendering. 

 In  conclusion,  3D  UW  laser  scanning  �acilitates  high  precision  (submillimetre,  millimetre)  scans  o� 

 intricate  UW  objects  such  as  corals.  The  resulting  3D  point  cloud  models  are  metric-correct 

 representations  o�  the  scanned  objects,  meaning  the  system  allows  measuring  distances  in  the  scene,  �or 

 instance,  the  thickness  o�  a  coral  stem,  or  estimating  volumes.  As  such,  it  is  an  eligible  surveying 

 method  �or  monitoring  growth  in  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  Ultimately,  UW  laser  scanners  can  be  deployed 

 on  robotic  UW  plat�orms  to  autonomously  and  remotely  3D  scan  areas  that  are  di��icult  to  access. 

 However,  current  UW  laser  scan  systems  are  expensive,  they  need  experienced  sta��,  and  high  tech 

 ROVs or AUVs to conduct UW surveys in the �ield. 

 28  The  SeaVision  system  consists  o�  two  units.  Each  unit  has  a  low-light  underwater  camera,  a  high-power  LED 
 light,  and  steerable  RGB-line  lasers.  It  uses  the  camera  and  the  steerable  laser  line  projector  to  sweep  a  laser  line 
 over  a  scene  while  recording  all  images.  During  recording,  the  SeaVision  so�tware  running  on  the  laser  scanner 
 itsel�  analyses  each  �rame  online,  detects  the  laser-line  in  each  �rame,  and  uses  a  special  method  o�  triangulation  to 
 determine  the  3D  position  o�  each  pixel  in  the  laser-line  with  sub-millimetre  precision.  At  the  end  o�  the  laser  line 
 sweep, commonly re�erred to as the ‘scan’, all the points are combined into a point cloud rendering [144]. 
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 (3)  Underwater  (UW)  photo–  and  videogrammetry:  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  are  based 

 on  photogrammetry  multiview  3D  reconstruction,  also  known  as  Structure-From-Motion  (S�M).  This 

 technique  constructs  3D  structures  �rom  2D  imagery  (images  and  image  �rames  �rom  videos)  �or  aerial 

 and  terrestrial  (close  range)  uses.  Photo-  and  videogrammetry  can  be  applied  underwater  to  retrieve 

 in�ormation  �rom  image  and  video  data  to  recover  the  exact  3D  position  and  colour  o�  sur�ace  points 

 o�  underwater  objects.  Although  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  are  signi�icantly  more  constrained 

 than  in  aerial  or  terrestrial  uses,  they  are  still  robust  and  e��icient  measuring  techniques  �or  underwater 

 environments  with  limited  accessibility  [145].  Through  recent  advances  in  camera  technology  and 

 digital  image  processing  so�tware,  the  ability  to  use  photogrammetry  �or  high-precision  3D 

 reconstructions  �or  underwater  survey  purposes  has  been  greatly  improved  [146].  There�ore,  close 

 range  UW  photo–  and  videogrammetry  have  become  common  methods  �or  global  coral  ree�  survey 

 and  mapping  purposes  in  times  o�  climate  change,  as  shown  in  the  �ollowing  selected  examples.  In 

 April  2016,  the  French  section  o�  Ree�check,  a  non-pro�it  organisation  dedicated  to  the  conservation 

 o�  tropical  coral  ree�s,  used  a  UW  camera  (GoPro  Hero  4)  to  reconstruct  a  3D  model  �rom  UW  video 

 �ootage  o�  a  305  m  2  large  coral  ree�  area  near  Reunion  Island  (east  o�  Madagascar)  [147].  Their  goal 

 was  to  identi�y  bleached  areas  o�  the  ree�  within  the  3D  reconstructed  model  (centimetre  precision) 

 (pix4d)  (148,  Figure  2.19  a).  In  2016,  a  team  o�  mar ine  re search ers  �rom  the  Max  Planck  In sti tute 

 (MPI)  �or  Mar ine  Mi cro bi o logy  in  Bre men,  Germany,  developed  the  ‘Hy per Sur vey  ’,  a  close  range 29

 underwater  monitoring  system  to  more  e��iciently  capture  larger  areas  o�  tropical  coral  ree�s  (40  m  2  o� 

 ree�  every  minute).  It  is  equipped  with  op tical  sensors  to  measure  a  vari ety  o�  wavelengths  in  the  visible 

 range,  through  a  method  called  hyperspectral  imaging.  Hyperspectral  imaging  obtains  the  spectrum 

 �or  each  pixel  in  the  image  o�  a  scene,  which  allows  3D  reconstruction  o�  the  underwater  scene,  but 

 also  �ul�ils  the  purpose  o�  �inding  objects,  identi�ying  materials,  or  detecting  processes  with 

 sel�-learn ing  al gorithms  [149].  The  Hy per Sur vey  is  a  �ully  automated  approach,  op er ated  by  a  single 

 diver  who  can  map  large  areas  within  a  short  time  (150,  Figure  2.19  b).  From  the  HyperSurvey  project, 

 the  start-up  PlanBlue  evolved,  utilising  underwater  satellites  which  are  able  to  automatically  scan  and 

 map  the  sea�loor,  as  well  as  man-made  underwater  constructions.  In  contrast  to  HyperSurvey,  the 

 29  The  HyperSurvey  project  was  �unded  by  the  EX IST  schol ar ship,  an  ini ti at ive  o�  the  Fed eral  Min istry  o� 
 Eco nom ics and Tech no logy (BMWi). 
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 technology  can  be  trained  to  identi�y  and  map  many  things  on  the  sea�loor  such  as  the  degradation  o� 

 underwater  constructions,  presence  o�  invasive  algae,  biodiversity,  and  the  e��ectiveness  o�  sea�loor 

 restoration  e��orts  [149].  ‘The  100  Island  Challenge‘  approach  by  the  Scripps  Institution  o� 

 Oceanography  (UC  San  Diego,  United  States)  took  the  Hy per Sur vey  monitoring  approach  even  a  step 

 �urther  [151]:  To  describe  the  variation  and  dynamics  o�  di��erent  coral  ree�  ecosystems  around  the 

 globe,  they  combined  data  �rom  classical  �ield  surveys  with  UW  S�M  with  the  goal  o�  building  digital 

 ree�  archives  –  a  digital  3D  time-lapse  �or  coral  ree�s.  In  one  o�  their  surveys  in  2017,  they  captured 

 39,000  images  o�  a  coral  ree�  area  o�  about  1500  m  2  at  Palmyra  Atoll,  south  o�  the  Hawaiian  Islands, 

 and  reconstructed  a  3D  model.  Using  image  recognition  algorithms  and  Machine  Learning,  they  were 

 able  to  tag  and  determine  individual  species  with  the  goal  o�  monitoring  species  that  are  thriving  or  at 

 risk.  [152].  The  last  coral  ree�  S�M  mapping  approach  presented  here  is  an  ongoing  initiative  by  TNC 

 called  ‘Mapping  Corals’.  It  is  unique  because  it  combines  di��erent  S�M  methods  such  as  satellite  –, 

 airborne  –,  and  UW  close  range  imagery  to  build  high-resolution  maps  o�  coral  ree�s  �or  more  e��ective 

 coral  conservation.  For  a  �ast  close  range  survey  o�  coral  ree�s,  they  developed  a  small  Unmanned 

 Sur�ace  Vehicle  (sUSV)  called  ‘Ree�  Rover‘  that  uses  two  cameras  (Sony  a6300  mirrorless)  to  collect 

 stereo  still-images  �or  3D  model  reconstruction  [153]  (154,  Figure  2.19  c).  Ultimately,  and  in  contrast 

 to  the  previous  projects,  Lisa  M.  Zurk  et  al.  (Department  o�  Electrical  and  Computer  Engineering, 

 Portland  State  University,  United  States)  �ocused  on  a  smaller-scale  survey  area.  In  2017  and  2018,  she 

 and  her  team  surveyed  a  tiny  ree�  patch  located  in  Moorea,  French  Polynesia  at  close  range  and  detected 

 an  annual  coral  growth  rate  o�  10–15  mm  using  UW  S�M.  In  her  approach,  the  �ocus  was  on  a  high 

 degree  o�  accuracy  required  to  guarantee  the  repeatability  o�  surveys  over  time  within  the  same 

 re�erence  system  (geodetic  network  and  S�M  acquisition  scheme).  The  �inal  accuracy  o� 

 photogrammetric  reconstructions  was  on  the  order  o�  1  cm  and  a  �ew  millimetres  �or  the  2017  and 

 2018 monitoring campaigns, respectively [155]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.19: (a) 3D model of  305 m  2  coral reefs near  Reunion Island (Reefcheck, 2016); (b) 

 hyperspectral image analysis using the Hy per Sur vey monitoring system (MPI for Mar ine Mi cro bi o logy 

 in Bre men, Germany, 2017); (c) ‘Reef Rover’s USV autonomously collects overlapping stereo images for 

 3D reconstruction (The Nature Conservancy, 2019). 

 Besides  monitoring,  UW  S�M  is  used  to  represent  coral  ree�s  in  3D  visualisation  and  virtual  reality 

 (VR)  models  in  the  �ield  o�  architecture  and  game  design.  Although  not  applied  �or  (arti�icial)  coral 

 ree�  monitoring  purposes,  they  are  still  crucial  re�erences  �or  this  research:  Since  2014,  The  Hydrous,  a 

 U.S.  based  non-pro�it  organisation,  has  rebuilt  several  coral  species  �rom  imagery  and  made  them 

 available  as  Open  Access  Models  on  SketchFab,  an  online  3D  content  library  (156,  Figure  2.20  a–b). 

 From  2016  to  2019,  UW  S�M  methods  were  applied  by  the  European  Commission-�unded  research 

 ‘i-MareCulture’  project  ’  to  create  immersive  underwater  environments  (VR,  AR)  �or  virtual  visits 30

 and  serious  games.  They  developed  a  set  o�  algorithms  similar  to  the  Sea-thru  method  o�  engineer  and 

 oceanographer  Derya  Akkaynak,  to  enhance  the  quality  o�  underwater  images  �or  better  3D  models  o� 

 corals [157], [158] (159, Figure 2.20 c). 

 30  The  i-MareCulture  project  was  �unded  by  the  European  Union’s  Horizon  2020  research  and  innovation 
 programme. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.20: (a–b) Open access 3D mesh models of corals and coral reefs on SketchFab and their resolution; 

 (c) Sea-Thru method removes ‘water’ from underwater images by removing backscatter and by applying 

 an optimisation framework for illumination. 

 In  summary,  UW  S�M  is  an  e��icient  and  economic  monitoring  method  with  global  re�erences  �or 

 coral  ree�  surveys.  On  one  hand,  the  method  allows  mapping  larger  ree�  areas,  and  on  the  other  hand,  it 

 allows  capturing  intricate  details  o�  individual  corals.  Mostly,  the  equipment  is  an  a��ordable  UW 

 camera  system  that  can  be  handled  by  one  diver  or  mounted  to  an  ROV  or  AUV.  Its  application  in  the 

 �ield  is  quite  straight�orward.  Close  range  surveys  within  a  range  o�  0.2  –  1.5  m  result  in  high  precision 

 3D  point  cloud  models  o�  individual  corals.  Although  these  models  are  not  metric-correct 

 representations,  re�erence  points  (markers)  in  the  �ield  �acilitate  an  appropriate  scaling  o�  the  3D 

 model.  At  such  close  range,  S�M  monitoring  could  also  be  utilised  to  precisely  survey  the  growth  o� 

 corals  on  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  Additionally,  it  is  a  great  advantage  that  the  UW  photo–  and 

 videogrammetry  method  collects  images,  which  can  be  �ed  into  databases  and  be  utilised  �or  visual 

 analysis (ML), e.g. �or species detection. 

 (4)  Computed  tomography  (CT)  scanning:  Computed  tomography  (CT)  is  a  method  where  many 

 X-ray  measurements  are  taken  �rom  di��erent  angles  to  produce  cross-sectional  (tomographic)  images 

 to  �urther  generate  a  3D  volume  (voxel  model)  o�  the  inside  o�  an  object  [161].  The  method  has  been 

 utilised  by  marine  scientists  to  3D  visualise  and  quanti�y  the  skeletal  density  o�  corals  [162],  to  analyse 

 colony  growth  [163],  bioerosion  [164],  [165],  porosity  [166],  and  sur�ace  area  [167];  to  reconstruct 

 past  climate  variability  [168],  and  to  identi�y  thermal  stress  events  [169].  The  �ollowing  research  by 31

 31  The  CaCO  3  skeletons  o�  many  tropical  corals  contain  annual  density  bands  that  serve  as  intrinsic 
 chronometers [173], [174]. 
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 the  High-Resolution  X-ray  Computed  Tomography  Facility  at  the  University  o�  Texas  at  Austin 

 (UTCT)  exempli�ies  the  potential  o�  such  an  approach.  The  team  CT  scanned  Scleractinian  corals  to 

 reveal  their  internal  material  structures  and  thus  revealing  past  environmental  and  climatic  conditions 

 (170,  Figure  2.21  a).  In  2010,  Thomas  M.  DeCarlo  (Department  o�  Earth  Sciences,  Oceans  Institute, 

 and  ARC  Centre  o�  Excellence  �or  Coral  Ree�  Studies,  The  University  o�  Western  Australia)  studied 

 and  started  to  compare  CT  slices  o�  Porites  and  Pocillopora  skeletons  in  order  to  monitor  their  wealth. 

 This  ultimately  depends  on  accurately  deriving  skeletal  density  �rom  CT  data  [162]  (171,  Figure  2.21 

 b).  Between  the  years  1998  and  2001,  Neal  E.  Cantin  et  al  (Woods  Hole  Oceanographic  Institution, 

 United  States)  studied  how  coral  growth  rates  in  the  Red  Sea  were  a��ected  by  rising  sea  temperatures 

 using  CT  scanned  images  and  3D  models.  In  his  publication  ‘Ocean  Warming  Slows  Coral  Growth  in 

 the  Central  Red  Sea’  [163],  he  presented  CT  scanned  images  o�  coral  skeleton  samples  revealing  annual 

 growth bands (172, Figure 2.21 c). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.21: (a) 2D CT slices of cut blocks of scleractinian corals; (b) CT scan of Pocillopora skeleton; (c) 

 CT scan revealed annual growth band pattern for high-temperature events in  1998 and 2001. 

 CT  scanning  is  an  e��icient  method  o�  collecting  additional  critical  in�ormation  about  coral  growth 

 and  sensitivity  to  environmental  changes  [162].  However,  CT  requires  the  extraction  o�  samples  o� 

 dead coral skeletons  and adjustment to the size o�  the gantry o� the CT scanner. 32

 In  summary,  the  literature  review  o�  high  precision  monitoring  reveals  a  lack  o�  such  strategies  �or 

 arti�icial  ree�s  because  o�  a  couple  o�  reasons:  First,  limited  �inancial  resources  in  local  ree�  conservation 

 32  Due  to  ethical  statements,  CT  scans  with  living  corals  require  special  permissions.  Such  scans,  however,  are  not 
 relevant �or this research. 
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 projects;  second,  o�ten  very  expensive  specialised  equipment  which  is  di��icult  to  handle;  and  third  a 

 lack  o�  training  �acilities  that  teach  communities  to  use  high  tech  UW  monitoring  technology. 

 However,  the  application  o�  high  precision  monitoring  approaches  could  provide  signi�icant 

 advantages  to  arti�icial  coral  design:  First,  an  arti�icial  coral  ree�  could  be  represented  in  a 

 metric-correct  digital  3D  model  displaying  a  high  level  o�  detail.  Instead  o�  taking  measurements  in  the 

 �ield,  precise  data  e.g.  distances  (thickness),  colours  and  volumes  can  be  extracted  �rom  a  precise  digital 

 3D  model.  Second,  the  digital  3D  scan  can  be  compared  to  the  design  model.  Such  �eedback  is 

 necessary  to  �oster  a  systematised  arti�icial  ree�  design.  Curt  Storlazzi,  Geologist  at  the  Paci�ic  Coastal 

 and  Marine  Science  Center  (Santa  Cruz,  United  States),  says  in  regards  to  coral  ree�s  surveys,  that  there 

 is  an  indispensable  need  to  more  precisely  monitor  coral  ree�s  in  order  to  model,  protect  and  preserve 

 them [175]. 

 2.3.3 Methods �or per�ormance analysis o� coral ree�s 

 High  precision  3D  models  (such  as  3D  scans  o�  coral  ree�s)  can  be  digitally  analysed  regarding  their 

 structure  and  per�ormance.  This  section  discusses  the  state-o�-the-art  o�  digital  analysis  methods  �or 

 intricate  3D  objects:  (1)  Finite  Element  Analysis  (FEA),  (2)  Isogeometric  Analysis  (IGA),  and  (3) 

 hydrodynamic modelling. 

 (1)  FEA:  In  Architecture,  Engineering,  and  Construction  (AEC),  FEA  is  a  common  method  �or 

 structural  analysis.  Polygonal  mesh  models  (built  �rom  3D  point  cloud  scans)  are  utilised  to  apply 

 loads,  such  as  gravity,  stresses,  pressure,  and  material  in�ormation,  on  connected  individual  mesh  �aces 

 (=  �inite  elements).  A  colour  gradient  map  then  displays  how  the  distribution  o�  load  a��ects  the  entire 

 3D object (176, Figure 2.22 a). 

 (2)  IGA:  IGA  has  recently  gained  relevance  as  a  method  �or  structural  analysis  o�  3D  NURBS 

 geometry.  It  integrates  FEA  into  conventional  NURBS-based  CAD  design  tools  allowing  3D  NURBS 

 geometry  (which  is  easier  to  be  edited  than  polygonal  meshes)  to  be  analysed  and  adjusted  in  one  go 

 [177]. As such, IGA �acilitates a �eedback loop between design, monitoring and design optimisation. 

 (3)  Hydrodynamic  modelling:  A  hydrodynamic  model  simulates  the  UW  environment  and 

 structural  impact  on  UW  objects  through  particle  movement  numerically  (a  mathematical  model  that 

 uses  numerical  time-stepping  procedures  to  obtain  the  model's  behaviour  over  time).  As  such,  it  can 
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 simulate  spatio-temporal  aspects  o�  the  environment  (water  levels,  tidal  currents  and  waves  that  result 

 �rom  tidal,  meteorological  and  density  �orcing),  and/or  the  dispersal  o�  marine  organisms  (coral  larvae, 

 seagrass  propagules  or  nutrients).  The  �ollowing  two  studies  exempli�y  the  impact  o�  hydrodynamic 

 modelling  �or  the  evaluation  o�  arti�icial  ree�  designs:  Eric  Deleersnijder  and  his  research  group 

 (Institute  o�  Mechanics,  Materials  and  Civil  Engineering,  Université  Catholique  de  Louvain) 

 developed  a  so�tware  application  called  SLIM  which  has  been  used  to  model  currents  o�  the  Great 

 Barrier  Ree�  (GBR).  On  a  large  scale,  their  hydrodynamic  model  gives  new  insights  into  physical 

 mechanisms,  water  circulation  processes,  and  the  marine  connectivity  network  linking  the  di��erent 

 habitats  o�  the  GBR.  On  the  other  hand,  small-scale  �low  �eatures  (such  as  tidal  jets  and  recirculation 

 eddies)  display  a  strong  in�luence  on  larval  dispersal  near  the  source  ree�s  [178],  [179],  [180]  (180, 

 Figure  2.22  b).  In  2019,  marine  biologist  Ulrike  P�reundt  (Department  o�  Civil,  Environmental  and 

 Geomatic  Engineering,  ETH  Zurich)  started  to  test  diverse  3D  printed  section  models  in  several  lab 

 experiments  to  numerically  explore  hydrodynamics  o�  each  geometry  and  how  their  sur�ace 33

 con�iguration would a��ect particle movement in water [182], [183] (184, Figure 2.22 c). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 2.22: (a) FEA model for exploring the structural performance of self-supporting structures (School 

 of Architecture, University of Sydney, 2017); (b) hydrodynamic simulation model of currents responsible 

 for the distribution of nutrients and larvae in the Great Barrier Reef (SLIM); (c) particle simulation 

 models applied on 3D printed section models of artificial reef prototypes (ETH Zurich, 2019). 

 33  The study is currently on hold. 
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 The  presented  methods  and  studies  demonstrate  that  structural  and  per�ormance  analysis  o�  natural 

 ree�s  are  highly  topical  in  the  �ield  o�  ocean  modelling  and  �luid  dynamics,  environmental  sciences  and 

 geometric  engineering,  but  have  not  yet  been  applied  in  the  �ield  o�  marine  conservation,  or  more 

 particularly in arti�icial ree� development and monitoring. 

 2.4 Conclusions 

 The  literature  review  clearly  reveals  that  digital  design  and  �abrication  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  and 

 methods  �or  UW  monitoring  is  a  key  topic  �or  many  research  groups  o�  di��erent  disciplines  and 

 industry developments. 

 In  architectural  practice,  there  are  outstanding  examples  o�  solutions  that  integrate  architectural  design 

 and  ecosystem  restoration  to  promote  growth  and  biodiversity  in  coral  ree�s,  e.g.  a  3D  printed  modular 

 ree�  to  mimic  natural  habitats  (Alex  Goad,  Ree�  Design  Lab,  Chapter  2.2.2).  However,  systemised 

 approaches  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  have  been  developed  only  to  a  limited  extent,  such  as  a 

 synthetic  ecosystem  model  that  in�orms  and  generates  ree�  designs  by  Alessandro  Zomparelli  and 

 Alessio  Eroli  (Emergent  Ree�s,  Chapter  2.2.3)  or  the  generative  arti�icial  ree�  design  system 

 ‘Ree�hopper’  by  UWGi  (Chapter  2.2.3).  However,  Zomparelli’s  and  Eroli’s  model  is  still  largely 

 theoretical  and  has  not  been  validated  in  the  �ield,  and  ‘Ree�hopper’  still  remains  as  a  design  tool 

 without  an  integrated  monitoring  solution.  Most  approaches  �all  short  o�  presenting  the  complexity  o� 

 the  design  problem  by  not  adequately  addressing  the  requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the 

 architectural  design,  and  the  stakeholders  (governments,  ree�  conservationists,  representatives  o�  the 

 tourism  industry  and  �isheries)  equally.  Innovative  design  approaches  in  marine  regeneration,  such  as 

 Ulrike  P�reund’s  experiments  that  investigate  the  relationships  between  �ormal  and  ecological  aspects 

 (Ulrike  P�reund,  Chapter  2.3.3)  can  help  to  bridge  this  gap.  Further,  an  evaluation  system  including 

 the de�inition o� clear indicators o� success (i.e. going beyond the anthropocentric view) is still missing. 

 In  engineering  practice,  excellent  UW  survey  technologies  and  tools  have  been  developed  �or  capturing 

 intricate  details  o�  corals  and  coral  ree�s,  e.g.  the  autonomous  UW  ROV  called  ‘SeaVision’  based  on 

 subsea  LiDAR  (Kraken  Robotics),  or  the  autonomous  USV  ‘Ree�  Rover’  based  on  UW 

 photogrammetry  (Chapter  2.3.2).  However,  there  is  a  staggering  lack  o�  monitoring  strategies  �or 

 arti�icial  coral  ree�s  due  to  a  lack  o�  �inancial  resources  (to  pay  �or  costly  equipment,  di��icult  to  reach 
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 UW  sites),  long-term  interest  (e.g.  �rom  governments  that  are  just  interested  in  short  term 

 greenwashing),  or  a  systematised  design  and  monitoring  approach  (optimise  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  based 

 on  monitoring  results  and  analysis).  Even  though  local  conservationists  in  Pemuteran  and  the  NGO 

 ‘GET’  in  Gili  Trawangan  took  a  step  to  address  this  gap  when  they  introduced  long-term  UW  photo 

 monitoring  strategies  �or  Biorock  ree�s  in  Bali  and  Lombok  (Chapter  3.3.1),  the  approach  �alls  short  in 

 providing precise 3D data �or analysing how to tackle optimisation o� the existing design. 

 Against  this  background,  the  literature  review  revealed  that  a  nature-based  and  systematised  design 

 approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  needed:  First,  with  a  multi-criteria  design  approach  that  equally 

 addresses  ecosystem  and  human  requirements;  second,  an  ecosystem-aware  material  and  �abrication 

 system;  and  ultimately,  a  uni�ied  design  and  monitoring  approach.  Thus,  the  �ollowing  three  chapters 

 discuss  the  exploration  o�  the  Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�  Design  Framework  (ARDF)  presenting  the  speci�ic 

 challenges  and  �indings  –  starting  with  preliminary  computational  design,  �abrication  and  UW 

 monitoring  experiments  �or  new  Biorock  ree�s  in  the  Balisea,  and  ending  with  an  Ecosystem-aware  ree� 

 design system �or arti�icial coral ree�s. 
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 3. A �ramework �or arti�icial ree� design 

 The  previous  chapters  revealed  that  ecosystem  regeneration  approaches  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 regeneration  are  already  highly  topical  amongst  many  disciplines,  and  have  just  started  to  gain 

 relevance  in  architectural  and  engineering  practice  during  the  past  10  years.  There  are  however 

 signi�icant  gaps  regarding  consideration  o�  the  requirements  o�  coral  ree�  ecosystems  and  the 

 implementation  o�  monitoring  strategies  �or  arti�icial  ree�s.  To  address  these  gaps  a  new  Framework  �or 

 Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�  Design  (ARDF)  was  developed  in  this  thesis.  Chapter  III  introduces  the 

 �ramework´s goals and discusses the role o� its �ive main components. 

 3.1 The goals o� the �ramework 

 The  main  goal  o�  ARDF  is  to  ensure  that  �uture  arti�icial  ree�  designs  will  contribute  to  ree� 

 regeneration  rather  than  stressing  the  existing  coral  ree�  ecosystem.  By  the  creation  o�  a  meaning�ul 

 connection  between  design  and  monitoring  actions,  local  context-speci�ic  in�ormation  about  the  coral 

 ree�  ecosystem  can  be  brought  into  the  design  process  where  it  provides  adequate  �eedback  on  the 

 progress  and  impact  that  arti�icial  ree�s  have  on  the  ecosystem.  Thus,  by  integrating  computational 

 methods  �rom  architectural  practice  and  high  precision  UW  monitoring  strategies  into  a  uni�ied 

 design  process  such  an  approach  could  be  tackled.  The  second  major  goal  is  the  development  o�  a 

 Computational  Modelling  and  Simulation  Environment  that  is  not  only  oriented  to  the  architectural 

 requirements  but  also  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  with  its  speci�ic  needs.  Such  a  system  will  make 

 knowledge  about  coral  ree�s  available  �or  ree�  design.  ARDF  tackles  the  challenge  by  taking  monitoring 

 results  �rom  real-world  UW  design  experiments  –  two  Arti�icial  Ree�  Prototypes  (ARPs)  in  Gili 

 Trawangan,  Indonesia  –  to  simulate  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  and  its  impact  on  arti�icially  designed  ree� 

 structures.  In  total,  seventeen  design-,  monitoring-,  per�ormance  analysis-  and  simulation  experiments 

 (Chapter  V)  were  designed  to  explore  all  relevant  aspects  to  build  the  new  �ramework.  One  o�  these 

 aspects  is  the  investigation  o�  the  relationships  between  architectural  and  ecological  design  criteria,  e.g. 

 how  sur�ace  design  and  material  composition  would  �oster  coral  larvae  settlement,  or  structural 

 three-dimensionality  �or  enhancing  habitation  by  marine  species.  Another  aspect  is  be  the 
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 development  o�  an  evaluation  system  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  based  on  Key  Per�ormance 

 Indicators  (KPIs)  that  measures  the  impact  o�  a  given  design  outcome  (ARPs)  on  the  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem,  as  well  as  modelling  assembly  and  maintenance  logistics.  Lastly,  ARDF  aims  at  a  holistic 

 approach  to  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design.  ARDF’s  Ecosystem-aware  design  system  considers  the 

 requirements  and  �acilitates  a  new  level  o�  interaction  between  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the 

 architectural  design,  and  the  stakeholders  (185,  Figure  3.1).  Two  developed  web  tools  �or  ree�  design 

 and  high  precision  monitoring  will  allow  a  cross-disciplinary  team  o�  ree�  designers  to  inter�ace  with 

 the  Ecosystem-aware  design  system.  These  tools  support  them  in  making  design  decisions  and  �oster 

 coordinated  planning  actions  �or  success�ul  arti�icial  ree�s  that  are  capable  o�  regenerating  and 

 becoming a �unctional part o� the tropical coral ree� ecosystem. 

 Figure 3.1: The Ecosystem-aware design system holistically addresses the requirements of the coral reef 

 ecosystem, the stakeholders, and the architectural design. 

 3.2 Components o� the �ramework 

 ARDF  is  composed  o�  �ive  main  components  —  (1)  Algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  (2)  UW 

 monitoring,  (3)  per�ormance  analysis  and  evaluation,  (4)  Ecosystem-aware  design  system,  and  �inally 

 (5)  validation.  Each  component  represents  a  development  step  towards  an  Ecosystem-aware  arti�icial 

 coral  ree�  design.  While  the  �irst  three  components  contribute  to  the  Computational  Modelling 
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 Environment,  the  �ourth  component  represents  the  Simulation  Environment.  Both  developed 

 environments  bene�it  �rom  each  other:  In  the  short  term,  the  developed  models  will  improve  the 

 existing  knowledge  while  in  the  long-term,  this  knowledge  will  be  trans�erred  to  stakeholders  and 

 end-users.  In  this  context,  the  knowledge  gained  during  the  iterative  modelling  process  is  processed  in 

 an  open-access  3D  web  tool  �or  architects,  marine  conservationists,  and  locals  (end-users).  Thus,  it 

 enables  them  to  validate  the  proposed  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s 

 through  a  developed  �ront-end  tool.  Figure  3.2  [185]  provides  an  overview  o�  each  component  in  the 

 ARDF development process and depicts the role o� the design experiments within the �ramework. 

 Figure 3.2: The Artificial Reef Design Framework (ARDF) and its five main components. 

 (1)  Algorithmic  design  and  fabrication  component:  This  component  �ocuses  on  the  development 

 o�  algorithmic  design  and  digital  �abrication  strategies  �or  three-dimensional  component-based 

 Biorock  cathodes  made  out  o�  smaller,  lightweight  construction  elements  �rom  steel.  The  goal  is  to 

 establish  a  coherent  computational  modelling  work�low  �or  ARP  design  including  custom  developed 

 algorithms.  Thus,  by  applying  custom  algorithms  �or  growth  and  pattern  �ormation  to  arti�icial  ree� 

 design,  nature-like  structures  that  adequately  consider  the  three-dimensionality,  sur�ace  design,  and 

 structural  per�ormance  similar  to  those  �ound  in  natural  ree�s  can  be  developed.  The  proposed 
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 work�low  also  enables  an  e��icient  production  process  as  3D  data  can  be  converted  into  a  �abrication 

 �ile  �ormat  �or  laser  cutting  individual  construction  elements.  In  summary,  the  exploration  o� 

 algorithmic  design  and  �abrication  strategies  within  the  �ramework  includes  a)  an  automated 

 generation  o�  the  3D  geometry  based  on  a  set  o�  custom  algorithms,  and  b)  its  conversion  into 

 �abrication data. 

 (2)  UW  monitoring  component:  The  UW  monitoring  component  tackles  major  challenges  to 

 address  limiting  conditions  in  UW  monitoring  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  e.g.  optical  conditions  (such  as 

 light  re�raction,  lower  visibility  due  to  �loating  particles,  di��icult  lighting  conditions),  logistical 

 conditions  (accessibility  o�  dive  site,  heavy  equipment,  time  limitations  �or  measurements),  and  diving 

 skills.  Hence,  it  explores  long-term  and  high  precision  (millimetre  and  submillimetre  precision)  survey 

 processes  to  measure  adaptation,  per�ormance,  biodiversity  and  growth  o�  ARP  UW  design 

 experiments.  Monitoring  results  include  visual  (imagery)  data,  data  �rom  climate  charts  and  3D  data 

 (point  cloud  and  voxel  models)  collected  during  a  survey  period  �rom  2012  until  today.  While  high 34

 precision  UW  monitoring  develops  and  integrates  an  entirely  new  UW  monitoring  work�low  �or 

 arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  long-term  monitoring  aims  at  investigating  the  dynamics  o�  adaptation, 

 per�ormance,  growth  and  biodiversity  over  the  entire  survey  period:  ARDF  high  precision  UW 

 monitoring  is  based  on  cutting  edge  UW  survey  technologies  �or  close  range  approaches,  such  as  UW 

 LiDAR laser scanning, UW photo- and videogrammetry, and CT scanning. 

 (3)  Performance  analysis  and  evaluation  component:  The  component  analyses  the  collected  UW 

 monitoring  data.  As  such,  it  compares  yearly  collected  UW  image  data  o�  ARPs  (condition,  CaCO  3 

 layer,  number  o�  species,  etc.)  and  cross-re�erences  with  data  �rom  open  access  climate  charts  to  match 

 local  meteorological  in�ormation  (storm  events,  tides)  and  bleaching  events  with  the  collected  image 

 data.  Further,  collected  3D  data  �rom  high  precision  scans  (3D  point-cloud  and  voxel  models)  can  be 

 utilised  to  per�orm  precise  measurements  on  a  digital  representation  o�  the  ARP  instead  o�  taking  UW 

 measurements  in  the  �ield,  and  also  to  carry  out  structural  and  per�ormance  analysis  digitally  (FEA, 

 IGA,  and  hydrodynamic  modelling).  The  component  also  de�ines  the  main  KPIs  that  enable  an 

 evaluation  work�low  within  the  proposed  �ramework.  The  KPIs  are  adaptation,  per�ormance, 

 34  A  voxel  model  describes  a  volume  and  is  composed  o�  multiple  data  points  inside  a  regularly  spaced 
 three-dimensional grid. They can be visualised through volume rendering or by the extraction o� isosur�aces  . 
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 biodiversity,  growth  (CaCO  3  and  corals),  sustainability,  and  e��iciency  (costs  and  logistics).  Figure  3.3 

 [185]  provides  an  overview  o�  the  interplay  between  the  �irst  three  components  o�  the  �ramework 

 (Algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  UW  monitoring,  and  per�ormance  analysis  and  evaluation).  As 

 the  �ramework’s  Computational  Modelling  Environment,  it  provides  preconditions  �or  the 

 development o� the Simulation Environment. 

 Figure 3.3: The framework´s Computational Modelling Environment. 

 (4)  Ecosystem-aware  design  system:  The  goal  o�  this  component  is  to  make  knowledge  about  the 

 coral  ree�  ecosystem  at  a  speci�ic  UW  site  available  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design.  There�ore,  it  implies 

 multi-criteria  modelling  to  adequately  represent  the  variety  o�  parameters  that  need  to  be  considered 

 (such  as  the  coral  ree�´s  ecology,  the  UW  environment,  the  geometry,  the  material,  and  the 

 requirements  o�  the  stakeholders).  Hence,  generative  design  methods  were  applied  as  they  enable 

 iterative  design  and  evaluation  processes  �or  each  design  outcome  based  on  the  de�ined  KPIs.  Thus,  the 

 component  is  the  �ramework’s  Simulation  Environment  representing  a  new  design  system  �or  an 

 Ecosystem-aware  design  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  (185,  Figure  3.4).  The  main  contribution  is  to  provide 

 an  interdisciplinary  team  with  an  inter�ace  (a  web-based  �ront-end  tool)  that  allows  them  to  receive 

 support  �or  design  decision-making  and  to  generate  their  custom  Ecosystem-aware  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 designs. 
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 Figure 3.4: The framework´s Simulation Environment. 

 (5)  Validation  component:  The  component  de�ines  the  validation  o�  the  �ramework  by  de�ining  an 

 end-user  group.  Humans  and  nature  are  to  bene�it  �rom  the  ARDF  outcome  equally.  Architects,  ree� 

 designers,  and  stakeholders  such  as  marine  conservationists,  decision-makers,  local  NGOs,  etc.  will 

 have  open  access  to  the  developed  �ront-end  tool.  Together  with  the  local  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  they  will 

 pro�it  �rom  an  Ecosystem-aware  design  outcome.  Further,  the  �ramework  is  validated  through  ARP 

 design experiments that were implemented based on the developed principles. 

 Design  experiments  –  ARPs:  ARPs  are  UW  prototypes  installed  o��  the  shoreline  in  Gili 

 Trawangan,  Indonesia  (Chapter  IV).  As  long-term  experiments  in  a  real-world  tropical  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem,  they  are  the  object  o�  inquiry  �or  UW  survey  and  digital  per�ormance  analysis  processes 

 which result in de�ining KPIs �or ARP optimisation (185, Figure 3.5). 
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 Figure 3.5: The role of the ARP design experiments within the framework. 

 3.3  Conclusions 

 Chapter  III  introduces  the  main  concepts  o�  the  �ramework  and  de�ines  its  �ive  main  components  – 

 (1)  algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  (2)  UW  monitoring,  (3)  per�ormance  analysis  and  evaluation, 

 (4)  the  Ecosystem-aware  design  system,  and  (5)  validation.  The  key  challenge  is  to  integrate  these  �ive 

 components  in  a  uni�ied  work�low.  This  comes  along  with  several  sub-challenges:  First,  custom 

 algorithms  �or  a  coherent  computational  design  and  �abrication  work�low  need  to  be  developed. 

 Second,  long-term  and  high  precision  UW  survey  methods  need  to  be  tested  and  deployed,  and 

 strategies  �or  digital  per�ormance  analysis  o�  high  precision  3D  models  �rom  UW  scan  data  need  to  be 

 developed.  Further,  KPIs  need  to  be  de�ined  and  validated.  Third,  to  �acilitate  the  �ramework’s 

 Simulation  Environment,  the  design  problem  needs  to  be  re�ormulated  based  on  the  experimental 

 �indings  o�  the  ARP  design  experiments.  Ultimately,  to  validate  the  �ramework,  a  �ront-end  tool  needs 

 to  be  developed  within  a  standard  CAD  modelling  environment.  As  an  inter�ace,  it  enables  not  only 

 architects  but  also  marine  conservationists  and  stakeholders  to  test  the  established  Ecosystem-aware 

 design  work�low  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design.  To  tackle  these  challenges,  the  �ramework  proposes  a 

 series  o�  design,  monitoring,  analysis  and  simulation  experiments  allowing  empirical  investigation  o� 

 an Ecosystem-aware design approach (Chapter V). 
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 4. ARDF �ield study site 

 The  selected  �ield  study  site  �or  ARP  design  experiments  is  in  Indonesia,  a  country  located  within  the 

 ‘Coral  Triangle’,  a  region  with  the  world's  richest  coral  ree�  ecosystem  in  terms  o�  biodiversity  o� 

 marine  li�e  [16].  Indonesia  hosts  the  largest  amount  o�  tropical  coral  ree�s  in  the  world  with  an 

 estimated  area  o�  51,010  km  2  ,  which  represents  about  17.95  %  o�  the  world's  coral  ree�s  [186]  (185, 

 Figure  4.1).  From  1975–2011,  economic  growth  and  energy  consumption  increased  CO  2  emissions  in 

 Indonesia,  while  �inancial  development  and  trade  openness  compacted  it  [187].  Today  devastating 

 CO  2  emission  rates  and  human-induced  exploitation  o�  natural  resources  in  Indonesia´s  coastal  regions 

 result  in  exponentially  increasing  threat  levels  �or  coral  ree�s  and  have  caused  an  alert  by  international 

 marine  conservation  organisations.  Thus,  Chapter  IV  discusses  existing  ecological  and 

 social-economical  conditions  and  challenges  on-site  that  need  to  be  considered  �or  implementing  ARP 

 design and monitoring experiments. 

 Figure 4.1: Map of the ‘Coral Triangle’ in the Indonesian-Philippine region, an area of the highest 

 biodiversity and amount of marine life worldwide and the location of the field study site (blue circle). 
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 4.1 Socio-economic impact on local coral ree�s in Gili Trawangan 

 The  Gili  Islands  are  located  in  Eastern  Indonesia  o��  the  northwest  coast  o�  Lombok  Island  (185, 

 Figure  4.2).  As  the  largest  o�  the  three  Gili  Islands,  Gili  Trawangan  is  3  km  long,  2  km  wide,  and  at  its 

 highest  point  approximately  30  m  above  sea  level.  The  island's  local  population  is  estimated  to  be  1,500 

 inhabitants  who  are  mainly  concentrated  along  the  eastern  side  o�  the  island.  Historically,  the  island´s 

 main  income  was  dependent  on  the  �ishing  industry.  Through  globalisation,  a  growing  tourism 

 industry,  and  the  proximity  to  Bali  (a  destination  which  is  very  popular  �or  international  travellers), 

 Gili  Trawangan´s  economy  is  nowadays  mainly  centred  on  tourism.  Thus,  during  the  past  years,  an 

 increasing  number  o�  recreation,  accommodation  and  diving  businesses  run  by  international  owners 

 have  exhausted  the  small  island´s  resources  such  as  its  rich  marine  ecosystem,  natural  coral  beaches, 

 mangrove  �orests,  land  �or  agriculture  (coconut  plantations),  and  �reshwater  supply.  Mainly  pollution 

 (through  mass  tourism),  destructive  �ishing  methods  such  as  dynamite  and  cyanide  �ishing,  coral 

 bleaching,  land-based  sewage,  global  sea-level  rise,  over�ishing  and  physical  damage  �rom  boat  anchors, 

 tourists’  ree�  harvesting,  and  coral  diseases,  compounded  by  the  absence  o�  appropriate  management, 

 poor  en�orcement  capacity  and  a  lack  o�  environmentally  sound  alternative  sources  o�  livelihood  are 

 the  responsible  �actors  [188].  Today  more  than  ever,  the  survival  o�  the  Gili  islanders  and  its  economy 

 is  heavily  dependent  on  healthy  and  diverse  marine  and  living  spaces:  First,  it  is  mainly  the  �ishing 

 industry  that  supplies  �ood  to  the  local  population.  Second,  only  a  rich  underwater  �lora  and  �auna 

 increases  the  attractiveness  o�  the  region  �or  snorkelling  and  diving  tourism;  and  ultimately,  only  a  �ully 

 operating  coral  ree�  �ormation  can  sustainably  and  physically  protect  �rom  �looding  and  erosion  o� 

 sandy beaches. 
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 Figure 4.2: The location of the field study site off the shoreline of the Gili Trawangan island in the Bali 

 Sea  , Indonesia. 35

 Owing  to  25  years  o�  continuing  destruction,  international  and  local  marine  conservation 

 organisations  took  action  and  started  to  establish  sustaining  coral  ree�  regeneration  projects  within  the 

 region  (with  the  help  o�  local  governments,  �ishing  and  tourism  industry):  A�ter  Pemuteran  in  Bali, 

 Gili  Trawangan  has  the  second-largest  arti�icial  Biorock  ree�  project  worldwide  and  collaborates  with 

 academic  research  institutions  around  the  globe  (185,  Figure  4.3).  Gili  Trawangan  can  be  seen  as  a 

 laboratory  o�  Biorock  ree�  restoration  [188].  The  ‘Satgas  Gili  Eco  Trust’  (GET)  [192]  is  a  NGO  based 

 on  Gili  Trawangan  Island.  It  was  �ounded  in  2000  by  local  dive  centres  concerned  about  the  drastically 

 changing  condition  o�  local  coral  ree�s  o�  the  Gili  Islands  .  Besides  collaboration  with  stakeholders  and 36

 36  Since  March  4,  2009,  management  o�  the  Gili  Islands  has  been  under  the  Department  o�  Ocean  and  Fisheries 
 �ollowing  Ministry  decrees  BA.01/Menhut-IV/2009  and  number  BA.108/MEN.KP/III/2009  [188].  Based  on 
 the  Ocean  and  Fisheries  Ministry  decree  number  67/MEN/2009  �or  selection  o�  natural  water  conservation 
 areas,  management  authorities  Gili  Air,  Gili  Meno,  and  Gili  Trawangan  in  West  Nusa  Genggara  is  under  the 
 Director-General o� Ocean, Marine and Small Islands (BKKPN) [188]. 

 35  The Bali Sea is the body o� water north o� the island o� Bali and south o� Kangean Island in Indonesia. 
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 the  local  community  o�  the  Gili  Islands,  GET  receives  support  �rom  academia  through  the  Centre  �or 

 Environmental  Studies  in  Mataram  (University  o�  Mataram)  in  Lombok.  The  organisation  uses  its 

 income  �or  environmental  regeneration  projects,  most  notably  �or  coral  ree�  restoration  based  on 

 Biorock  technology:  More  than  150  Biorock  ree�s  including  a  corresponding  underwater 

 in�rastructure  (such  as  underwater  cables,  sustainable  power  supplies  �rom  tidal,  wind,  currents,  and 

 solar  energy)  were  installed  and  monitored  during  the  years  2000–2019.  Additionally,  GET  hosts 

 Biorock  Ree�  Restoration  workshops  to  train  local  dive  centres  to  certi�y  divers  as  Ocean  Quest  Eco 

 Divers,  a  scuba  diving  training  program  with  a  �ocus  on  marine  ecosystem  conservation,  coral 

 propagation and restoration [190]. 

 Figure 4.3: The map shows the two main Biorock reef sites worldwide. They are located in Pemuteran 

 (Bali) and in Gili Trawangan (Lombok). 

 4.2 Description o� the �ield study site 

 The  �ield  study  site  �or  conducting  ARP  design  experiments  is  located  50  m  o��  the  southeast  shore  o� 

 Gili  Trawangan  island  where  the  underwater  topography  ranges  �rom  a  horizontal  ree�  �lat  to  a  ree� 

 crest  topology  (185,  Figure  4.4).  While  a  horizontal  ree�  �lat  is  de�ined  by  a  smooth  break,  ree�  crests 

 �orm  a  sharp  angle  between  the  ree�  �lat  and  the  ree�  slope.  Each  typology  is  responsible  �or  di��erent 

 ree�  �unctions,  di��erent  levels  o�  ree�  biodiversity  and  is  di��erently  threatened.  Conditions  �or  corals 

 on  local  ree�  �lats  are  hostile  and  biodiversity  in  these  types  o�  coral  ree�s  is  usually  low.  Only  very  �ew 

 corals  such  as  dense  stands  o�  massive  dome-shaped  staghorn  corals  can  grow  there  and  their  growth  on 
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 the  upper  sur�ace  is  constrained  by  low  tides.  Typically,  such  species  are  well  adapted  to  the  extreme 

 stress  o�  heat  (seawater  sur�ace  temperatures  in  shallow  pool-like  areas  can  reach  up  to  40  °C  ),  UV 37

 radiation  and  extremes  o�  salinity  [191].  The  ree�  crest  is  the  most  wave-exposed  part  o�  the  ree�  and 

 only  very  �ew  corals  can  grow  there.  Where  wave  exposure  is  high,  wave  energy  �orces  sediment 

 particles  into  the  ree�'s  most  robust  limestone  rock-matrix  [192].  Dominant  species  here  are  calcareous 

 red  algae  which  are  characterised  by  thick  limestone  skeletons.  A  series  o�  spurs  made  o�  the  same  algae 

 extend  seaward  o�  the  ridge,  developing  into  a  spur  and  groove  system.  While  the  spurs  project  into  the 

 prevailing  waves,  and  the  channels  between  them,  the  grooves  carry  water  at  a  rapid  velocity.  Such  a 

 system  enables  the  dissipation  o�  wave  energy.  It  is  clear  that  this  mitigation  o�  energy  is  one  o�  the  ways 

 in which the ree�s resist physical destruction [193]. 

 (a)  (b) 

 37  About  a  third  less  oxygen  can  remain  dissolved  in  water  at,  �or  instance,  40  °C  than  is  the  case  at  20  °C,  adding 
 to  the  biological  stress.  Evaporation  in  the  hot  sun  raises  the  water  salinity  to  levels  that  are  lethal  to  local  marine 
 li�e [191]. 
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 Figure 4.4: The UW site selected to conduct ARP design experiments in the field is geolocated at 

 8°21'32.7"S 116°02'32.4"E between the shoreline and a reef crest in an area called a reef flat; (a) a 

 horizontal reef flat; (b) a reef crest. 

 However,  the  highest  biodiversity,  the  most  growth  and  activity  can  be  �ound  on  ree�  slopes,  the 

 continuous  seaward  edge  o�  the  ree�  �lat  at  intermediate  depth  [192].  Only  higher  biodiversity  enables 

 stony  corals  and  other  marine  species  (algae,  �ish,  sponges,  etc.)  to  create  mani�old  symbioses  which  are 

 responsible  �or  creating  a  ree�  in  the  �irst  place  and  which  develop  a  three-dimensional  structure  to 

 host  such  high  biodiversity  [194].  The  �ield  study  site  is  located  on  a  ree�  slope  between  the  shoreline 

 and  the  ree�  crest  at  an  intermediate  depth  �rom  6  to  8  m  (depending  on  the  tidal  schedule).  The 

 bottom  here  is  sandy  (coral  sand)  and  major  parts  o�  the  coral  ree�  stands  have  been  destroyed  by  storm 

 events,  boat  anchoring,  and  excessive  dive  tourism  (shore  dives).  The  site  is  called  the  ‘Biorock  site’  as 

 local  authorities  (GET  and  dive  centres)  have  installed  over  45  arti�icial  Biorock  ree�s  here.  ARP  design 

 experiments  can  pro�it  �rom  the  existing  in�rastructure  such  as  UW  cables,  an  anode  and  a  sustainable 

 energy  source  (a  �loating  photovoltaic  panel)  which  are  already  installed,  and  Biorock  constructions 

 permissions (185, Figure 4.5). 
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 Figure 4.5: The field study site is located on a reef slope where the reef´s biodiversity and growth activities 

 are at their highest. The existing infrastructure provides ideal conditions to conduct ARP design 

 experiments: First, a fully operating UW electrical circuit (anode, cables and power supply) is already 

 installed. Second, design experiments can benefit from the know-how and experience of local partners; and 

 third, legal permission for UW Biorock constructions have already been issued by local authorities. 

 4.3 Environmental challenges on-site 

 To  success�ully  conduct  UW  experiments  in  a  real-world  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  it  is  a  crucial 

 precondition  to  know  about  the  seasonal  local  environmental  conditions  occurring  throughout  the 

 year.  This  contributes  to  de�ining  the  site-relevant  design  criteria  �or  the  prototypes  and  developing  a 

 UW  monitoring  strategy  �or  them.  At  the  �ield  study  site,  sea-level  rise  and  extreme  weather  events 

 (resulting  �rom  climate  change)  such  as  storm-  and  El  Niño  bleaching  events  have  increased  the 

 vulnerability  o�  the  ree�.  In  �act,  prolonged  periods  o�  high  average  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  during  the 

 El  Niño  events  in  1998  and  2016  have  been  responsible  �or  substantial  deterioration  and  destruction 

 o�  local  ree�s  within  the  past  25  years.  Annual  storms  (increased  in  strength),  and  a  6.9  earthquake  in 

 August  2018  caused  irreversible  physical  damage  to  local  natural  and  Biorock  ree�s.  Additionally, 

 corallivorous  predators  such  as  the  crown-o�-thorn  star�ish  that  usually  prey  on  ree�  coral  polyps  or 

 algae  in�estation  have  contributed  to  the  loss  o�  biodiversity  and  growth.  Thus,  this  section  discusses 

 the  three  main  environmental  challenges  that  need  to  be  considered  �or  long-term  experiments  on-site: 

 (1)  Annual  storm  and  coral  bleaching  events,  (2)  earthquakes  and  tremors,  and  (3)  biodiversity  decline 

 through predators. 

 (1)  Annual  storm  and  coral  bleaching  events:  Cyclic  storm  events  in  the  tropics  are  called  tropical 

 storms  and  once  they  reach  a  wind  speed  o�  over  118  km/h  they  are  re�erred  to  as  tropical  cyclones 

 (SSHWS  ).  They  a��ect  the  Gili  Islands  and  their  ree�s  each  year  during  the  rainy  season  �rom 38

 mid-October  to  mid-April,  with  a  peak  in  January  and  February.  Passing  �rom  the  south,  they  are 

 accompanied  by  a  signi�icant  increase  in  wind  and  rain�all.  For  instance,  the  average  monthly 

 precipitation  in  Gili  Trawangan  �or  January  2019  was  350  mm  in  comparison  to  August  with  30  mm 

 38  The  SSHWS  (Sa��ir–Simpson  hurricane  wind  scale)  classi�ies  tropical  cyclones  into  �ive  categories 
 distinguished by the intensities o� their sustained winds. 
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 [195].  Surprisingly,  the  number  o�  cyclones  in  Indonesia  has  almost  tripled  during  the  past  �ive  years: 

 In  2016,  681  cyclones  were  reported  while  in  2019  more  than  1700  cyclones  were  registered  [196]. 

 Looking  at  data  �rom  open  access  climate  charts,  another  stress  �actor  �or  local  coral  ree�s  can  be 

 determined:  Over  the  past  10  years,  the  average  sea  sur�ace  temperature  at  the  Gili  Islands  have  risen  by 

 almost  3  °C  �rom  26.97  °C  to  29.92  °C  [197].  During  the  El  Niño  event  in  2015  and  2016,  local 

 authorities  even  measured  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  up  to  34  °C  occurring  during  a  �our-month  period, 

 causing  mass  bleaching  o�  approximately  70  %  o�  the  local  coral  ree�s  (198,  Figure  4.6).  Such  mass 

 bleaching  events  mainly  a��ect  the  coral  ree�s  on  the  ree�  slope  (seawater  temperatures  usually  range 

 here  �rom  27.2  °C  in  August  to  29.5  °C  in  April  [197]),  where  a  large  number  o�  species  is  exposed  to 

 high  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  �or  longer  terms  –  a  condition  they  are  not  adapted  to.  While  healthy 

 coral  ree�s  are  able  to  keep  up  with  rising  sea  levels  and  physical  impact,  stressed  and  physically 

 damaged  ree�s  are  incapable  o�  doing  so.  Damaged  ree�s  along  the  shorelines  o�  the  Gili  Islands  have 

 �urther  lost  their  three-dimensionality  and  breakwater  e��ect  resulting  in  land  loss  and  erosion  o�  local 

 beaches.  With  an  increasing  �requency  and  destructiveness  o�  annual  storm  and  bleaching  events  ,  it 39

 becomes  apparent  that  already  threatened  ree�s  have  a  smaller  chance  o�  �ully  recovering.  Thus,  their 

 rapid  demise  directly  puts  the  livelihoods  o�  the  Gili  islanders,  local  �ishing  and  tourism  industries  at 

 risk.  Due  to  these  circumstances,  ARPs  �rom  UW  design  experiments  must  be  robust  enough  to  resist 

 such  tremendous  physical  impacts  evoked  by  strong  storms.  Only  stable  structures  can  �orm  a 

 �unctional  structural  skeleton  over  the  long-term  in  places  where  the  ree�  has  lost  its  natural 

 three-dimensionality.  Instead  o�  having  broken  coral  objects  strike  each  other  and  deposited  sediments 

 �urther  bury  ree�  areas  causing  scouring,  such  structures  could  provide  a  stable  �ramework  �or  corals  to 

 attach to, to �oster growth and biodiversity on ree� slopes. 

 39  The  �requency  o�  category  4  and  5  storms  has  doubled  over  the  past  50  years  [199].  Warming  sea  sur�ace 
 temperatures  and  increased  water  vapour  tend  to  increase  the  amount  o�  energy  available  to  drive  hurricanes 
 [200]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 4.6: Bleached natural coral colonies (white edges) at the SkallyWags dive site off the shoreline of 

 Gili Trawangan during the El Niño event in 2016. From left to right: (a–b) Acropora; (c) Goniastrea. 

 (2)  Earthquakes  and  tremors:  Tectonic  �orces  o�  eastern  Indonesia  are  driven  by  the  subduction  o� 

 the  Indo-Australian  Plate  under  the  Eurasian  Plate  that  meet  beneath  the  islands  Java,  Bali,  Lombok 

 and  Sumbawa  [201].  Through  tectonic  movements  or  volcanic  activity,  the  Gili  islands  can  be  a��ected 

 by earthquakes (202, 185, Figure 4.7). 

 Figure 4.7: Map of the Tectonic Setting of Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands. The blue circle shows the 

 Gili Islands between Bali and Lombok. 
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 On  5  August  2018,  a  destructive  and  shallow  earthquake  measuring  Mw  6.9  (ML   7.0  according  to 

 BMKG  [203])  struck  the  northern  part  o�  Lombok  Island  (204,  Figure  4.8  a).  The  epicentre  o�  the 

 earthquake  was  located  inland,  on  the  northeastern  slopes  o�  Mount  Rinjani,  the  tallest  active  volcano 

 on  Lombok  Island  about  55  km  �rom  Gili  Trawangan.  The  earthquake  was  �ollowed  by  nearby  664 

 a�tershocks,  most  o�  which  were  below  Mw   5.9  magnitude  [269].  Scientists  with  the  Advanced  Rapid 

 Imaging  and  Analysis  project  (ARIA),  a  collaboration  o�  NASA's  Jet  Propulsion  Laboratory  in 

 Pasadena,  Cali�ornia,  and  operated  by  the  European  Space  Agency,  detected  major  ground  shi�ts  o� 

 0.05  m  at  the  �ield  study  site  a�ter  the  earthquake  and  a�tershocks  [205]  (206,  Figure  8  b).  The 

 earthquake  caused  devastating  physical  damage  on  natural  ree�s  but  only  partial  damage  on  Biorock 

 ree�s. 

 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 4.8: (a) Map of 2018 Lombok earthquakes; (b) ground deformation in Lombok following the 

 August earthquake  . 40

 40  Image  by  NASA  -  ARIA  project.  From  the  pattern  o�  de�ormation  in  the  map,  scientists  have  determined  that 
 the  earthquake  �ault  slip  was  on  a  �ault  beneath  the  northwestern  part  o�  Lombok  Island  and  caused  as  much  as 
 25  cm  o�  upli�t  o�  the  ground  sur�ace.  The  map  depicts  motion  towards  the  satellite  (up  and  west)  in  the 
 direction  o�  the  radar's  line-o�-sight,  with  contours  every  5  cm.  White  areas  are  places  where  the  radar 
 measurement was not possible, largely due to the dense �orests in the middle o� the islands [205]. 
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 In  conclusion,  earthquakes  and  tremors  are  suddenly  occurring  events  with  short  term  impacts  on  the 

 marine  environment  but  with  devastating  consequences  �or  livelihoods,  tourism  and  economics  on  the 

 Gili Islands. Most o� the Biorock ree�s were not a��ected or had been just partially destroyed. 

 (3)  Decline  of  biodiversity  through  predators:  Besides  the  crown-o�-thorn  star�ish,  microbes  such 

 as  bacteria,  archaea  (single-cell  organisms),  viruses,  �ungi  and  protists  (any  eukaryotic  organism)  are  the 

 most  diverse  and  abundant  organisms  carrying  out  major  ecological  �unctions  on  the  ree�.  Once  their 

 natural  state  is  out  o�  balance  because  o�  anthropogenic  disturbance,  microbes  can  cause  damage  in 

 ree�s:  While  in  the  world’s  most  remote  and  pristine  ree�s  bacterioplankton  rates  are  very  low,  sewage  in 

 populated  areas  such  as  in  Gili  Trawangan  causes  blooms  o�  a  benthic  �ilamentous  cyanobacterium 

 (Lyngbya  majuscula)  which  can  overgrow  corals.  Corals  may  also  be  predated  upon  by  �ungi  and 

 sponges  [207]  .  However,  while  viruses  seem  to  be  one  o�  the  least  studied  members  o�  the  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem,  they  play  a  major  role  in  a  number  o�  ecological  processes  such  as  regulation  o�  population 

 dynamics,  community  structure,  and  nutrient  cycling  [208]  .  It  is  assumed  that  viruses  in  ree�  waters 

 can  in�ect  a  range  o�  prokaryotes,  eukaryotes  and  phytoplankton  [209].  In  summary,  an  ecological 

 equilibrium  amongst  all  marine  organisms  in  tropical  coral  ree�s  provides  the  most  ideal  conditions  �or 

 coral  growth  and  biodiversity.  However,  most  sites  such  as  the  �ield  study  site,  have  already  �allen  out 

 o�  balance  and  local  coral  ree�s  are  greatly  in  decline.  There�ore,  ARP  design  experiments  could  help  to 

 regenerate the island’s ree�s by counteracting ongoing extinction and destruction. 

 4.4 Conclusions 

 The  �ield  study  site  in  Gili  Trawangan  o��ers  ideal  conditions  �or  installing  long-term  ARP  design 

 experiments  and  UW  monitoring  activities:  First,  it  is  located  within  the  ‘Coral  Triangle’,  an  area  with 

 exceptional  biodiversity  under  some  o�  the  most  severe  anthropogenic  threats.  There�ore,  coral 

 restoration  and  conservation  is  a  priority  in  this  region  [80].  Second,  as  a  local  NGO,  GET  already 

 established  in  2000  ree�  conservation  e��orts  based  on  Biorock  technology.  As  the  world’s 

 second-largest  Biorock  ree�  restoration  site,  Gili  Trawangan  o��ers  a  �ully  operating  underwater 

 in�rastructure  �or  Biorock  ree�s  such  as  �loating  solar  panels  as  power  supply,  UW  cables  and  costly 

 anodes  made  out  o�  titanium,  and  photo  monitoring.  Third,  local  authorities,  the  local  community 
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 and  local  businesses  are  in  �avour  o�  ree�  conservation  work  at  the  Gili  Islands.  As  such,  they  provide 

 permission  and  �unding  �or  material,  maintenance,  and  dissemination  activities.  Finally,  the  key  to  a 

 success�ul  UW  monitoring  based  on  image  and  video  data  is  visibility  .  At  the  chosen  underwater  site 41

 a  visibility  o�  up  to  35  m  has  been  measured.  In  summary,  the  proposed  UW  site  is  ideal  not  only  to 

 implement  single  ARPs  but  also  to  advance  the  ARDF,  including  integratively  testing  and  validating 

 all components, taking into account all the environmental challenges mentioned. 

 41  Visibility  is  a  measure  o�  the  distance  at  which  an  object  can  be  distinguished  (Smith  and  Baker,  1981).  The 
 standard  measurement  �or  underwater  visibility  is  the  distance  at  which  a  Secchi  disc,  a  small  disc  painted 
 alternately  black  and  white,  can  be  seen  [210].  Underwater  vision  is  limited  by  large  numbers  o�  dissolved 
 particles  which  are  individually  invisible.  They  behave  like  smoke  in  the  air.  This  e��ect  is  called  turbidity. 
 Maximum  Secchi  depths  o�  50  to  70  m  range  have  been  reported  �or  seawater  [210].  Particles  in  the  water, 
 gradients  o�  salinity  and  temperature  or  dissolved  organic  matter  are  the  main  �actors  that  a��ect  visibility  [211]. 
 Currents and waves are responsible �or a higher movement and accumulation o� particles. 
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 5. ARDF experiments 

 Chapter  V  represents  the  core  o�  this  thesis  and  addresses  all  signi�icant  challenges,  experiments  and 

 results  regarding  the  practical  exploration  o�  the  Arti�icial  Ree�  Design  Framework  (ARDF).  Diverse 

 experiments  were  designed  and  conducted  in  �our  di��erent  categories:  Design,  monitoring, 

 per�ormance  analysis  and  simulation.  The  experiments  were  determined  with  respect  to  novel  design 

 solutions  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  capitalising  on  advanced  computational  modelling  and  high 

 precision  monitoring  strategies.  Each  experiment  is  structured  according  to  set  up,  design,  realisation 

 and  results,  which  are  then  discussed.  The  chapter  is  composed  in  a  way  that  each  experiment  builds 

 upon  the  previous  one.  The  �inal  composition  gives  a  clear  image  o�  the  overall  purpose  o�  the  ARDF 

 which  is  to  improve  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  by  integrating  computational  design  and  monitoring 

 strategies  to  �oster  an  Ecosystem-aware  Design  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  The  �inal  results  are  a 

 Computational  Modelling  Environment  including  a  high  precision  UW  monitoring  work�low  �or 

 ARPs,  a  Computational  Simulation  Environment  as  an  inter�ace,  and  real-world  implemented  UW 

 ARP  design  experiments,  respectively.  Based  on  results  �rom  the  practical  experiments,  this  chapter 

 discusses the overall development o� the ARDF, and all challenges linked with it. 

 5.1 ARP design 

 The  design  �or  ARPs  is  inspired  by  natural  ree�s,  because  as  complex  structures,  they  provide 

 multi-scalar  3D  spaces  to  shelter  marine  li�e,  and  as  larger  �ormations  �orm  natural  breakwaters. 

 However,  designing  nature-like  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  a  challenging  task  as  it  requires  precise 

 knowledge  about  the  marine  ecosystem  and  the  UW  environment.  It  also  requires  studying  how 

 natural  ree�s  are  structurally  composed,  and  which  rules  their  growth  processes  are  based  on.  The 

 Scottish  biologist  D’Arcy  Thompson  linked  in  his  book  ‘  On  growth  and  form  ’  (1917)  [212]  the  �orm 

 o�  an  organism  to  a  mathematical  model  and  claimed  that  the  �orm  o�  an  organism  is  the  result  o�  its 

 growth  processes.  There�ore,  according  to  Thompson,  a  series  o�  mathematical  rules  (algorithms) 

 could  contain  the  instructions  describing  the  modelling  steps  �or  the  generation  o�  the  �orm.  In  corals, 
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 and  especially  in  Scleractinian  corals,  a  remarkable  property  o�  sel�-similarity  and  repetition  can  be 42

 observed  (Mandelbrot  1983,  The  �ractal  geometry  o�  nature)  [98].  This  characteristic  can  be  expressed 

 by  a  concept  in  mathematics  called  �ractals.  Fractals  exhibit  similar  patterns  at  increasingly  small  scales 

 expanding  symmetry  [213].  To  model  and  build  �ractal-based  arti�icial  ree�  structures,  conventional 

 3D  modelling  and  �abrication  practices  become  extremely  ine��icient.  Instead,  only  methods  �rom 

 computational  design  and  digital  �abrication  enable  the  automation  o�  repetitive  modelling  steps  and 

 nonlinear  processes,  and  a  seamless  integration  o�  the  generated  3D  models  into  a  digital  �abrication 

 work�low.  A  computational  design  work�low  also  �acilitates  a  generative  modelling  approach  resulting 

 in  optimised  design  solutions.  Through  the  �ollowing  design  experiments  �or  ARP  1  and  ARP  2,  a 

 digital  design  and  �abrication  work�low  �or  nature-like  arti�icial  ree�  structures  is  established  and  its 

 outcome  aims  to  contribute  to  a  novel  UW  monitoring  and  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  �or 

 arti�icial coral ree�s (185, Figure 5.1). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.1: Concept diagram for the development of a nature-like artificial coral reef system: Inspired by 

 the growth processes in Scleractinian corals, design outcomes are characterised by self-similar components 

 repeating themselves within a certain interval of scales (fractal-based geometry). They are fabricated out 

 of metal to guarantee their functionality as a cathode within the Biorock electric circuit. 

 42  Sel�-similarity exhibits exactly or approximately similar parts o� the same object at di��erent scales. 
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 The  main  concerns  o�  the  experiments  are  whether  the  developed  arti�icial  ree�  system  can  a) 

 technically  and  ecologically  operate  as  a  Biorock  cathode,  and  b)  improve  sustainability  aspects  such  as 

 material  and  energy  savings,  optimisation  o�  transportation  and  assembly,  and  the  three-dimensionality 

 and  structural  per�ormance  in  �uture  Biorock  ree�s.  To  enable  a  �ractal-based  design  �rom  individual 

 components,  (1)  a  component  design,  (2)  an  assembly  design  and  (3)  a  system  design  need  to  be 

 developed. In this section, the challenges �or each design category are �urther described. 

 (1)  Component  design:  The  component  design  de�ines  the  geometry  as  well  as  the  material  and 

 �abrication  process  �or  all  components  based  on  the  given  design  criteria.  Here,  one  o�  the  main 

 challenges  is  to  equally  consider  the  requirements  o�  the  UW  location,  the  ecosystem,  and  the 

 architectural  design  (structure).  For  instance,  on  one  hand,  individual  elements  need  to  be  handy  and 

 light  enough  �or  transportation,  and  save  material.  On  the  other  hand,  they  need  to  be  heavy  and  large 

 enough  to  guarantee  structural  per�ormance  in  the  UW  environment.  Further,  connections  between 

 construction  elements  need  to  be  designed  �or  allowing  electricity  to  pass  through  the  entire  system 

 and  hold  the  structure  together.  For  the  component  design,  an  additional  challenge  to  address  �or  the 

 component design is the consideration o� anchoring and coral attachment �acilities. 

 (2)  Assembly  design:  To  spatially  arrange  components,  an  assembly  logic  is  required.  The  challenge  o� 

 the  assembly  design  is  to  bring  the  mathematical  concept  o�  �ractals  into  the  design  process,  to  de�ine 

 the  position  o�  each  component  within  the  system,  and  to  develop  an  e��icient  assembly  logic  �or 

 building  the  3D  structure.  Fractals  can  be  described  by  a  mathematical  �unction,  and  there  are  many 

 �ractal  generating  programs  available  (both  �ree  and  commercial)  with  applications  in  music 

 visualisation,  art  and  the  creation  o�  �ractal  3D  landscapes.  The  most  similar  pattern  �ound  in 

 Scleractinian  corals  are  Lindenmayer  system  �ractals  (L-systems)  .  L-systems  allow  modelling 43

 �ractal-like  �orms  in  realistic  plant  models  and  natural-looking  organic  �orms,  and  have  not  yet  been 

 applied  in  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design.  By  varying  a  small  number  o�  parameters  including  branching 

 angle,  the  distance  between  nodes  or  branch  points  (internode  or  segment  length),  and  the  number  o� 

 branches per branch point, tree growth patterns can be generated [215] (185, Figure 5.2). 

 43  L-Systems  are  named  a�ter  biologist  and  botanist  Astrid  Lindenmayer  (1925–89),  who  studied  the  growth 
 pattern  o�  multicellular  organisms,  including  algae  and  bacteria  to  develop  L-systems  as  a  �ormal  description  o� 
 their development [214]. 
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 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 5.2: L-systems logic for realistic models of natural patterns found in corals: (a) Parameters such as 

 branching angle, number of iterations, length of segments define the form of the tree-growth model; (b) a 

 modification of these parameters result in a more realistic representation of a natural pattern. 

 (3)  System  design  The  system  design  �ocuses  on  the  design  o�  the  entire  arti�icial  ree�  system, 

 including  the  number  o�  components  (through  the  number  o�  iterations),  the  amount  o�  material 

 used,  and  its  spatial  extent.  The  main  challenge  o�  the  system  design  is  to  produce  design  outcomes 

 that can structurally and ecologically per�orm as Biorock cathodes in the UW environment long-term. 

 5.1.1 Design experiment 1 

 Design  experiment  1  �ocuses  on  an  algorithmic  design  work�low  based  on  L-systems  to  develop  a 

 component-based  nature-like  arti�icial  ree�  system  (ARP  1).  For  a  more  e��icient  assembly  o�  ARP  1  in 

 the  UW  environment,  all  construction  elements  are  identical  (no  labelling  or  sorting  required).  A 

 system  �rom  identical  components  also  enables  a  �uture  extension  o�  the  system  using  the  same 

 construction  element.  Starting  with  ad-hoc  component  design,  design  solutions  were  evaluated 

 through  an  iterative  exploration  process  between  component,  assembly,  and  system  design  by  means  o� 

 the  system´s  structural  per�ormance  (equilibrium,  symmetry,  weight,  anchoring  �acilities)  and  capacity 

 to operate as Biorock cathode (185, Figure 5.3). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e) 

 Figure 5.3: Design explorations for ARP 1 component design: Components have three connection points 

 (blue) and exposed branches that enable anchoring and the attachment of corals. 

 To  explore  the  3D  arrangement  o�  the  resulting  component  designs,  an  L-system  program  was  written 

 in  C#  within  Rhino`s  (a  standard  CAD  3D  modelling  application  in  AEC)  integrated  algorithm  editor 

 called  Grasshopper  .  The  outcome  is  a  3D  model  o�  the  ARP  1  structure.  As  such,  it  visualises  the 44

 designed  system  and  enables  it  to  make  assumptions  about  its  structural  per�ormance  and  extent.  As  an 

 input,  the  number  o�  construction  elements  can  be  de�ined.  Figure  5.4  [185]  shows  a  selection  o� 

 resulting ARP 1 structures. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.4: Exploration process for ARP 1 structure  from different component designs. Sizes in the 

 examples range between 10 and 15 cm in length. 

 For  �abrication,  the  rather  simple  and  light-weight  Y-  shaped  construction  element  (133.91  mm  × 

 135.45  mm  ×  81.1  mm,  1.5  mm  thick  with  a  mass  o�  28.8  g  )  with  three  connection  points  was 45

 45  The total mass was calculated based on the �ollowing equation: m= p × v (3.67 cm³ × 7.84 g/cm³). 

 44  Grasshopper  has  a  visual  programming  inter�ace  which  �acilitates  architects  to  combine  input  parameters  with 
 a  set  o�  �unctions  (Grasshopper  components)  resulting  in  parametric  models.  Grasshopper  provides  a  large 
 variety  o�  prede�ined  Grasshopper  components  �or  �ree�orm  object  generation,  but  also  open-access  methods  to 
 develop and compile custom components in the IronPython or C# programming language. 
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 selected  because  it  provides  the  best  solution  in  respect  to  the  given  requirements  (structural 

 equilibrium,  symmetry,  weight,  and  anchoring  �acilities).  Made  out  o�  steel  (ST  37  C/M  ),  a  structure 46

 composed  o�  100  construction  elements  has  a  relatively  low  weight  o�  2.88  kg  in  relation  to  its  spatial 

 extent.  Three  push-�it  connections  guarantee  a  tight  and  strong  connection  between  individual 

 elements to hold the structure together (185, Figure 5.5.). 

 Figure 5.5: The Y-shaped ARP 1 component has three push-to-fit connections (10 mm long slits) to attach 

 other construction elements. Its assembly design is based on L-systems, a tree growth pattern. Branching 

 angles range between 84.59 ° and 135.31 °,  and the length of its spiky branches vary between 61.6 mm 

 and 86.44 mm to guarantee structural equilibrium. 

 To  laser  cut  100  construction  elements  with  Bystronic  ByStar  Fiber  8000  ,  a  special  laser  cutter  �or 47

 sheet  metal  (tolerances  o�  +/-  0.15  mm),  and  a  2D  CAD  �ile  (.dwg)  with  nested  construction 48

 48  Nesting  is  a  procedure  to  optimise  the  arrangement  o�  construction  elements  �or  processing  plate-shaped 
 materials  such  as  wood,  metal,  sheet  metal  or  even  �abrics.  The  aim  is  to  save  raw  materials  by  reducing  waste  and 
 expensive processing time. 

 47  Alternatively, the �abrication process could be manual and on-site. 

 46  ST37  C/M  was  selected  as  the  construction  material  because  it  works  best  as  cathode  material  �or  Biorock  ree�s 
 [68]. 
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 elements  were  produced  (185,  Figure  5.6).  The  estimated  time  �or  cutting  took  about  20  min  and  the 

 total costs �or material and �abrication were EUR 90.00 + VAT. 

 Figure 5.6: Nested ARP 1 construction elements for laser cutting. The system is fully scalable. 

 To  be  installed  as  a  long-term  experiment  at  the  �ield  study  site  in  Gili  Trawangan  (Chapter  IV),  ARP 

 1  was  transported  (by  aeroplane  in  a  small  bag)  to  Indonesia  in  November  2012.  With  the  help  o� 

 interdisciplinary  participants  o�  the  8  th  Biorock  Ree�  Restoration  Workshop  ,  ARP  1  was  assembled 49

 underwater  within  20  minutes  and  connected  as  a  cathode  to  the  existing  Biorock  in�rastructure 

 49  Biorock  Restoration  Workshops  are  organised  by  the  Global  Coral  Ree�  Alliance  and  local  NGOs  dedicated  to 
 coral  ree�  conservation.  These  hands-on  workshops  teach  participants  how  to  use  Biorock  technology.  At  the  end 
 o�  the  workshop,  participants  receive  a  Biorock  certi�icate  that  o��icially  allows  them  to  apply  the  patented 
 method. 
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 (titanium  anode,  photovoltaic  panel  o�  12  V/12  hours  per  day).  Once  assembled,  ARP  1  is  110  cm 

 long, 90 cm wide, and at its highest point, 60 cm high (216, Figure 5.7; 185, Figure 5.8). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.7: (a) Y-shaped metallic construction elements at the beach in Gili Trawangan in November 

 2012; (b) test assembly at the beach with local fisherman and marine biologists that participated in the 8  th 

 Biorock Reef Restoration Workshop; (c) UW assembly and implementation as Biorock cathode with 

 Thomas Goreau, one of the founders of the Biorock method (right). 
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 Figure 5.8: Experimental UW setup for ARP 1 using the existing Biorock infrastructure on-site. It was 

 placed between four existing barrel-type Biorock structures from 2010. 

 Further,  broken  pieces  o�  di��erent  species  o�  corals  were  collected  and  pushed  into  the  sharp  edges  o� 

 the  structure.  Its  total  weight  (structure  and  corals)  �acilitated  that  the  structure  can  be  anchored  to  the 

 seabed without being attached (185, Figure 5.9). 

 Figure 5.9: ARP 1 adapts to the seafloor without anchors. 

 When  electrolysis  starts,  a  CaCO  3  layer  beginsn  to  grow  around  the  metal  �rame  o�  ARP  1.  As  the  layer 

 thickens,  the  structure  increases  its  weight  due  to  CaCO  3  accumulation,  growing  corals,  and  newly 

 settled  species.  Figure  5.10  [217]  shows  a  UW  photograph  �rom  2014,  two  years  a�ter  ARP  1  had  been 

 installed. 
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 Figure 5.10: ARP 1 in December 2014. 

 Designed  as  an  additive  system,  ARP  1  was  extended  by  100  additional  construction  elements  in 

 September  2017,  5  years  a�ter  its  installation.  This  process  was  relatively  simple  by  removing  the 

 existing  CaCO  3  layer  at  the  edges  o�  the  existing  construction  elements.  Once  removed,  a  �ully 

 �unctioning  push-to-�it  connection  was  uncovered  where  additional  construction  elements  could  be 

 attached  (218,  Figure  5.11).  The  connection  between  the  existing  and  new  construction  worked,  and 

 electrolysis immediately acted on the newly added construction elements. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.11: (a) The removed CaCO  3  layer of the 5-year-old  structure exposed a fully functional 

 push-to-fit connection; (b) connecting a new construction element with an existing one; (c) the extension of 

 the structure. 
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 As  a  result,  the  existing  and  extended  structure  per�orms  in  the  marine  environment  as  a  part  o�  the 

 coral  ree�  ecosystem.  In  respect  to  its  architectural  design,  ARP  1  was  capable  o�  dealing  with  structural 

 impacts  (such  as  currents,  storms,  tides,  and  waves)  �rom  the  time  o�  its  installation  in  November  2012 

 until  today.  It  has  adapted  to  the  topography  o�  the  sea�loor  and  has  kept  its  initial  position 

 throughout  the  years.  Connections  between  the  construction  elements  were  tight  enough  to  keep 

 them  �rom  �alling  o��  and  to  allow  electricity  to  pass  throughout  the  entire  ARP  1  structure.  The 

 shape,  assembly,  lightweight  construction  and  the  smaller  amount  o�  steel  used  are  completely 

 di��erent  �rom  the  design  o�  existing  Biorock  structures.  Ultimately,  in  respect  to  ARP  1’s 

 �unctionality  as  part  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  positive  growth  rates  o�  transplanted  corals,  settlement 

 o�  larvae  and  other  marine  organisms  such  as  sponges,  so�t  corals,  �ish  and  shrimps,  and  a  thickening 

 CaCO  3  could  be  observed  (0.5  mm  each  year)  (Chapter  5.2).  Through  the  CaCO  3  layer,  ARP  1 

 becomes the structure o� a naturally growing rein�orced compound material (218, Figure 5.12). 

 Figure 5.12: ARP 1 and its extension: (left) In 2012 implemented ARP 1 (100 construction elements) 

 overgrown with CaCO  3  layer and corals from larval  settlement; and (right) its extension in 2017 (100 

 additional construction elements). 
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 In  conclusion,  Design  experiment  1  applies  an  algorithmic  design  and  digital  �abrication  approach  �or 

 Biorock  ree�s,  resulting  in  (1)  a  stable  nature-like  arti�icial  ree�  system  assembled  �rom  smaller  parts 

 with  the  possibility  o�  being  extended,  (2)  signi�icant  material  savings  and  a  more  e��icient  assembly 

 process, and (3) a  �ully operating long-term part o� the marine ecosystem. 

 (1)  New  structural  approach  to  Biorock  reefs:  The  resulting  structural  system  o�  ARP  1  greatly 

 di��ers  �rom  conventional  Biorock  ree�s  with  respect  to  its  nature-like  shape,  the  assembly  �rom 

 individual  components,  and  its  proportion  between  weight  and  spatial  extent.  While  Biorock  ree�s 

 mostly  �orm  a  �ramework  around  a  hollow  space,  ARP  1  entirely  in�ills  a  3D  space  and  there�ore 

 provides  a  much  higher  level  o�  three-dimensionality,  a  benchmark  that  ensures  the  improvement  o� 

 ecological  and  structural  per�ormance  in  the  marine  environment.  It  also  provides  multi-scalar  spaces 

 on  its  interior  and  exterior,  a  characteristic  �ound  in  natural  ree�s  o�  high  biodiversity.  Moreover,  a 

 simple assembly o� identical components does not require di��icult building instructions. 

 (2)  Material  saving  and  efficiency  In  comparison  to  a  conventional  Biorock  ree�  o�  similar  spatial 

 extent,  ARP  1  could  signi�icantly  be  reduced  in  weight  and  there�ore  reduced  the  amount  o� 

 construction  material  used.  This  resulted  in  a  more  e��icient  �abrication  and  transportation  work�low. 

 A  conventional  Biorock  ree�  o�  similar  size  to  ARP  1  (e.g.  a  barrel-shaped  construction  consisting  o�  6 

 ribs  and  7  stringers  made  o�  1.5  cm  thick  rebar)  has  an  estimated  weight  o�  15  kg  (mass  =  1919.065  cm  3 

 ×  7.84  g/cm  3  ),  which  is  �ive  times  the  amount  o�  ARP  1  with  a  weight  o�  2.88  kg  .  In  �act,  ARP  1  is 50

 extremely  light  and  saves  up  to  80  %  o�  the  amount  o�  steel  needed  to  �or  production.  In  terms  o� 

 production,  digital  �abrication  enabled  a  �ast  and  automated  work�low.  While  the  �abrication  o� 

 conventional  Biorock  ree�s  involves  many  manual  steps  (such  as  cutting  and  welding  o�  rebars),  ARP  1 

 was  laser  cut  within  20  min.  E��iciency  o�  transportation  and  assembly  were  also  improved  with  the 

 ARP  1  design.  Biorock  ree�s  have  to  be  assembled  on  land,  brought  to  the  UW  site  by  boat  and 

 lowered  into  the  water  with  the  help  o�  an  entire  team.  In  contrast,  compact  and  lightweight 

 components  can  easily  be  brought  to  the  UW  site  by  just  one  diver,  where  the  structure  can  be 

 assembled  in  less  than  20  minutes.  Additionally,  the  selected  Y-shape  o�  the  construction  element  was 

 50  This  value  only  represents  the  proportion  o�  material  used  to  manu�acture  the  components  and  does  not  take 
 into account the waste material that is created during the cutting process. 
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 another  �actor  �or  a  �ast  UW  assembly.  Instead  o�  having  to  wire  corals  pieces  to  rebars,  corals  were 

 directly pushed onto the spiky ARP construction elements. 

 (3)  Long-term  part  of  the  coral  reef  ecosystem:  It  was  not  initially  planned  that  ARP  1  would 

 remain  at  the  UW  location  �or  more  than  8  years.  Today,  however,  its  appearance  is  more  reminiscent 

 o�  a  natural  coral  ree�  than  that  o�  a  Biorock  ree�.  It  has  become  a  habitat  �or  many  types  o�  marine  li�e 

 (more  than  45  species).  As  such,  the  arti�icial  ree�  also  helps  to  regenerate  the  natural  ree�s  and  to 

 promote  biodiversity  in  the  area.  Structurally,  it  has  been  challenged  over  the  years  by  massive  annual 

 storm  events,  major  coral  bleaching,  and  the  August  2018  earthquake  o�  6.9  (Chapter  4.3).  However, 

 in  general,  the  most  critical  moment  �or  the  structure  is  immediately  a�ter  the  UW  construction.  At 

 this  point  in  time,  the  ARP  1  metal  �ramework  has  barely  accumulated  CaCO  3  and  is  there�ore  not  yet 

 heavy  enough  to  withstand  stronger  environmental  in�luences.  In  particular,  the  plug  connections  and 

 exposed  components  are  prone  to  strong  currents  and  storms.  A  second  experiment  might  consider 

 improving stability through stronger connections and even smaller components. 

 5.1.2 Design experiment 2 

 The  aim  o�  Design  experiment  2  is  to  �urther  investigate  the  capabilities  o�  the  developed  design 

 approach  to  enable  a  more  dense,  detailed  (multi-scalar  spaces),  and  rigid  structure  that  extends  the 

 area  o�  application  o�  ARP  1.  Hence,  the  ARP  1  design  with  its  Y-shaped  construction  element  was 

 �urther  developed:  First,  the  component  design  �or  ARP  2  includes  two,  instead  o�  one,  types  o� 

 sel�-similar  components  which  can  be  combined  in  the  system  (185,  Figure  5.13).  Both  types  o� 

 component  scale  with  each  iteration  based  on  the  L-system  assembly  logic  (248.60  mm  ×  194.40  mm 

 ×  131.70  mm,  scaled  by  a  scaling  �actor  o�  66.66  %).  Second,  slit  lengths  �or  the  push-to-�it 

 connections  were  increased;  and  ultimately,  the  material  thickness  was  changed  �rom  1.5  mm  �or  ARP 

 1  to  2.0  mm  �or  ARP  2.  These  modi�ications  slightly  a��ected  the  resulting  structure,  in  particular,  the 

 scaling  o�  components  within  each  iteration  results  in  a  system  with  a  �inite  number  o�  elements  (132 

 construction elements including 11 di��erent types o� construction elements) (185, Figure 5.14). 
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 Figure 5.13: ARP 2 is composed of two types of construction elements (a and b) that scale with each 

 iteration (1–3). They are connected through a stronger push-to-fit connection than ARP 1. 
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 Figure 5.14: In total, there are eleven differently sized construction elements for ARP 2. Construction 

 elements are self-similar and gradually scale with each iteration by a factor of 66.66 %. ARP 2 has a base 

 construction element. 

 The  resulting  structure  is  65  cm  long,  50  cm  wide  and  38  cm  high.  To  produce  132  construction 

 elements  �rom  a  2.0  mm  thick  sheet  metal  (ST37  C/M),  the  cutting  process  with  Bystronic  ByStar 

 Fiber  8000  took  about  45  minutes.  The  overall  weight  o�  the  structure  is  1.6  kg  (203.85  cm³  ×  7.84 

 g/cm³  =  1598.18  g)  and  the  costs  �or  material  and  �abrication  were  EUR  115.00  +  VAT.  In  the  next 

 step,  the  �abricated  construction  elements  were  brought  to  Indonesia  (aeroplane)  and  assembled  at  the 

 same UW site as ARP 1, in Gili Trawangan in October 2017 within 45 minutes (185, Figure 5.15). 
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 Figure 5.15:  ARP 2 augments three-dimensionality in  places where natural reefs have lost it. The base 

 element was pushed into the sand to keep the structure in place. 

 As  a  result  o�  Design  experiment  2,  ARP  2  was  success�ully  implemented  in  the  marine  ecosystem.  As 

 such,  it  has  proven  its  capacity  as  a  structurally  and  ecologically  per�orming  arti�icial  ree�.  Its 

 architectural  design  provides  three-dimensionality  in  places  where  the  natural  ree�  has  lost  this  �eature. 

 The  �act  that  the  structure  is  divided  into  smaller  parts  o��ers  even  greater  variation  in  multi-scalar 

 spaces  �or  marine  organisms  than  ARP  1.  Further,  signi�icant  improvements  in  terms  o�  rigidity 

 through  stronger  push-to-�it  connections  have  been  achieved  through  increasing  lengths  o�  slits  and 

 material  thickness.  Besides  providing  better  rigidity,  these  connections  promoted  electricity  passing 

 �rom  the  largest  to  the  smallest  construction  elements,  guaranteeing  that  ARP  2  promotes  coral 

 growth.  Due  to  the  6.9  earthquake  less  than  one  year  a�ter  the  UW  installation  in  August  2018,  ARP  2 

 disappeared in August 2018 (218, Figure 5.16). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 Figure 5.16: (a–c) ARP 2 was laser cut out of 2 mm thick sheet metal and installed at the field study site 

 October 2017; (d–f) once connected to the existing Biorock infrastructure, electrolysis started. 

 All  in  all,  ARP  2  met  its  main  challenges  to  �urther  improve  (1)  three-dimensionality,  (2)  the 

 structure's rigidity, and ultimately (3) ampli�ied its �ield o� application. 

 (1)  Three-dimensionality  and  symmetry:  In  order  to  achieve  a  greater  variety  o�  multi-scalar  3D 

 spaces,  the  proposed  design  intervention  such  as  the  introduction  o�  di��erent  sized,  shaped  and  scaled 

 construction  elements  with  a  ranging  number  o�  connection  points  consequently  caused  irregularities 

 in  the  structure  and  there�ore  a��ected  its  symmetry  and  density.  Due  to  these  interventions,  the 

 appearance  o�  ARP  2  became  more  natural-looking  (almost  a  literal  representation  o�  a  Scleractinian 

 coral).  On  the  other  hand,  however,  with  the  increasing  complexity  o�  the  design,  the  complexity  o� 

 other  aspects  also  arises.  For  instance,  the  ARP  2  �abrication  and  assembly  processes  became  much 

 more laborious compared to ARP 1 (219, Table 5.1). 

 (2)  Higher  rigidity  of  the  structure:  Instead  o�  having  to  wire  pieces  together  to  make  sure  no 

 pieces  become  lost  (as  �or  ARP  1),  connections  between  elements  were  extremely  tight  and  did  not 
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 require  additional  support.  Di��erent  sizes  and  the  ratio  o�  sur�ace  area  to  the  size  o�  the  slit  �or  the 

 connection were improved and were responsible �or better sti��ness o� the structure. 

 (3)  Augmented  structure:  The  result  o�  Design  Experiment  2  is  a  more  detailed,  rigid,  and  smaller 

 structure.  Instead  o�  creating  larger  �ormations,  this  �inite  system  (with  a  limited  number  o� 

 construction  elements)  could  be  used  to  repair  minor  damages  on  ree�s  by  augmenting  its  3D  structure 

 (e.g. holes caused by blast �ishing, storm impact or anchoring). 

 5.1.3 About the synthesis o� ARP 1 and ARP 2 

 Through  a  synthesis  o�  ARP  1  and  ARP  2,  a  completely  new  design  approach  �or  Biorock  cathodes 

 emerges,  an  approach  which  has  seamlessly  integrated  digital  design  and  manu�acturing  methods  to 

 optimise  conventional  Biorock  ree�s  (219,  Table  5.1):  First,  as  a  system  made  �rom  smaller  components 

 a  higher  level  o�  structural  complexity  can  be  achieved.  In  both  cases,  smaller  construction  elements  �ill 

 the  entire  3D  space,  where  they  o��er  continuous  three-dimensionality.  Hence,  both  ARPs  o��er  a 

 larger  sur�ace  structure  �or  CaCO  3  accumulation  and  space  �or  corals  to  attach  to  than  a  conventional 

 Biorock  ree�  (�rom  rebar)  o�  the  same  size.  Second,  the  approach  pursues  a  strategy  which  aims  to 

 e��iciently  save  building  material  �or  the  construction  o�  Biorock  cathodes.  As  such  it  enables 

 signi�icant  material  savings  (up  to  80  %)  without  restricting  the  structure’s  size  or  per�ormance.  Third, 

 the  system  takes  an  entirely  di��erent  approach  to  manu�acturing  and  assembly  compared  to 

 conventional  Biorock  ree�s.  Instead  o�  pre�abricating  the  structure  on  land  and  transporting  it  to  the 

 site  by  boat,  it  can  be  assembled  directly  underwater.  Such  an  approach  has  great  advantages  as  it 

 enables  enormous  savings  o�  time,  cost  and  e��ort,  aspects  that  are  in  the  interest  o�  the  stakeholders. 

 Ultimately,  both  Design  experiments  result  in  success�ully  implemented  ARPs  in  the  aquatic 

 environment.  As  long-term  studies,  they  build  the  base  �or  the  investigation  o�  appropriate  monitoring 

 strategies and the development o� the �ramework’s Ecosystem-aware design approach. 

 Table  5.1:  Comparison  of  the  outcome  of  both  design  experiments  with  a  conventional  Biorock  structure  at 

 the same site. 
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 ARP 1  ARP 2  Conventional Biorock 
 structure 

 Component 
 design: 

 One Y-shaped component.  Two di��erent shaped Y-shaped 
 components that are gradually 
 scaled, and 11 di��erent sized 
 components. 

 Rebars o� di��erent lengths 
 depend on their position in 
 the gridshell structure. 

 Connections 
 between 
 components: 

 Push-to-�it connection (10 mm)  Push-to-�it connection 
 (gradually scaled) 

 Welded connections. 

 Assembly 
 design: 

 L-systems with non-scaled identical 
 construction elements (2 branches). 

 L-systems with scaled sel�-similar 
 construction elements (2–3 
 branches). 

 Barrel-shaped gridshell 
 consisting o� 6 ribs and 7 
 stringers. 

 System design:  In�inite system with the possibility 
 o� adding an in�inite number o� 
 construction elements. 

 Finite system with a determined 
 number o� construction 
 elements. 

 Finite system with a certain 
 number o� �ixed 
 construction elements. 

 Size:  80 cm × 100 cm × 60 cm (without 
 extension) 

 65 cm × 50 cm ×38 cm  80 cm × 100 cm × 60 cm 

 Number o� 
 construction 
 elements: 

 100 (+ 100 �or extension).  132  13 

 Fabrication 
 method: 

 Metal Laser cutting (Bystronic 
 ByStar Fiber 8000) 

 Metal Laser cutting (Bystronic 
 ByStar Fiber 8000) 

 Manual �abrication 
 process. 

 Fabrication 
 material: 

 1.5 mm thick sheet metal (ST37 
 C/M) 

 2.0 mm thick sheet metal  (ST37 
 C/M) 

 1.5 mm thick rebar. 

 Weight:  2.88 kg  1.9 kg  15 kg 

 Costs in EUR:  90.00 + VAT  115.00 + VAT  Waste material. 

 UW 
 installation: 

 November 2012, at the �ield study 
 site in Gili T. 

 October 2017, at the �ield study 
 site in Gili T. 

 2008, at the �ield study site 
 in Gili T. 

 Time �or UW 
 assembly: 

 20 min (one diver)  45 min (one diver)  Assembled at the beach, 
 brought by boat to the site, 
 approx.  3 hours in total. 

 Functionality as 
 cathode: 

 Yes.  Yes.  Yes. 

 CaCO  3  growth:  On average 0.4 cm each year. 
 Growth o� corals. 

 Approx. 0.3 cm �rom October 
 2017–August 2018.  Destroyed 
 during the 6.9 earthquakes on 
 August 19  th  , 2018. 

 On average 0.4 cm each 
 year. Growth o� corals. 

 Biodiversity:  High (more than 45 di��erent 
 marine species settled). 

 Low (4 species o� coral were 
 transplanted). 

 High (more than 45 
 di��erent marine species 
 settled). 
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 Current state:  Until today, �ully �unctioning as an 
 arti�icial coral ree�. 

 N/A.  Until today, �ully 
 �unctioning as an arti�icial 
 coral ree�. 

 However,  Table  5.1  also  lists  some  design  issues  that  pose  a  risk  to  a  digital  design  approach:  First,  the 

 correlation  between  �orm  and  �unction  needs  to  be  more  clearly  de�ined,  as  there  is  a  risk  o�  using 

 algorithmic  design  to  develop  overly  complicated  �orms.  As  a  result,  the  arti�icial  ree�s  can  become  too 

 costly  without  increasing  advantages  such  as  structure  or  being  part  o�  the  ree�.  There�ore, 

 simpli�ication  strategies  must  be  developed  that  incorporate  an  appropriate  level  o�  abstraction.  ARP  1 

 and  the  conventional  Biorock  ree�  can  be  cited  as  examples  in  this  regard:  While  the  �orm  o�  ARP  2 

 should  possibly  be  simpli�ied  (since  it  goes  beyond  its  �unctionality),  the  shape  o�  the  conventional 

 Biorock  ree�  should  possibly  be  increased  in  complexity.  Second,  the  cutting  process  to  produce 

 construction  elements  creates  waste  material,  which  can  be  �urther  reduced  by  an  e��icient  nesting 

 strategy  (optimal  sheet  metal  use,  shorter  cutting  time).  Such  a  strategy  would  involve  the  design  o� 

 interlocking  components  in  a  2D  layout.  Third,  there  is  a  risk  that  tree-like  structures  (such  as  ARP  2) 

 are  more  prone  to  damage  because  i�  one  construction  element  is  damaged,  the  entire  branch  would  be 

 a��ected.  In  contrast,  in  a  system  with  less  linearity,  each  element  would  have  the  same  �unctionality,  i.e. 

 once  a  structural  element  is  removed  or  lost,  all  other  parts  would  still  remain  connected  to  the  overall 

 structure.  In  summary,  the  digital  design  and  �abrication  approach  applied  in  Design  experiments  1 

 and  2  revealed  signi�icant  optimisation  possibilities  �or  Biorock  cathodes,  which  can  be  �urther 

 improved by considering the mentioned risks. 

 5.2 ARP monitoring 

 The  prior  state-o�-the-art  chapter  revealed  that  the  existing  arti�icial  ree�  approaches  lack  entirely 

 adequate  methods  �or  integrating  design  and  monitoring  in  a  systematised  approach  (that  aims  at 

 optimising  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  based  on  monitoring  results  and  analysis)  (Chapter  II).  However,  only 

 regular  monitoring  processes  allow  conclusions  to  be  drawn  with  regard  to  spatial-temporal  dynamics 

 (growth,  biodiversity  and  per�ormance),  as  well  as  statements  about  whether  the  intervention 

 contributes  to  ree�  regeneration  or  whether  these  are  even  counterproductive  and  pose  a  threat  to  the 

 ree�s.  Such  �eedback  would  not  only  be  crucial  �or  decision-makers  and  ree�  conservationists  but  also 
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 identi�y  the  right  indicators  (KPIs)  to  improve  the  design.  The  State-o�-the-art  has  shown  that  the 

 main  �ocus  o�  the  latest  cutting  edge  technology  is  on  continuous  long-term  data  acquisition,  precision 

 and  compactness  o�  the  device,  which  leads  to  the  improvement  and  adaptation  o�  AUVs  and  ROVs 

 �or  UW  applications.  However,  �inancial  and  personnel  resources  were  restricted  �or  this  research 

 project.  Thus,  continuous  regular  monitoring  o�  ARPs  could  not  be  undertaken  by  remotely 

 controlled  autonomous  measuring  devices,  but  instead  by  manual  �ield  measurements  which  are 

 associated  with  the  �ollowing  challenges:  (1)  Measuring  restrictions  in  the  UW  environment,  (2) 

 logistics, and the selection o� appropriate (3) long-term and (4) high precision methods. 

 (1)  Measuring  restrictions  in  the  UW  environment:  Image  and  laser-based  UW  surveying 

 processes  are  greatly  dependent  on  the  optical  conditions  that  prevail  underwater.  Values  �or  light 

 propagation,  absorption,  or  re�raction  di��er  signi�icantly  �rom  those  in  air:  First,  seawater  is  800  times 

 denser  than  air  and  attenuates  light  much  �aster  (natural  sunlight  travels  through  seawater  at  225,000 

 km/s  instead  o�  300,000  km/s  in  air).  Second,  long-wavelength  light  such  as  red  nearly  disappears  at 

 around  5  m  water  depth,  �ollowed  by  orange  at  approx.  10  m  and  yellow  at  approx.  20  m.  The  loss  o� 

 colour  increases  not  only  vertically  through  the  water  column,  but  also  horizontally.  As  a  consequence, 

 objects  beyond  that  distance  appear  colourless  and  indistinct  [137].  Third,  seawater  and  air  have 

 di��erent  re�raction  indexes.  In  �act,  the  re�ractive  index  in  seawater  is  a  dynamic  unit  as  it  depends  on 

 water  temperature,  salinity  and  wavelength,  parameters  that  are  constantly  changing  in  the  open  sea 

 [220],  and  additionally,  visibility  is  much  more  restricted  in  seawater  than  in  air  because  in  seawater 

 there  is  a  higher  amount  o�  dispersed  microparticles.  Hence,  measurement  devices  need  to  be 

 watertight,  properly  calibrated,  and  pre�erably  equipped  with  arti�icial  light  sources  (such  as  strobes  or 

 video  lights),  especially  i�  measurements  are  carried  out  at  greater  depths  or  with  larger  distances 

 between  the  subject  and  the  measuring  device.  In  contrast,  close  range  measurements  (measuring 

 devices  close  to  the  subject)  at  lower  depths  would  potentially  minimise  horizontal  colour  loss  and  the 

 loss o� natural sunlight. 

 (2)  Logistics:  Another  challenge  �or  UW  monitoring  is  related  to  logistics.  These  include  accessibility 

 o�  the  dive  site,  the  compactness  o�  the  equipment,  time  restrictions  �or  taking  measurements,  and 

 diving  skills.  For  instance,  the  ARP  UW  site  is  accessible  with  dive  equipment  �rom  the  shoreline 

 (shore  dive)  at  high  tide.  Changing  tides  cause  strong  currents  (especially  at  low  tide)  and  are  very 
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 dangerous  �or  shore  divers.  Thus,  dives  must  be  scheduled  according  to  the  tidal  schedule.  The  most 

 suitable  equipment  must  be  compact,  robust,  a��ordable  and  transportable  (aeroplane,  diving),  and  be 

 operable  by  two  �ield  researchers,  pre�erably  by  one.  The  time  �or  taking  measurements  is  restricted  in 

 the  UW  environment  because  survey  processes  can  be  only  realised  during  dives  at  di��erent  times 

 during  the  day.  Additionally,  diving  skills  o�  both  �ield  researchers  must  be  good  enough  to  operate  the 

 equipment underwater while diving. 

 (3)  Long-term  methods:  Long-term  methods  aim  at  monitoring  both  ARPs  at  the  �ield  study  site 

 throughout  the  entire  survey  period  (nearly  9  years)  in  order  to  make  assumptions  about  their 

 dynamics  regarding  ecological  and  structural  per�ormance.  To  address  this  challenge,  a  long-term 

 collaboration  with  local  marine  conservationists  (GET)  needs  to  be  established  �irst,  and  then  a 

 long-term  strategy  developed  collectively.  In  this  context,  a  quick,  a��ordable,  and  straight�orward 

 approach that involves image and climate data has clear advantages. 

 (4)  High  precision  methods:  The  main  challenge  is  to  3D  capture  the  intricate  shapes  o�  corals  at 

 high  precision  (millimetre,  submillimetre),  in  order  to  per�orm  model-based  digital  measurements  and 

 analysis.  To  meet  this  challenge,  cutting  edge  UW  survey  technologies  �or  close  range  approaches  in  the 

 marine  environment,  such  as  UW  LiDAR  laser  scanning,  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry,  and  CT 

 scanning  are  explored  in  a  series  o�  experiments  (185,  Figure  5.17).  When  calibrated  and  used  correctly, 

 these  visual  sensors  are  well-suited  �or  automated  detection,  quanti�ication,  mapping,  and  monitoring 

 applications, particularly �or high accuracy 3D models or change detection [137], [220]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.17: High precision approaches for UW survey of ARP design experiments: (a) UW 

 LiDAR scanning; (b) UW photo- and videogrammetry;  and (c) CT scanning. 

 This  section  presents  a  number  o�  monitoring  experiments  that  were  conducted  as  part  o�  this 

 research.  The  results  are  discussed  accordingly  with  regard  to  their  relevance  �or  the  development  o� 

 the ARDF. 

 5.2.1 Monitoring experiment 1 

 For  long-term  observations  o�  the  ARP’s  progress,  a  collaboration  with  the  local  NGO  ‘GET’  was 

 established  in  November  2012.  GET  manager  and  long-term  collaborator  Delphine  Robbe  collected 

 yearly  UW  photographs  o�  both  ARPs.  These  images  provide  relevant  in�ormation  about  the 

 condition,  damage,  position,  and  the  size  o�  the  structures  as  well  as  the  number  o�  settled  marine 

 species.  The  UW  images  were  taken  with  a  Canon  PowerShot  D30  underwater  camera  during  a  time 

 period  o�  nearly  8  years.  The  collected  image  data  was  then  matched  with  open  access  data  �rom  coastal 

 water  sur�ace  temperature  [197],  and  tropical  cyclones  charts  [196].  Hence,  this  method  aims  at 

 identi�ying  environmental  key  stressors  �or  the  installed  ARP  system.  Key  stressors  are  critical  events 

 that  occur  regularly  during  certain  periods  o�  the  year.  They  either  cause  damage  to  the  structure  and/ 

 or  a��ect  marine  organisms.  Table  5.2  [219]  provides  an  overview  o�  environmental  impacts  and  their 

 e��ects  on  ARP  1  (2012–2019)  and  ARP  2  (2017–2018)  throughout  each  monitoring  period, 

 respectively. 
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 Table 5.2: Long-term environmental impacts on ARP 1 and ARP 2. 

 Month, year  Environmental impacts at Gili 
 Trawangan 

 ARP 1 
 (2017–2018) 

 ARP 2 
 (2017–2018) 

 Nov, 2012  Sea sur�ace temperatures 28 °C 51  UW installation.  N/A. 

 Jan, 2013  Sea sur�ace temperature 27 °C. 
 Severe Tropical Cyclone Narelle 
 (Category 4, wind speeds o� 195 km/h). 

 Growth o� 3 mm, healthy corals.  N/A. 

 Dec, 2014  Sea sur�ace temperature 27.5 °C. 
 Strong storms in January. 

 Moderate growth o� approx. 5 mm, 
 3–5 months buried under the sand a�ter 
 the storm. 

 N/A. 

 Nov, 2015  Sea sur�ace temperatures 28 °C. 
 Strong storms in January. 

 Growth o� approx. 3 mm, 
 Moderate bleaching o� corals. 

 N/A. 

 Dec, 2016  Max sea sur�ace temperatures 34 °C  . 52

 El Niño year with mass bleaching events 
 in the South Paci�ic Ocean. 

 Strong storms in January. 

 Growth o� approx. 5 mm, 
 massive bleaching, more than 60 % o� 
 corals bleached. 

 N/A. 

 Sept, 2017  Sea sur�ace temperatures 28 °C.  Growth o� approx. 4 mm, 
 corals recover �rom mass bleaching, 
 overgrowth by algae. 
 UW installation o� extension. 

 UW 
 installation. 

 Jan, 2018  Sea sur�ace temperatures 28 °C. 
 Tropical Cyclone Cempaka (Category 1, 
 65 km/h, Nov 2017). 
 Detachment �rom power supply (solar 
 panel). 

 ARP 1: Growth o� approx. 2 mm. 
 Extension: Growth o� approx. 2 mm. 

 Growth o� 
 approx. 2 mm. 

 Sept, 2018  5 months o� sea sur�ace temperatures 
 higher than 29 °C. 
 Aug 8 Earthquake 6.9 and multiple 
 a�tershocks larger than 5.0. Gili Island, 
 ground shi�ts with 5 cm o� elevation. 
 Detachment �rom power supply (solar 
 panel). 

 ARP 1: Growth o� approx. 1 mm. 
 Extension: Growth o� approx. 1 mm. 
 Resisted earthquake. 

 Disappearance 
 during the 
 earthquake. 

 Nov, 2019  5 months o� maximum sea sur�ace 
 temperatures higher than 30 °C. 
 Detachment �rom power supply (solar 
 panel). 

 ARP 1: Growth o� approx. 1 mm. 
 Extension: Growth o� approx. 1 mm. 
 Moderate bleaching. 

 N/A. 

 As  a  result,  two  main  stressors  could  be  identi�ied:  Firstly,  the  annual  storm  events  (in  some  years  even 

 tropical  cyclones)  �rom  January  to  February  exert  enormous  �orces  on  the  structure  (waves  and 

 currents)  and  have  a  signi�icant  impact  on  CaCO  3  growth  rates  (interruption  o�  Biorock  electrolysis 

 due  to  destroyed  in�rastructures  such  as  solar  collectors,  cables,  etc.).  For  example,  a�ter  the  storms  in 

 52  Sea sur�ace temperature �or Gili Trawangan reported by GET. 

 51  The  data  represents  the  coastal  sur�ace  water  temperature  in  Lombok.  It  only  gives  an  idea  o�  the  maximum  sea 
 sur�ace  water  temperatures  at  Lombok,  the  major  region  where  Gili  Islands  and  the  implementation  site  are 
 located [197]. 
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 January  2014,  ARP  1  was  completely  buried  under  the  sand  over  a  period  o�  approximately  three  to 

 �ive months and detached �rom the electrolysis several times during the entire monitoring period. 

 Second,  higher  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  in  the  dry  season  (August–April)  and  increasingly  longer 

 periods  o�  high  temperatures,  as  well  as  selective  mass  bleaching  events  such  as  El  Niño,  cause  lasting 

 damage  to  the  arti�icial  ree�s.  For  example,  during  El  Niño  more  than  60  %  o�  the  corals  attached  to 

 ARP  1  were  bleached.  They  slowly  recovered  in  the  �ollowing  years  and  non-recovering  corals  had  to 

 be  replaced.  Another  unpredictable  stressor  was  the  earthquake  6.9  in  August  2018  (185,  Figure  5.18). 

 While  ARP  1  (installed  in  2012)  was  heavy  enough  to  withstand  the  tremors,  ARP  2  (installed  in 

 2017) disappeared completely during the earthquake series (217, 218, Figure 5.19). 

 Figure 5.18: Long-term observations of ARP 1 and the main environmental stressors: Annual storm 

 events (grey) and coral bleaching (beige). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 (g)  (h)  (i) 

 Figure 5.19: Yearly ARP 1 photo monitoring from 2012 to 2020. Underwater photographs are arranged 

 in chronological image sequences starting from ARP 1 implementation until today: (a) First day ARP 1 

 working as a cathode in November 2012; (b–c) transplanted corals and first accumulation of CaCO  3  in 

 January 2013; (d) transplanted corals successfully attached and also baby corals from larvae began to 

 settle in December 2014; (e) almost 60 % of the corals grown on top of  ARP 1 were bleached during the El 

 Niño event in November 2015; (f) slowly recovering corals in December 2014; (g) ARP 1 and its 

 extension, lots of small corals from larval settlement in October 2017; (h–i) ARP 1 in September 2018 

 and in March 2021. 
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 In  summary,  the  results  �rom  the  long-term  studies  were  able  to  identi�y  key  stressors  to  be  considered 

 not  only  �or  �uture  Biorock  cathode  designs  in  Gili  Trawangan  but  also  �or  the  development  o� 

 arti�icial  ree�  structures  in  other  locations.  The  monitoring  experiment  also  demonstrates  that  the 

 synthesis  between  Biorock  and  the  developed  digital  design  approach  leads  to  a  �ully  operational 

 arti�icial  ree�  system  that  is  entirely  integrated  into  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  over  a  long  period  o�  time. 

 For  example,  visually  ARP  1  is  hard  to  distinguish  �rom  surrounding  natural  ree�s.  However,  an 

 automated  long-term  monitoring  approach  would  o��er  greater  possibilities.  For  instance,  a 

 permanently  installed  UW  camera  system  could  provide  real-time  image  data  that  can  be  animated  or 

 analysed  using  �or  instance  algorithms  o�  Machine  Learning  (ML)  �or  species  detection  and  semantic 53

 tagging. The application o� this method was out o� scope �or this thesis. 

 5.2.2 Monitoring experiment 2 

 The  second  monitoring  experiment  tackles  the  di��iculties  o�  capturing  intricate  details  o�  corals  using 

 high  precision  3D  scans.  As  such,  it  explores  close  range  photogrammetry  to  3D-scan  two  highly 54

 complex  geometrical  con�igurations  o�  Scleractinian  corals:  First,  the  skeleton  o�  an  organ  pipe  coral 

 (Tubipora  musica)  which  contains  many  organ  pipe-like  tubes,  and  second,  a  branching  coral 

 (Acropora  �lorida)  with  branches  o�  di��erent  sizes.  The  goal  o�  the  experiment  is  to  capture  intricate 

 details  such  as  pores,  holes  and  the  entire  sur�ace  o�  the  two  test  objects  and  to  preserve  their  colour 

 in�ormation.  The  results  help  to  better  understand  the  work�low  �or  close  range  photogrammetry 

 scans  regarding  hardware  and  so�tware,  camera  settings,  settings  �or  image  processing,  precision,  and 

 sources  �or  error  in  order  to  make  conclusions  on  how  this  method  can  be  applied  in  the  UW 

 environment. 

 For  the  experiment,  both  coral  samples  were  placed  on  a  dark  sur�ace,  respectively.  The  scene  was  lit  by 

 natural  indirect  (to  avoid  shadows)  sunlight.  Still  images  were  taken  in  circles  around  the  object  with 

 an  approximate  overlap  o�  60  %,  with  a  distance  o�  40  cm  between  the  object  and  the  camera  (185, 

 54  In  contrast  to  aerial  photogrammetry,  close  range  photogrammetry  re�ers  to  the  collection  o�  still  image  data 
 �rom a small distance between the camera and the subject. 

 53  Machine  Learning  is  seen  as  a  subset  o�  arti�icial  intelligence  (AI).  Machine  learning  algorithms  build  a 
 mathematical  model  based  on  sample  data,  known  as  ‘training  data’,  in  order  to  make  predictions  or  decisions 
 without being explicitly programmed to per�orm the task. 
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 Figure  5.20).  To  achieve  sharper  images  a  tripod  was  used.  Camera  settings  such  as  aperture  value,  ISO 

 number  and  image  resolution  were  kept  constant  during  both  tests.  The  camera  system  used  �or  the 

 experiment  was  an  Olympus  Pen  E  PL-  1,  14  –  42  mm  lens,  a  maximum  aperture  o�  22  and  a  sensor  o� 

 12.3  MP.  Both  samples  were  o�  similar  size:  Tubipora  musica  (length  77  mm;  width  55  mm;  height  19 

 mm), and Acropora �lorida (length 66 mm; width 52 mm; height 46 mm). 

 Figure 5.20: Experimental setup for the Monitoring experiment 2, a 3D scan of two Scleractinian coral 

 skeletons. 

 Photogrammetry  image  processing  so�tware  processes  the  collected  2D  image  data  to  generate  a  3D 

 point  cloud  model  o�  the  scanned  object.  As  such,  the  so�tware  computes  the  orientation  and  position 

 o�  the  cameras  �or  each  image  and  then  organises  them  in  a  sequential  order  to  identi�y  regions  with 

 the same pixel in�ormation �or generating the 3D point cloud model. 

 As  a  result,  a  photogrammetry  work�low  �or  3D  scanning  corals  was  established:  Two  coloured  3D 

 point  cloud  models  were  success�ully  reconstructed  �rom  image  datasets  o�  49  images  and  56  images, 

 respectively  (image  resolution  o�  4032  ×  3024  pixels).  Metashape  (Photoscan  Pro  Version  1.4.4),  a 

 commercial  image  processing  application  developed  by  Agiso�t  [221],  was  utilised  because  in 
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 comparison  with  other  photogrammetry  so�tware  applications  (e.g.  Reality  Capture  by  Autodesk  )  ,  it 

 returned the best quality o� the resulting 3D model and image alignment rates  . 55

 Both  point  cloud  models  are  largely  complete,  with  the  exception  o�  the  underside  (which  were  not 

 scanned)  and  deeper  cavities  o�  Acropora  �lorida  coral.  The  RGB  values  �or  the  colour  in�ormation 

 �rom the collected image data are preserved in the point cloud model (226, Figure 5.21). 

 (a) 

 (b) 

 Figure 5.21: Example image compared to the resulting reconstructed 3D point cloud models of coral 

 skeletons: (a) Tubipora musica model with 3,210,832 coloured points; (b) Acropora florida model with 

 3,194,849 coloured points. 

 55  Ste�  Verelst  and  Sander  Westho�,  evaluated  in  their  joint  Master  thesis  at  the  Geomatics  department  o�  the  KU 
 Leuven  University  in  2019,  commercial  and  open-source  image  processing  so�tware  such  as  Agiso�t  Photoscan 
 1.2/1.4,  3DF  Zephyr,  RealityCapture,  Colmap,  Alicevision  Meshroom  and  VisualS�M  based  on  criteria  such  as 
 the  reconstructed  number  o�  points  in  the  sparse  and  dense  point  cloud,  the  quality  o�  the  3D  model,  the 
 number  o�  images  that  could  be  matched,  and  the  processing  time.  Their  results  show  that  commercial  so�tware 
 such  as  Photoscan  1.2/1.4,  3DF  Zephyr,  RealityCapture  return  the  best  quality  o�  the  resulting  3D  model,  and 
 Photoscan 1.2/1.4 the best image alignment rates [222]. 
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 In  summary,  photogrammetry  is  a  �ast  and  straight�orward  method  �or  close  range  3D-scanning  o� 

 corals.  The  resulting  3D  models  (3D  point  clouds  and  network  models)  show  a  high  level  o�  detail  and 

 a  �ull  colour  spectrum.  However,  there  are  a  �ew  issues  that  need  to  be  considered  �or  photogrammetry 

 scans:  First,  the  resulting  models  are  not  scaled  and  there�ore  require  re�erence  markers  next  to  the 

 object,  in  x,  y  and  z-direction  (missing  in  this  experiment).  Second,  image  resolution,  �ocus,  depth  o� 

 �ield  and  the  resolution  o�  the  camera  sensor  have  a  direct  impact  on  the  quality  o�  the  reconstructed 

 model.  For  example,  the  camera  system  used  �or  this  experiment  could  not  �ocus  as  well  on  the  bright 

 and  shiny  branching  coral  as  on  the  matte  red  organ  pipe  coral.  There�ore,  its  2D  images  were  not 

 sharp  enough,  which  resulted  in  a  3D  model  that  shows  �ewer  details.  Third,  the  image  data  need  to  be 

 collected  using  the  appropriate  amount  o�  image  overlap.  In  conclusion,  to  take  this  approach  to  the 

 UW  environment,  optical  limitations  need  to  be  considered,  scaling  re�erences  introduced,  and  an 

 appropriate camera system with a high image and sensor resolution be selected. 

 5.2.3 Monitoring experiment 3 

 Besides  close  range  photogrammetry,  laser  scanning  o��ers  the  potential  to  be  used  as  a  high  precision 

 UW  survey  method  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  In  this  context,  Monitoring  experiment  3  explores  the 

 potential  o�  both  methods  in  a  UW  environment.  The  aim  o�  this  experiment  is  to  explore  which  UW 

 survey  method  is  best  suited  �or  high  precision  monitoring  o�  ARPs  in  Indonesia  on  the  basis  o�  the 

 �ollowing  criteria:  Precision  o�  the  measurements,  expenditure  o�  time  and  cost,  and  easy  processing 

 on-site.  Further,  the  results  help  determine  key  challenges  �or  each  survey  method  and  its  UW  setup. 

 The  experiment  was  carried  out  in  August  2017  at  the  Dive4li�e  diving  centre  in  Siegburg,  which 

 provides  a  seven-metre  deep  pool  with  �resh  water  and  a  visibility  o�  more  than  30  m.  Bert  van  der  Togt 

 �rom  Baars  CIPRO  and  Georg  Nies  �rom  Unterwasser�otogra�ie  (UWF)  collaborated  in  this 56 57

 experiment.  For  this  purpose,  a  smaller  version  o�  ARP  1  was  assembled  �rom  9  steel  elements.  Since 

 57  UWF  is  a  company  dedicated  to  renting  out  pro�essional  equipment  �or  UW  photography  and  to  train  UW 
 photographers. Georg Nies has owned the company since 2012. 

 56  Baars  CIPRO  (since  1997)  is  a  civil  engineering  company  in  the  Netherlands  that  undertakes  pro�essional 
 underwater  inspections  o�  port  �acilities,  locks,  or  bridges.  Bert  van  der  Togt  is  trained  as  both,  as  a  civil  engineer 
 and  as  a  pro�essional  diver.  Baars  CIPRO  provided  the  UW  laser  scanner  and  expertise  �or  training  how  to  use 
 the equipment. 
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 these  are  shiny  and  bright  metal  elements  that  are  di��icult  to  scan  with  a  camera  or  laser  scanner,  all 

 elements  were  painted  a  red,  matte  colour  to  improve  the  3D  scanning  results  (223,  Figure  5.22).  As 

 scaling  re�erences,  three  metal  rulers  in  x-,  y-  and  z-direction  were  placed  around  the  test  ARP.  In  this 

 experimental  setup,  (1)  UW  laser  scanning  and  (2)  UW  photogrammetry  using  two  di��erent  camera 

 systems were tested. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.22: A test model of ARP 1 was used for the first UW experiment at Dive4Life Centre in 

 Siegburg: (a–b) It is composed of 9 painted ARP 1 steel elements; (c) a plastic coral dummy was attached 

 with a zip tie. 

 (1)  UW  laser  scanning:  Baars  CIPRO  provided  M210UW,  a  UW  laser  scanner  �rom  the 

 manu�acturer  Newtown,  engineered  and  calibrated  �or  extremely  high  precision  UW  scans  within  a 

 total  scan  range  o�  one  metre.  There  are  only  a  �ew  alternative  hardware  providers  �or  capturing  3D 

 underwater  high  accuracy  survey  data  that  operate  with  subsea  LiDAR.  Examples  are  the  UW  laser 

 scanner  �rom  2G  Robotics  called  ULS-100  [224],  or  the  SeaVision  system  �rom  Kraken  Robotics 

 [143]  (Chapter  II).  In  the  experimental  setup,  a  steel  �ramework  (1.2  m  ×  1.2  m)  was  placed  around 

 the  ARP  1  test  model  and  the  scanner  was  attached  to  one  o�  the  rails  enabling  scans  in  x  and  y 

 direction  (225,  Figure  5.23).  An  underwater  cable  connected  the  scanner  with  a  Linux  workstation  at 

 the  sur�ace  where  displays  collected  datasets  in  Newton  3D  V3.0  so�tware.  For  each  scan,  M210UW 

 was repositioned 25 cm in x and y directions, respectively. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.23: ARP 1 UW laser scanner test setup using M210UW from Newton: (a) Scaling 

 references were placed around the test model; (b) M210UW 3D scans the test model using subsea 

 LiDAR; (c) scan result is displayed in Newton 3D V3.0 software at a Linux workstation outside 

 of the pool. 

 In  total,  22  individual  scans  with  approximately  610,000  points  each  were  captured  over  7  hours.  Each 

 o�  the  3D  point  cloud  models  is  o�  sub-millimetre  precision  [137].  Through  merge  �unctionalities  in 58

 CloudCompare  V2.10.1,  an  open-source  3D  point  cloud  processing  so�tware,  the  overall  3D  model 

 loses its precision (226, Figure 5.24). 

 Figure 5.24: Merged 3D  point cloud model of the data collected from UW with M210UW  . 

 58  Hardware  manu�acturer  Newtown  Labs  o�  M210UW  speci�ies  an  approximate  CAD  model  accuracy  within  a 
 range  o�  0.01  mm  –  0.15  mm  depending  on  the  distance  to  the  object.  Speci�ic  parameters  to  reach  these  values 
 in an experimental setup are not determined by the manu�acturer. 
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 (2)  UW  Photogrammetry:  UW  image  data  were  collected  with  a  Sony  Cyper-shot  RX100  II 

 (Dataset  I,  5472  ×  3648  pixels)  compact  camera  and  a  Canon  EOS  5DS  R  (Dataset  II,  8688  ×  5792 

 pixels)  re�lex  camera  system  at  an  approximate  distance  o�  30  cm  between  the  camera  and  the  test 

 model,  �ollowing  a  ‘lawn-mower’  photogrammetry  pattern  with  about  60  %  o�  side  and  80  %  o� 

 �orwarding  overlap  (185,  Figure  5.25).  The  lawnmower  pattern  was  successively  applied  �or  each  one  o� 

 the  �ive  �aces  o�  ARP  1:  top,  right,  le�t,  �ront,  and  back  (exception  is  the  lower  side).  Camera  settings 

 such  as  aperture  value,  ISO  number  and  image  resolution  were  kept  constant,  respective  to  each 

 camera  system.  Table  5.3  [219]  compares  relevant  technical  details  o�  both  camera  systems  �or  close 

 range photogrammetry. 

 Figure 5.25: UW photogrammetry lawn-mower pattern for ARP 1 3D scans with 60 % of side and 80 % 

 of forwarding overlap. 
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 Table 5.3: Relevant technical details of two still camera systems for high precision modelling from UW 

 photogrammetry. 

 Sony Cyber-shot RX100 II  Canon EOS 5Ds R 

 Image sensor  20.2 MP, 13.20 mm × 8.80 mm  50.6 MP, 36.0 mm × 24.0 mm 

 Maximum output resolution  5472 × 3648 pixels  8688 × 5792 pixels 

 Lens aperture  22*  32** 

 Closest �ocusing distance  5 cm*  23cm** 

 Light Source  One video light.  Two SEACAM strobes (SF150D). 

 * ZEISS® Vario-Sonnar® T* Lens 

 ** Canon EF 50mm �/2.5 Compact Macro 

 As  a  result,  complete  point  cloud  models  o�  millimetre  accuracy  with  a  high  level  o�  detail  were 

 reconstructed  �rom  both  datasets  in  Metashape  (PhotoScan  Pro  Version  1.4.4).  Comparing  ten 

 physical  measurements  o�  the  test  model  with  measurements  �rom  both  3D  point  cloud  models,  an 

 average  deviation  o�  +/-  1.8  mm  was  calculated  �or  dataset  one  and  +/-  1.1  mm  �or  the  second  dataset 

 [137] (227, Figure 5.26). 
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 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 5.26: 3D point cloud models of 3D reconstructed still image datasets from: (a) Dataset I, Sony 

 Cyber-shot RX100 II of 16,901,081 points; (b) dataset II,  Canon EOS 5DS R of 16,399,865 points. 

 The  approach  o�  Monitoring  experiment  3  developed  two  high  precision  UW  monitoring  work�lows 

 �or  arti�icial  ree�s.  To  identi�y  which  work�low  works  best  in  the  �ield  in  Indonesia,  appropriate  criteria 

 were de�ined and each work�low accordingly evaluated (219, Table 5.4). 

 Table 5.4: Comparison of UW laser scanning and UW photogrammetry based on the criteria defined. 

 Criteria  M210UW Newton Labs 
 UW laser scanning 

 Sony Cyber-shot RX100 II 
 UW photogrammetry 
 (Dataset 1) 

 Canon EOS 5Ds R 
 UW photogrammetry 
 (Dataset 2) 

 Costs  Costly to rent and transport the 
 equipment. Import permissions 
 are required. 

 Low-cost, only rent �or equipment. 
 No import permissions are 
 necessary. 

 Low-cost, only rent �or 
 equipment. No import 
 permissions are necessary. 

 Transport– 
 ation 

 The equipment includes a UW 
 laser scanner, a metal �ramework, 
 UW cables, and a Linux 
 workstation with a total weight 
 o� > 30 kg. 

 The equipment includes a compact 
 camera, UW housing,  and a video 
 light with a total weight o� < 1 kg. 

 The equipment includes a 
 re�lex camera, SEACAM UW 
 housing 5DMKIII, Canon 50 
 mm 2.5 Macro Lens, and two 
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 SEACAM strobes (SF150D) 
 with a total weight o� 12 kg. 

 On-site 
 processing 

 2 divers, 1 controller, and a boat 
 �or the workstation is necessary. 

 Can be handled by 1 diver (+ 1 
 rescue diver). 

 Can be handled by 1 diver  (+ 
 1 rescue diver). 

 E��iciency  7 hours (6 dives) �or the 
 collection o� one dataset, 3 hours 
 �or data processing. 22 partially 
 scaled 3D models. 

 45 min (1 dive) �or data collection 
 and 2 hours �or data processing. One 
 �inal 3D model (not scaled). 

 45 min (1 dive) �or data 
 collection and 2.5 hours �or 
 data processing. One �inal 3D 
 model (not scaled). 

 Precision  Sub-millimetre precision with a 
 deviation o� +/- 0.6 mm. 
 Calibrated �or water. 

 Millimetre precision with a 
 deviation o� +/- 1.8 mm. 
 Lens calibrated �or air. 

 Millimetre precision with a 
 deviation o� +/- 1.1 mm. 
 Lens calibrated �or air. 

 Level o� 
 detail 

 High level o� detail. 
 610,000 points/ scan 
 No colour in�ormation. 

 High level o� detail. 
 16,901,081 points 
 RGB colour in�ormation �or each 
 point. 

 High level o� detail. 
 16,901,081 points 
 RGB colour in�ormation �or 
 each point. 

 Table  5.4  reveals  that  both  methods,  UW  photogrammetry  and  UW  laser  scanning  (millimetre  and 

 submillimetre),  have  proven  their  potential  to  3D  reconstruct  in  detail  complex  UW  objects  (such  as 

 corals)  at  high  precision.  However,  the  results  show  that  UW  laser  scanning  has  signi�icant  limitations 

 regarding  costs,  compactness  o�  the  equipment  and  measuring  time.  For  example,  the  UW  laser  scan 

 measurements  procedure  took  9  times  (7  hours)  longer  than  image  data  collection  o�  the  same  model 

 (45  min).  The  equipment  is  costly,  bulky,  di��icult  to  transport,  and  it  is  controlled  �rom  a  Linux 

 station  located  on  land.  In  such  a  case,  more  than  two  �ield  researchers  need  to  be  involved  in  the 

 process  (2  divers,  one  controller).  On  the  other  hand,  results  �rom  UW  laser  scanning  are  o� 

 submillimetre  precision  and  there�ore  about  �ive  times  more  precise  than  results  �rom  UW 

 photogrammetry.  The  resulting  models  are  scaled  and  the  UW  laser  scanner  calibrated  �or  water.  In 

 contrast,  UW  photogrammetry  delivers  3D  models  with  colour  in�ormation  that  must  be  scaled 

 a�terwards  using  re�erences  (rulers  and  markers).  A  potential  source  o�  error  in  both  UW 

 photogrammetry  experiments  is  using  lenses  not  calibrated  �or  UW  re�raction.  There�ore,  deviations  in 

 both  compared  point  cloud  models  �rom  UW  laser  scanning  and  UW  photogrammetry  include 

 re�raction  errors  and  errors  �rom  not  calibrated  lenses.  Calibration  and  re�raction  errors  multiply  as  the 

 area  covered  is  increased.  A  strategy  to  minimise  such  errors  would  be  to  collect  data  sets  captured  at 

 di��erent  distances  to  explore  how  this  e��ect  evolves.  Additionally,  both  UW  camera  systems  were 

 con�ined  in  UW  housing,  viewing  the  scene  through  a  macro  port,  a  �lat  piece  o�  glass.  Light  rays 

 entering  the  camera  housing  are  re�racted,  due  to  di��erent  medium  densities  o�  water,  glass  and  air. 
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 This  causes  usually  linear  rays  o�  light  to  bend  and  the  commonly  used  pinhole  camera  model  to  be 

 invalid.  When  using  the  pinhole  camera  model  without  explicitly  modelling  re�raction  in  S�M 

 methods,  a  systematic  model  error  occurs  [228],  [137].  Photogrammetry  models  are  susceptible  to 

 alignment  errors  causing  scaling  errors  and  ghosting,  a  phenomenon  when  two  image  data  sets  are 

 combined  and  reconstructed  more  than  once  at  a  di��erent  location.  Even  in  well-aligned  high 

 precision  models,  an  error  o�  3  cm  is  possible  depending  on  how  accurate  the  scaling  has  been 

 per�ormed  in  photogrammetry  so�tware  [137].  In  conclusion,  UW  photogrammetry  has  clear 

 advantages  �or  �ield  application  in  terms  o�  time,  costs  and  easier  UW  handling,  while  there  are  notable 

 limitations  compared  to  UW  laser  scanning  with  regard  to  accuracy.  Although  the  equipment  o�  the 

 Sony  Cyber-shot  RX100  II  (Dataset  I)  camera  is  with  less  than  1  kg  an  extremely  compact  system,  the 

 Canon  EOS  5Ds  R  camera  system  (Dataset  II)  has  one  o�  the  best  image  sensors  and  highest  output 

 resolutions on the current market and there�ore resulted in 3D models o� higher precision. 

 5.2.4 Monitoring experiment 4 59

 The  main  goal  o�  Monitoring  experiment  4  is  to  implement  a  UW  photogrammetry  work�low  �or  high 

 precision  modelling  o�  ARP  1  in  Indonesia.  Thus  the  approach  promotes  the  integration  o�  the  3D 

 scan  data  into  a  digital  analysis  and  simulation  work�low.  For  conducting  the  �ield  experiment  at  the 

 Gili  Trawangan  island  in  September  2017,  two  �ield  researchers  (the  author  and  Philipp  Semenchuk), 

 the  local  NGO  GET,  and  two  dive  centres  (Dive  Central  Gili,  Dreamdivers  Gili  T.)  were  involved. 

 While  �ield  researchers  were  responsible  �or  the  transportation  o�  the  measuring  equipment  (Canon 

 EOS  5Ds  R  camera  system),  experimental  UW  setup  and  data  acquisition,  GET  and  the  two  dive 

 centres  took  care  o�  logistics  (permissions,  dive  equipment).  For  the  experimental  setup,  ARP  1  had 

 been  cleared  o�  sand  and  re�erence  rulers  were  placed  around  the  structure.  As  a  scaling  re�erence  �or 

 the  3D  model,  around  200  manual  re�erence  measurements  were  taken  (229,  Figure  5.27).  During  13 

 dives,  4058  high  resolution  still  images  (8688  ×  5792  pixels),  which  correspond  to  two  complete  data 

 sets,  were  collected.  The  lawnmower  pattern  developed  in  Monitoring  experiment  3  was  applied  here. 

 59  Monitoring  experiment  4  and  3  are  discussed  in  detail  in  the  �ollowing  research  paper:  Vogler,  Verena;  Sven 
 Schneider;  and  Jan  Willmann.  2019.  “High-Resolution  Underwater  3-D  Monitoring  Methods  to  Reconstruct 
 Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�s  in  the  Bali  Sea:  A  Case  Study  o�  an  Arti�icial  Ree�  Prototype  in  Gili  Trawangan.”  Journal 
 of Digital Landscape Architecture 2019  (4). VDE VERLAG  GMBH: 275–89  [137]. 
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 Since  the  experiment  is  a  scenario  in  the  open  sea  where  the  lighting  conditions  and  visibility  in 

 particular  change  with  each  dive,  the  camera  settings,  especially  the  ISO  values,  could  not  be  kept 

 constant and had to be adapted to the conditions. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.27: Experimental setup in Gili Trawangan: (a) Preparation of reference rulers (lead sinkers 

 glued to folding rulers). As references, these rulers were placed in x-, y-, and z-direction around ARP 1; (b) 

 UW photogrammetry scan process following a ‘lawnmower’ pattern using Canon EOS 5Ds R and two 

 UW strobes by the author, and (c) 200 individual reference measurements were taken as scaling reference 

 for the 3D model. 

 Due  to  a  large  number  o�  collected  high  resolution  still  images  (stills),  image  processing  �or  the  3D 

 reconstruction  became  a  major  challenge.  The  �irst  attempt  to  address  this  issue  was  to  reconstruct  a 

 test  model  �rom  stills  o�  the  reduced  size  which  resulted  in  a  3D  point  cloud  model  with  15,024,364 

 points.  However  this  approach  resulted  in  poor  alignment  rates  and  only  one-third  o�  the  collected 

 stills  could  be  processed  in  the  Matashape  so�tware  (Scan  Pro  Version  1.4.4.)  (230,  Figure  5.28).  One 

 reason  �or  this  is  related  to  di��erent  visual  conditions  (visibility,  light)  �or  stills  collected  during 

 di��erent dives. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.28: (a–c) 3D point cloud model of ARP 1 reconstructed from reduced 4058 still images (300 

 KB). Only 1368 (33 %) images out of 4058 could be aligned. 

 Consequently,  the  second  attempt  implies  the  improvement  o�  image  alignment  rates  using  a  strategy 

 that  separates  data  collected  �or  each  dive:  This  strategy  resulted  in  13  partial  3D  point  cloud  models. 

 Image  alignment  rates  increased  �rom  33  %  (all  stills)  to  98  %  (e.g.  889/  902  �or  Dive  10)  [137].  This 

 means  that  over  90  %  o�  the  collected  image  data  could  be  processed.  Another  aspect  that  was 

 improved  by  this  strategy  is  the  consumption  o�  computing  power  and  time  due  to  a  lower  number  o� 

 still  images.  However,  the  processing  capacities  o�  a  standard  PC  were  still  inadequate  and  had  to  be 

 increased  signi�icantly  �or  photogrammetry.  Baars  CIPRO  (collaborator  o�  Monitoring  experiment  3) 

 provided  access  to  an  external  photogrammetry  server  setup  with  the  required  computing  power  (256 

 GB  o�  RAM).  Only  such  a  setup  allowed  the  processing  o�  high  resolution  still  images  without  having 

 to  reduce  their  size.  The  resulting  3D  point  cloud  models  show  a  tremendous  level  o�  detailing  and 

 colour in�ormation (218, 226, Figure 5.29). 
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 Figure 5.29: Selection of still images captured during dive 11 with a distance of 15 cm between camera 

 and object, and at the visibility of 30 m (all images on the left-hand side). On the right, the resulting 

 reconstructed 3D point cloud model in Agisoft with 384,171,251 coloured points (all images on the 

 right-hand side). 

 The  3D  models  are  mostly  complete  and  highly  precise  (millimetre).  In  �act,  the  model  is  only 

 incomplete  on  the  lower  side  and  lacks  detail  in  areas  where  so�t  corals  grow.  Deviations  between 

 manual  measurements  and  the  �inal  3D  point  cloud  range  between  2  and  7  mm  (226,  Figure  5.30) 

 [137]. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 Figure 5.30: Partial 3D point cloud model of ARP 1 reconstructed from 795 still images (8688 × 5792 

 pixels) with 416,195,828 coloured points: (a–c) Overview of partial 3D model; (d–f) details. 

 In  summary,  the  main  goal  o�  the  experiment  could  be  achieved  as  the  applied  work�low  resulted  in  a 

 surprisingly  detailed  point  cloud  representation  o�  the  real  ARP  1.  The  experiment  showed,  however, 

 that  the  measurement  approach  developed  at  the  �ield  site  is  associated  with  additional  challenges: 
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 First,  on-site  data  collection  took  signi�icantly  longer  than  in  the  previous  experiment.  One  reason  is 

 related  to  the  size  o�  the  object  being  measured.  Over  the  years,  the  ARP  1  structure  has  grown  in  size 

 and  the  attached  corals  have  also  increased  in  height.  Another  reason  is  the  time  limit  �or  data 

 acquisition,  which  was  limited  on  the  one  hand  by  the  battery  li�e-time  o�  both  strobes  (max.  800 

 images  at  25  %  o�  the  power)  and  the  diving  time.  Second,  along  with  the  number  and  resolution  o� 

 image  data,  the  demands  on  computing  power  �or  photogrammetry  data  processing  have  increased 

 exponentially.  This  can  be  seen  in  the  signi�icantly  longer  processing  times  and  program  crashes  when 

 the  number  o�  images  and  their  resolution  increases.  Consequently,  the  computational  power  had  to 

 be  increased,  too.  Third,  environmental  conditions  such  as  UW  currents  caused  a  constantly  changing 

 visibility  ranging  �rom  8  to  35  m  (through  particle  movement),  the  displacement  o�  re�erence  marks 

 and  made  diving  conditions  considerably  more  di��icult.  Another  aspect  which  was  challenging  �or  a 

 UW  photogrammetry  work�low  were  moving  objects  such  as  �ish,  so�t  corals,  thin  hairs  o�  �ire  coral 

 growing  on  top  o�  the  structure,  and  recurring  sand  deposition  on  top  o�  ARP  1  (218,  Figure  5.31).  As 

 they constantly change their positions, these objects can hardly be 3D reconstructed. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 
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 Figure 5.31: (a) Currents-provoked sand particle movement affects visibility; (b) reference markers are 

 partially buried under the sand; (c) shadows; (d) constantly changing sand deposits on structure; (e–f) 

 moving objects such as thin hairs grown on top of ARP 1, soft corals, and fish are challenging for UW 

 photogrammetry. 

 However,  visibility  was  identi�ied  as  a  key  parameter  �or  good  alignment  in  UW  photogrammetry.  In 

 datasets  that  were  taken  at  visibility  greater  than  20  m,  more  than  95  %  o�  still  images  could  be 60

 aligned.  Datasets  taken  at  lower  visibility  and  at  a  larger  distance  to  the  object  show  signi�icantly 

 poorer  alignment  rates.  Figure  5.32  illustrates  the  quality  di��erence  mentioned  on  the  basis  o�  two 

 reconstructed  3D  models  �rom  datasets  that  were  collected  at  a  greater  distance  to  the  object  and  at  low 

 visibility. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 60  The visibility was measured daily by pro�essionals at the local dive centre ‘Dive Central Gili’. 
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 Figure 5.32: (a–b) Still images were taken at a larger distance between the camera lens and the object 

 resulting in poor quality 3D point cloud models; (c–d) still images (dive 3) collected at a visibility of 10 m 

 resulted in a less detailed 3D model. 

 Lastly,  the  �inal  3D  point  cloud  model  was  stitched  together  �rom  5  partial  models  in 61

 CloudCompare  V2.10.1,  an  open-source  3D  point  cloud  and  mesh  processing  so�tware  [231].  It 

 should  be  mentioned  here  that  the  higher  the  number  o�  partial  models,  the  higher  the  error  rate  in  the 

 combined  3D  model.  However,  with  the  resulting  3D  model,  UW  photogrammetry  could  be  proven 

 to be a high precision monitoring approach in the �ield. 

 5.2.5 Monitoring experiment 5 62

 The  aim  o�  Monitoring  experiment  5  is  to  improve  the  e��iciency  o�  the  presented  UW 

 photogrammetry  work�low  �rom  Monitoring  experiment  4  without  sacri�icing  much  o�  the  quality  o� 

 the  resulting  3D  model.  Here  the  key  challenges  were  shortening  the  net  diving  and  data  processing 

 time.  To  address  these  challenges,  the  experiment  explored  optimisation  possibilities  �or  the  already 

 established  UW  photogrammetry  work�low  but  also  investigated  the  potentials  o�  an  alternative  UW 

 videogrammetry  work�low.  The  target  object  is  a  natural  ree�  similar  in  size  to  ARP  1  (100  cm  long, 63

 100  cm  wide  and  80  cm  high  at  its  highest  point)  located  in  its  immediate  vicinity  (approx.  100  m 

 north  o�  ARP  1  at  a  depth  o�  13  m).  The  experimental  setup  was  similar  to  Monitoring  experiment  4 

 including  two  divers,  the  utilisation  o�  the  same  camera  system,  and  the  placement  o�  re�erence 

 markers.  The  collected  data  includes  1260  still  images  (8688  ×  5792  pixels)  and  5  videos  (917  extracted 

 �rames,  1920  ×  1080  pixels)  that  were  recorded  at  a  distance  o�  25  to  40  cm  between  the  camera  and 

 63  Videogrammetry  is  a  measurement  technique  based  on  the  principles  o�  photogrammetry.  Instead  o�  still 
 images, it uses extracted image �rames �rom video �ootage [232]. 

 62  Monitoring  experiment  5  is  discussed  in  detail  in  the  �ollowing  research  paper:  Vogler,  Verena.  2019.  “Close 
 Range  Underwater  Photogrammetry  �or  High  Resolution  Survey  o�  a  Coral  Ree�:  A  Comparison  between 
 Reconstructed  3-D  Point  Cloud  Models  �rom  Still  Image  and  Video  Data.”  Tagungsband  zur  Konferenz  Go-3D 
 2019. Fraunho�er Verlag: 107–20. [146] 

 61  In  a  newer  version  o�  Metashape  Pro,  instead  o�  generating  partial  models  and  scaling  them  using  re�erence 
 scale  bar  through  markers,  coded  targets  (which  are  special  real-world  markers  on  the  scene)  are  autodetected  as 
 re�erence  points  �or  coordinate  system  and  scale  de�inition  or  as  valid  matches  between  images  to  help  camera 
 alignment procedure via Align Selected Cameras option [221]. 
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 the  object  (lawnmower  pattern).  Compared  to  the  previous  experiment,  some  aspects  regarding  data 

 collection  in  the  �ield  were  intentionally  changed:  First,  instead  o�  changing  the  camera  settings  such  as 

 aperture  value,  ISO  number  and  image  resolution  within  a  dataset,  in  this  experiment,  they  were  kept 

 constant  (218,  Figure  5.33).  Second,  data  were  collected  at  a  visibility  o�  approximately  30  m;  and 

 third,  gained  diving  skills  and  �amiliarity  with  the  equipment  helped  to  signi�icantly  reduce  the  time 

 �or data collection in the �ield. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.33: (a) 3D photo- and videogrammetry scans of a natural coral reef; (b) UW still image 

 collection with Canon EOS 5Ds R and two strobes; (c) UW videogrammetry scan process using a video 

 light (author). 

 Two  datasets  (�rom  still  images  and  videos)  were  collected  during  two  dives  and  processed  in 

 Metashape.  They  resulted  in  point  cloud  models  o�  621,912,135  (�rom  stills)  and  74,505,524  coloured 

 points  (�rom  video  �rames),  respectively.  While  the  3D  model  reconstructed  �rom  still  images  shows  an 

 extremely  high  level  o�  detailing  and  colour  o�  corals,  the  3D  model  �rom  video  �rames  has  several 

 holes, is less precise and has a higher level o� noise (233, Figure 5.34 –5.36). 
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 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 Figure 5.34: 3D point cloud models from image data: (a–b) 3D model from UW photogrammetry with 

 621,912,135 coloured points;  (c–d) 3D model from UW videogrammetry with 74,505,524 coloured 

 points with several holes and noise (blue circles). 
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 Figure 5.35: Details of reconstructed UW photogrammetry point cloud model from still images. The 3D 

 model is one of the most detailed digital 3D point cloud representations of a UW reef existing. 
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 Figure 5.36: Details of reconstructed UW videogrammetry point cloud model from extracted video 

 frames. The blue circles show holes in the model which can be attributed to a lower video resolution and 

 illumination of the scene. 

 The  di��erence  in  quality  can  be  attributed  to  the  high  resolution  input  data  �rom  still  images  o�  8688 

 ×  5792  pixels,  as  well  as  razor-sharp  and  per�ectly  illuminated  still  images  collected  at  the  visibility  o�  30 

 m.  In  contrast,  the  resolution  o�  collected  video  �ootage  is  4.5  times  lower  and  the  illumination  o�  the 

 UW scene is much more limited using a video light (234, Figure 5.37). 
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 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 

 Figure 5.37: (a) Still image for UW photogrammetry reconstruction; (b) screenshot of the reconstructed 

 3D point cloud model from UW photogrammetry; (c) video frame  for UW videogrammetry 

 reconstruction; (d) screenshot of resulting 3D point cloud model from UW videogrammetry. 

 However,  even  though  the  UW  photogrammetry  method  results  in  more  precise  and  complete 

 models,  the  time  required  �or  data  collection  and  processing  is  much  higher  than  in  UW 

 videogrammetry.  Table  5.5  [219]  outlines  the  main  di��erences  between  the  UW  photogrammetry-  and 

 the  videogrammetry  work�low  with  respect  to  the  level  o�  detail,  completeness  o�  the  3D  model, 

 reliability, and application o� each survey method in the �ield. 
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 Table 5.5: Comparison of 3D reconstruction of point cloud models from image and video data. 

 UW photogrammetry model  UW videogrammetry model 

 Total number o� assets:  1260  still images.  912 extracted video �rames (15�ps). 

 Time �or UW data collection:  2 dives/ in total 75 min.  1 dive/ 20 min. 

 Number o� partial models:  2 partial models (2 chunks  ). 64  1 partial model (1 chunk). 

 Processing time �or 3D point 
 cloud models: 

 Chunk 1: 3 days and 21hours 
 Chunk 2: 3 days and 13 hours 
 Total: 4 days and 9 hours 

 23 hours and 32 minutes. 

 Number o� points:  621,912,135 points  58,498,527 points 

 Precision o� 3D model  : 65  +/- 2–5 mm  +/- 7–15 mm 

 Detail and completeness:  High detail o� the overall model and 
 individual corals 

 Overall geometry was 
 reconstructed, low detail o� corals, 
 the model has holes. 

 In  summary,  Monitoring  Experiment  5  actively  contributed  to  establishing  a  more  e��icient  UW 

 photogrammetry  work�low  as  a  reliable  UW  monitoring  method  �or  high  precision  3D  scans  in  the 

 �ield.  It  also  established  UW  videogrammetry  as  an  alternative  method  to  quickly  capturing  ARPs.  In 

 �uture,  the  approach  could  be  deployed  in  autonomous  UW  surveys  (using  AUVs,  ROVs),  or  to 

 complement 3D models reconstructed �rom UW laser- and photogrammetry scans. 

 5.2.6 Monitoring experiment 6 

 The  aim  o�  Monitoring  experiment  6  was  to  create  a  high  precision  3D  model  o�  an  existing 

 conventional  Biorock  ree�  in  order  to  then  compare  it  with  the  point  cloud  models  o�  ARP  1  and  the 

 natural  ree�  in  terms  o�  structure  and  per�ormance.  There�ore,  a  9-year-old  barrel  vault-type  Biorock 

 ree�  (180  cm  long,  85  cm  wide,  65  cm  high  )  made  �rom  1.5  mm  thick  rebars  was  3D  scanned  using 

 UW photo- and videogrammetry  (218, Figure 5.38). 

 65  25  manual  UW  measurements  o�  the  natural  coral  ree�  were  compared  with  25  digital  measurements  o�  the 
 scaled  point  cloud  model  and  calculated  deviations  at  each  measuring  point.  Both  the  minimum  and  the 
 maximum value represent, respectively, the smallest and largest deviation over all 25 measuring points. 

 64  In  PhotScan  Pro  or  Metashape  Pro,  chunks  allow  including  similar  image  and  video  data  in  one  dataset.  Several 
 chunks can be included in the same �ile and datasets can be combined. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.38: (a) The scanned part of the Biorock reef is located next to ARP 1; (b) the Biorock reef was 

 installed in 2008; (c) reference measurements for scaling the reconstructed 3D model. 

 In  total,  1164  still  images  (8688  ×  5792  pixels)  and  759  extracted  video  �rames  (1920  ×  1080  pixels) 

 were  3D  reconstructed  in  Metashape.  The  resulting  coloured  point  cloud  models  are  o�  millimetre 

 precision showing the overall geometry o� the 3D scanned sur�ace (226, Figure 5.39). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 (d)  (e)  (�) 

 Figure 5.39: 3D reconstructed point cloud model of a conventional Biorock reef: (a–c)  3D model from 

 UW photogrammetry with 519,346,012 coloured points; (d–f) 3D model  from UW videogrammetry 

 with 91,127,335 coloured points. 

 In  summary,  Monitoring  Experiment  6  is  an  example  o�  a  success�ul  implementation  o�  the  established 

 UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  monitoring  work�low.  Once  scaled,  both  generated  models  can  be 

 �urther exploited in analysis experiments (Chapter 5.3). 

 5.2.7 Monitoring experiment 7 

 The  goal  o�  Monitoring  experiment  7  is  to  use  an  extracted  ARP  1  sample  to  generate  a  high  precision 

 voxel  model  �rom  CT  scans.  Such  a  model  provides  relevant  in�ormation  about  the  internal 

 con�igurations  o�  the  ARP  1  hybrid  structure  such  as  the  state  o�  the  metal  �rame,  material 

 con�igurations,  growth  layers  o�  CaCO  3  and  marine  organisms.  The  ARP  1  sample  (115  mm  wide, 

 146  mm  and  153  mm  long,  40–45  mm  thick)  was  extracted  in  October  2017  and  scanned  using  CT 

 Scanner  Nanotom  M  ‘research  edition’  with  nano  CT  technology  at  F.A.  Finger  Institute  �or 66

 Materials  Science  (Bauhaus-University  Weimar)  at  a  resolution  o�  0.068725  mm  (185,  136,  Figure  5.40 

 – 5.41). 

 66  Specialised  CT  systems  allow  the  analysis  o�  samples  o�  building  materials  with  exceptional  voxel-resolution  o� 
 �ewer  than  0.5  microns  per  volume  pixel  (voxel).  By  means  o�  volume  visualisation  so�tware,  the  three- 
 dimensional  structure  o�  the  reconstructed  volume  can  be  easily  analysed  �or  pores,  cracks,  and  material  density 
 and distribution with the highest magni�ication and image quality available [235]. 
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 Figure 5.40: Extracted ARP 1 sample. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.41: (a) UW extraction process (author); (b) extracted ARP 1 sample; (c) Nanotom M ‘research 

 edition’ CT scanner at the F.A. Finger-Institute for Materials Science (Bauhaus-University Weimar). 
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 The  CT  image  data  was  processed  with  VGStudioMAX  ,  a  so�tware  developed  by  Volume  Graphics 67

 [xx]  .  The  resulting  high  precision  3D  voxel  model  (10  GB,  submillimetre  precision)  displays  areas  o� 

 di��erent  greyscales.  These  greyscale  values  correlate  to  di��erent  material  densities:  lighter  grey  values 

 represent  materials  o�  high  density,  darker  ones  represent  materials  o�  less  density.  Figure  5.42  shows  a 

 variety  o�  sections  (longitudinal  and  cross-sections)  through  the  scanned  sample  in  which  tree-like 

 annual  CaCO  3  growth  rings  can  be  observed  [137].  The  outer  CaCO  3  layers  have  a  higher  material 

 density than the inner ones (136, Figure 5.42, blue circle B, ). 

 Figure 5.42: Greyscale analysis displays  (in VGStudioMAX ) that there are areas of higher and lower 

 density in the ARP 1 3D voxel model. Almost white areas display the ST 37 sheet metal ARP 1 

 construction element (blue circle A) which is entirely covered by the CaCO  3  and marine layer (blue circle 

 C). 

 67  VGStudioMAX is a commercial CT So�tware developed by Volume Graphics to handle 3D data �rom CT 
 scans. It supports �ormats such as point cloud, mesh, CAD, and voxel models. 
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 In  summary,  the  monitoring  approach  o�  the  experiment  is  a  use�ul  complementary  method  to  on-site 

 UW  scanning,  as  it  provides  high  precision  3D  in�ormation  about  the  volume  and  internal  structure  o� 

 the  ARP.  In  addition,  CT  scanning  enables  a  better  understanding  o�  the  growth  processes  in  Biorock 

 ree�s,  and  the  con�igurations  and  properties  o�  individual  growth  layers  as  well  as  material  transitions. 

 However,  the  method  requires  a  pro�essional  lab  setup  and  appropriate  hard-  and  so�tware.  Due  to 

 ethical regulations, living corals cannot be CT scanned. 

 5.2.8 Monitoring experiment 8 

 Naturally  grown  ree�  stone  is  a  compound  structure  �rom  deposited  rock,  sand,  coral  skeletons,  and 

 marine  organisms,  which  also  holds  true  �or  Biorock  ree�s.  However,  the  internal  structure  o�  natural 

 and  Biorock  ree�s  di��er  entirely.  In  this  context,  Monitoring  experiment  8  aims  to  generate  3D  voxel 

 data  �rom  a  naturally  grown  ree�  stone  sample,  which  can  be  compared  with  the  data  obtained  �rom 

 the  previous  experiment.  The  ree�  stone  sample  (168.93  mm  wide,  181.73  mm  long,  109.33  mm  high) 

 was  CT  scanned  with  Nanotom  M  ‘research  edition’  and  the  data  processed  in  VGStudioMAX  (185, 

 Figure 5.43). 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.43: Sample of a reef stone composed of a conglomerate of skeletons of corals and other marine 

 organisms: (a) front view; (b) side view ; (c) back view. 
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 The  resulting  3D  voxel  model  with  a  resolution  o�  0.13333  mm  (�or  each  spatial  direction)  shows  a 

 multi-scalar  channel  system  that  is  connected  to  the  outer  sur�ace  (226,  Figure  5.44).  Such  a  system 

 would  allow  water  and  nutrients  to  reach  the  interior  o�  the  structure.  Further,  it  can  be  observed  that 

 the  outer  layers  are  o�  higher  material  density  than  the  inner  ones  -  just  as  in  the  previous  experiment. 

 Additionally,  the  scanned  sample  has  a  much  higher  sur�ace  roughness  and  porosity  than  the  ARP  1 

 sample. 

 Figure 5.44: Sections through the 3D voxel model of a CT-scanned reef stone sample: They provide 

 information about the internal structure of the reef stone, its porosity and material configurations (blue 

 circles). 

 The  high  precision  voxel  model  provides  volumetric  in�ormation  about  the  morphology  o�  natural 

 ree�s,  which  is  o�  great  relevance  �or  the  design  o�  arti�icial  ree�s.  Hence,  in  summary,  it  can  be 

 emphasised  that  the  proposed  monitoring  approach  is  eligible  �or  use  in  this  context  and  that  the 

 generated 3D data are use�ul �or arti�icial ree� design in general. 
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 5.3 ARP per�ormance analysis and evaluation 

 The  literature  review  has  demonstrated  that  the  latest  methods  o�  digital  per�ormance  analysis  based 

 on  UW  3D  scan  data  (Chapter  2.3.3)  �oster  a  highly  relevant  contribution  in  the  �ields  o� 

 environmental  science,  ocean  modelling,  and  geometric  engineering.  However,  in  marine  conservation, 

 particularly  in  arti�icial  ree�  design,  an  approach  to  per�ormance  analysis  o�  digital  3D  data  is  still 

 missing.  This  can  be  due  to  a  lack  o�  resources  (knowledge  and  �inancial  resources)  and  the  still  missing 

 systematisation  o�  design,  monitoring  and  analysis.  To  tackle  this  issue,  the  �ollowing  �our  experiments 

 explore  per�ormance  analysis  strategies  which  are  based  on  the  latest  methods  and  collected  UW 

 monitoring  data  �rom  high  precision  scans.  The  analysis  results  aim  to  increase  knowledge  in  respect  to 

 the  correlations  between  the  shape  and  the  structure  o�  the  arti�icial  coral  ree�  and  its  per�ormance  in 

 the  UW  environment,  in  particular  which  design  decisions  �oster  biodiversity,  growth,  larvae 

 settlement  and  the  distribution  o�  nutrients  (turbulences).  Further,  digital  analysis  o�  high  precision 

 models  has  a  great  potential  to  reveal  novel  and  detailed  in�ormation  about  the  ree�´s  structural 

 per�ormance  in  the  UW  environment  (stability,  hydrodynamics,  etc.).  However,  the  analysis  o�  high 

 precision  3D  data  �rom  UW  scans  comes  along  with  major  technical  challenges:  (1)  the  visualisation  o� 

 massive 3D point cloud datasets, (2) �ile conversion, and (3) the processing o� large 3D data. 

 (1)  The  visualisation  of  massive  point  cloud  datasets:  The  �irst  challenge  addresses  the 

 visualisation  o�  massive  3D  point  cloud  data  generated  �rom  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  as  well 

 as  �rom  CT  scanning.  The  �ile  sizes  range  here  �rom  10  to  20  GB.  On  one  hand,  such  large  data  could 

 be  reduced  in  resolution  to  enable  smooth  visualisation,  but  on  the  other  hand,  the  remarkable  level  o� 

 detail  particularly  relevant  �or  the  visualisation  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  would  become  lost.  Additionally, 

 large  3D  data  are  di��icult  to  be  opened,  trans�erred,  stored,  and  o�ten  require  the  installation  o�  special 

 so�tware  applications.  There�ore,  a  new  visualisation  approach  �or  ARPs  needs  to  consider  the 

 possibility  o�  displaying  3D  point  cloud  data  including  colour  in�ormation  at  maximum  resolution  in 

 an open-source tool that can be easily accessed by multiple users. 

 (2)  The  file  conversion  of  large  point  cloud  data:  Numerical  analysis  methods  such  as  FEA,  IGA, 

 or  Hydrodynamic  modelling  require,  instead  o�  point  cloud  data,  polygonal  meshes  or  NURBS  as 

 input  data.  There�ore,  the  second  challenge  is  related  to  �ile  conversion  �rom  large  3D  point  cloud 
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 datasets  into  a  polygonal  mesh  or  NURBS  data.  Major  obstacles  are  the  cleaning  o�  point  cloud  data 

 (mostly  a  manual  process  which  includes  the  removal  o�  clutter),  program  crashes  during  mesh 

 computation,  as  well  as  the  number  o�  holes  and  intersecting  mesh  �aces  in  the  mesh  outcome.  Such 

 meshes  need  to  then  be  edited  and  repaired,  which  is  a  process  that  implies  the  use  o�  di��erent  so�tware 

 solutions  and  computational  resources.  To  address  these  challenges,  work�lows  (including  so�tware 

 applications) and reverse engineering approaches need to be explored and evaluated. 

 (3)  The  processing  of  large  3D  data:  The  processing  o�  large  3D  point  clouds  or  mesh  data  can  be 

 very  costly  and  requires  time,  as  well  as  �inancial  and  computational  resources.  High-per�ormance 

 computers  with  supercomputing  abilities  enable  not  only  handling  vast  amounts  o�  data  e��iciently 

 but  also  the  analysis  o�  big  data.  The  conducted  monitoring  experiments  produced  huge  amounts  o� 

 3D  data  that  require  supercomputing  (external  processors  and  servers  that  can  be  accessed  remotely) 

 �or  digital  analysis,  or  the  segmentation  o�  larger  3D  models  into  smaller  parts.  The  supercomputing 

 approach  to  per�ormance  analysis  o�  the  3D  scan  data  is  inevitable  as  standard  PCs  simply  are  not  able 

 to  per�orm  digital  analysis  based  on  the  given  data.  Additionally,  by  such  an  approach  a  novel  and 

 precise study in unprecedented detail is enabled. 

 5.3.1 Analysis experiment 1 

 Analysis  experiment  1  addresses  the  �irst  challenge  mentioned  –  the  di��iculty  in  visualising  massive 

 point  cloud  datasets  to  enable  architects  and  ree�  designers,  interdisciplinary  project  collaborators  and 

 stakeholders  quick  access  to  the  generated  data.  The  experiment  aims  at  hardware  and  so�tware 

 independent  solutions  �or  massive  point  cloud  rendering  and  display  on  the  web.  Potree  ,  a  �ree  open 68

 source  WebGL  based  point  cloud  application  �or  real-time  rendering  o�  massive  point  clouds  [237], 

 was  used  to  display  arbitrarily  large  point  clouds  in  a  standard  web  browser.  The  latest  Potree  version 

 includes  a  �ile  converter  (PotreeConverter  2.0.2  [238])  which  converts  the  exported  point  cloud  data 

 �rom  Metashape  Pro  (LAS  �iles)  into  a  WebGL  �ormat  (HTML  �iles);  and  a  viewer,  which  provides  a 

 user  inter�ace  (UI)  to  interact  with  the  massive  3D  datasets  (e.g.  to  take  measurements,  and  to  make 

 annotations)  (226,  Figure  5.45–5.46).  For  the  �ile  conversion,  Potree  determines  a  hierarchical 

 68  Potree  was  developed  in  2016  and  is  based  on  the  TU  Wien  Scanopy  project  and  the  research  projects 
 Harvest4D, GCD Doctoral College, and Superhumans. 
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 structure  that  stores  subsamples  o�  the  original  data  at  di��erent  resolutions.  The  so-called  LOD  (  L  evel 

 O  �  D  etail)  structure  allows  culling  regions  o�  the  point  cloud  that  are  outside  the  view  �rustum  (�ield 69

 o�  view),  and  rendering  distant  regions  at  a  lower  level  o�  detail  [240].  Further,  the  latest  out-o�-core 

 octree  generation  method  utilises  a  hierarchical  counting  type  to  quickly  split  the  massive  point  cloud 

 into  smaller  chunks,  which  are  then  processed  in  parallel,  a  process  which  is  much  �aster  than  the 

 current state o� the art o� modern SSDs [241]. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.45: Real-time rendering of the massive ARP 1 point cloud model: (a) The entire model is 

 displayed and distant regions are rendered at a lower level of detail (LOD); (b) only a part of the model is 

 displayed and regions outside of the frustum are culled; (c) Potree allows displaying selected regions at an 

 extremely high LOD. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.46: The Potree viewer integrates measurement and annotation tools that facilitate an efficient 

 digital survey process of the converted and uploaded massive point cloud data: (a) For instance, height 

 69  Potree  uses  Octrees,  a  3D  hierarchical  tree  data  structure  as  a  LOD  system,  which  can  be  decreased  as  the  model 
 moves  away  �rom  the  viewer  or  according  to  other  metrics  such  as  object  importance,  viewpoint-relative  speed  or 
 position [239]. 
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 measurements can be extracted to quantify the growth progress; (b) area measurements can determine the 

 size of newly grown coral patches or the footprint; and (c) volume measurements can help to identify the 

 mass of the newly created material (such as CaCO  3  and corals). 

 The  Potree  viewer  was  installed  on  the  ARDF’s  cloud  server  (a  private  cloud  server  hosted  in 70

 Germany)  with  300  GB  o�  storage  and  16  GB  o�  RAM  [242].  All  o�  the  WebGL  point  cloud  models 

 were  uploaded.  The  result  is  an  open  access  online  library  in  which  all  monitoring  results  are  made 

 available  to  internal  and  external  collaborators.  The  massive  3D  monitoring  data  can  be  quickly 

 accessed  through  the  research  project  website  ‘Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�s  –  Design  and  Monitoring’ 

 (www.arti�icialree�design.com  [243])  without  having  to  install  additional  hardware,  so�tware  or 

 require enormous processing power (244, Figure 5.47). 

 Figure 5.47: The research project webpage ‘Artificial Coral Reefs – Design and Monitoring’ showcases all 

 monitoring results as interactive WebGL 3D models (Appendix B). The Potree web viewer enables an 

 70  The uploaded data is protected using GDPR based security and ethical standards. 
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 efficient visualisation and survey of large datasets and the interaction with them. The data is hosted on a 

 private cloud server. 

 In  conclusion,  the  developed  approach  o��ers  a  solution  that  closes  the  existing  gap  between  the 

 di��icult  handling  o�  massive  point  cloud  data  and  the  requirements  o�  project  sta��  and  users.  It 

 enables  �irst,  the  dissemination  o�  high  precision  monitoring  results  without  loss  o�  quality;  second  the 

 interaction  with  the  3D  data  (through  di��erent  navigation  modes,  rotation,  zoom  and  animation  o� 

 the  point  cloud  models);  and  ultimately,  digital  high  precision  survey  processes  (through  various 

 measurement  options  and  annotations  in  the  Potree  viewer).  Thus,  the  developed  approach  (Web 

 plat�orm)  provides  marine  biologists  and  conservationists  with  an  essential  measurement  tool  �or 

 digitally  examining  marine  species,  coral  diseases,  and  ree�  deaths  in  arti�icial  and  natural  ree�s. 

 However,  the  approach  presupposes  that  all  models  have  been  cleaned,  properly  scaled  and  positioned 

 be�ore  �ile  conversion,  a  process  which  is  still  costly  when  working  with  large  point  cloud  data. 

 Additionally,  the  data  must  be  hosted  on  an  external  cloud  server,  which  implies  administrative  costs. 

 However,  this  �inancial  outlay  is  slightly  lower  than  �ees  incurred  by  commercial  providers  �or  3D  web 

 viewing  services  (e.g.  Sketch�ab  [156])  �or  massive  3D  data.  A  video  demonstrator  o�  the  ARD 

 monitoring tool is available in Appendix E. 

 5.3.2 Analysis experiment 2 

 While  the  previous  experiment  developed  an  approach  to  publicly  share  and  e��iciently  display  massive 

 monitoring  data,  Analysis  experiment  2  �ocuses  on  methods  �or  quanti�ying  the  sur�ace  quality  o�  the 

 existing  models.  The  sur�ace  quality  o�  the  scanned  ree�  structures  is  not  only  decisive  �or  its 

 appearance,  but  also  �or  the  structural  and  ecological  per�ormance  o�  the  ree�  in  the  UW  environment. 

 Above  all,  tactile  di��erences  in  the  sur�ace  structure  determine  the  sur�ace  roughness,  a  measurement 

 that  makes  the  structural  and  spatial  con�igurations  o�  the  ree�  and  its  complexity  quanti�iable.  The 

 sur�ace  roughness  values  �or  3D  sur�ace  models  can  either  be  calculated  on  (1)  pro�ile  or  (2)  sur�ace 

 area-based methods [245]. In the �ollowing experiment, both methods were explored. 

 (1)  Surface  roughness  determination  based  on  2D  profile  lines:  In  the  �irst  part  o�  the 

 experiment,  2D  sur�ace  roughness  values  (Ra)  were  determined  �rom  two  pro�ile  lines  that  were 
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 generated  �rom  the  ARP  1  and  the  natural  ree�  (NR)  3D  models  (248,  Figure  5.48).  Pro�ile  roughness 

 parameters  are  based  on  the  re�erence  plane  (the  sea�loor)  and  the  vertical  deviations  (amplitude)  at 

 de�ined  data  points  along  each  pro�ile  line  (248,  Figure  5.49).  Finally,  the  arithmetic  average  o�  the 

 absolute  values  o�  the  pro�ile  height  deviations  between  each  data  point  (data  points  are  de�ined  each 

 second  centimetre  along  the  pro�ile  line)  is  determined  over  the  entire  evaluation  length  o�  both 

 pro�ile  lines  to  de�ine  the  sur�ace  roughness  value  [245].  For  the  ARP  1  model,  25  data  points  were 71

 de�ined  and  the  resulting  roughness  value  (Ra)  is  1.6  cm,  while  �or  the  natural  ree�  model  15  data 

 points  were  de�ined  resulting  in  a  roughness  value  o�  2.0  cm,  a  value  which  is  slightly  higher  than  the 

 one o� the ARP 1 model. 

 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 5.48: Surfaces roughness determination based on 2D profile lines generated from 3D scan data: 

 (a) Extracted example profile line in ARP 1, and (b) natural reef 3D models. 

 71  Ra  is  the  arithmetical  mean  roughness  that  determines  a  roughness  value  �rom  sampling  only  the  re�erence 
 length  �rom  the  roughness  curve  in  the  direction  o�  the  mean  line,  taking  the  X-axis  in  the  direction  o�  the  mean 
 line  and  Y-axis  [246].  Slope  parameters  that  describe  the  characteristics  o�  the  slope  o�  the  roughness  pro�ile,  and 
 spacing  and  counting  parameters  that  describe  how  o�ten  the  pro�ile  crosses  certain  thresholds  were  not 
 considered in this experiment. 
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 Figure 5.49: The graph shows the roughness determination based on both profile lines for ARP 1 (brown) 

 and the natural reef (NR) (blue). 

 The  experiment  shows  that  sur�ace  roughness  determination  based  on  2D  pro�ile  lines  enables  a 

 quanti�ication  o�  the  sur�ace  structure  o�  the  existing  3D  models  near  the  pro�ile  line.  Di��erent  �ocus 

 areas  can  be  analysed  using  this  method  and  compared  with  one  another.  Further,  an  average  Ra  value 

 �or  one  model  could  accordingly  be  determined  �rom  multiple  pro�ile  lines.  In  this  context,  the 

 backend  o�  MeshMixer  3.5  [247],  open-source  design  so�tware  �or  quickly  editing  and  analysing  high 

 resolution  dynamic  triangular  meshes,  automatically  computes  a  number  o�  cross-sections  o�  imported 

 mesh  models  and  per�orms  digital  analysis  based  on  simulated  �orces  at  each  o�  these  cross-sections. 

 Figure  5.50  demonstrates  the  work�low  starting  with  the  high  precision  point  cloud  model  that  was 

 converted  into  a  polygonal  mesh  model  by  a  reverse  engineering  process  in  Metashape  Pro  (Agiso�t), 

 and  �inally,  it  shows  the  result  o�  the  cross-section  analysis  as  a  rendered  heatmap  in  MeshMixer:  Areas 

 with  more  exposed  parts  are  rendered  in  red,  more  compound  areas  in  green.  Instead  o�  a  set  o�  sur�ace 

 roughness  values,  the  result  is  a  heatmap  that  visually  highlights  regions  o�  lower  and  higher  roughness 

 which are help�ul in making assumptions about the entire 3D model (248, Figure 5.50). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.50: Cross-section analysis of the ARP 1 model using MeshMixer: (a) Point cloud model of 

 150,320,607 coloured points; (b) textured mesh model with 10,021,373 mesh faces and cross-sections; (c) 

 the method identified areas at risk that were marked by exposed parts (red), as well as areas where the 

 structure of the reef is more massive (green). 

 (2)  Surface  roughness  determination  based  on  the  surface  area:  Sur�ace  roughness  can  be 

 quanti�ied  by  the  deviations  in  the  direction  o�  the  normal  vector  o�  a  real  sur�ace  �rom  its  ideal  �orm. 

 I�  these  deviations  are  large,  the  sur�ace  is  rough;  i�  they  are  small,  the  sur�ace  is  smooth  [245].  Using 

 sur�ace  analysis  methods  in  Rhino,  the  deviations  in  the  direction  o�  the  normal  vector  o�  the  sur�ace 

 were  computed  and  visualised  �or  both  CT  scan  models  (ARP  1  and  ree�  stone  sample).  The  results 

 demonstrate  that  the  directions  o�  the  normal  vectors  greatly  deviate  �rom  one  another  in  regions  o� 

 increased  sur�ace  roughness  (blue  arrows,  248,  Figure  5.51),  and  hardly  do  so  in  smoother  sur�ace 

 areas.  Thus,  this  analysis  method  helps  identi�y  regions  o�  higher  and  lower  sur�ace  roughness  in  the 

 same models and allows comparison o� these regions, as well as other sample models, with each other. 
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 Figure 5.51: Visualisation (blue arrows) of deviations in the direction of the normal vector for (a) the 

 ARP 1 and (b) the natural reef sample models. 

 Furthermore,  the  quality  o�  the  sur�ace  can  also  be  quanti�ied  by  determining  the  ratio  between  the 

 sur�ace  area  and  the  volume  o�  the  model  (sur�ace-to-volume  ratio;  SA:V).  I�  the  ratio  value  is  high,  the 

 sur�ace  is  rough;  i�  the  ratio  is  low,  the  sur�ace  is  smoother.  First,  sur�ace  area  and  the  volume  data  were 

 taken  �rom  the  3D  voxel  models;  then,  the  ratio  between  the  sur�ace  area  and  the  volume  were 

 determined (219, Table 5.6). 

 Table 5.6: Determination of the surface-to-volume ratio for the ARP 1 and reef stone sample models. 

 ARP 1 sample  Ree� stone sample 

 Dimension (mm)  58.691147/ 113.946045/ 151.882248  168,932739/  181.732697/ 109.332947 

 Volume (mm  3  )  189576.53  602969.94 

 Sur�ace area (mm  2  )  40871.31  40871.31 (  holes were patched) 

 SA:V (mm  -1  )  0.21560  0.06778 
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 The  resulting  sur�ace-to-volume  ratios  indicate  that  the  ARP  1  sample  model  has  a  higher  sur�ace  area 

 per  unit  volume  than  the  ree�  stone  sample  model.  This  can  be  deduced  �rom  its  Y-shape  as  well  as  the 

 resident corals, which are characterised by a high sur�ace roughness. 

 In  summary,  the  presented  methods  �or  determining  the  sur�ace  roughness  (�rom  pro�ile  lines  and  the 

 sur�ace)  have  proven  to  be  use�ul.  Precise  roughness  values    could  be  determined  �or  the  tested  sur�ace 

 models  and  these  were  evaluated  on  the  basis  o�  their  roughness  values.  Thus,  a  quanti�iability  o�  the 

 structural  and  spatial  con�igurations  o�  the  sur�ace  models  was  achieved.  However,  3D  data  used  in 

 this  experiment  are  massive,  as  the  polygonal  mesh  models  were  generated  �rom  high  precision  point 

 cloud  or  voxel  models.  There�ore,  the  sur�ace  roughness  analysis  presented  requires  clean  mesh  models, 

 and adequate computational resources. 

 5.3.3 Analysis experiment 3 

 The  goal  o�  Analysis  experiment  3  is  to  explore  a  proper  structural  analysis  work�low  �or  high  precision 

 3D  scan  models  which  can  then  be  integrated  with  the  computational  modelling  �ramework.  The 

 main  challenges  �or  FEA  and  IGA  are  the  �ree�orm  typologies  o�  the  (arti�icial)  ree�s,  the  quality  and 

 the  resolution  o�  the  3D  meshes  and  NURBS,  dynamic  �orces  in  the  UW  environment,  and  �inally  the 

 speci�ication  o�  the  material  properties  o�  coral,  ree�  stone,  and  the  compound  material  o�  the  Biorock 

 structures  (steel  rein�orcement,  CaCO  3  layer,  and  corals).  To  structurally  analyse  �ree�orm  typologies 

 �rom  design/  nature,  NURBS  based  �ree�orm  modelling  so�tware  such  as  Rhino  �acilitate  the 

 work�low  �or  parametric  structural  analysis  with  integrated  FEA  and  IGA  tools  such  as  the  SOFiSTiK 

 Analysis  (FEA)  [249],  and  Kiwi!3D  (IGA)  [250],  [251].  Parametric  structural  analysis  is  use�ul  �or  the 

 evaluation  o�  the  structural  ARP  design,  and  �or  receiving  �eedback  on  how  the  structural  design 

 changes  once  the  ARP  is  overgrown  with  a  marine  layer.  Analysis  Experiment  3  explores  structural 

 analysis  approaches  �or  the  ARP  component  design,  and  �or  a  simpli�ied  isotropic  shell  model  �rom 

 the  UW  scans.  Figure  5.52  [248]  shows  the  results  �rom  FEA  and  IGA  analysis  visualising  qualitative 

 �orce  distribution  under  sel�-weight,  hydrostatic  pressure  o�  water,  current-  and  point  loads  (corals)  o� 

 potentially newly attached marine species (black arrows). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.52: Parametric structural analysis of the ARP 1 structural shell elements and the simplified 

 mesh model from the UW scans: (a) Isogeometric Analysis (IGA)-Model using Kiwi3D in Grasshopper 

 (stresses are visualised ranging from green to red – low to higher); (b) Finite Element Analysis 

 (FEA)-Model with  SOFiSTiK in Grasshopper (stresses are visualised ranging from light blue to dark 

 blue – low to medium); (c) FEA of an isotropic shell from UW scans with  SOFiSTiK (stresses are 

 visualised ranging from green to orange – medium to higher). 

 The  results  show  that  both  structural  analysis  approaches  return  valuable  results  which  are  relevant  �or 

 the  evaluation,  and  �or  establishing  a  parametric  structural  optimisation  work�low.  However,  while 

 Kiwi3D  (IGA)  directly  displays  analysis  results  in  Grasshopper,  the  FEA  analysis  model  has  to  be 

 reimported  to  SOFiSTiK  to  be  calculated  and  to  post-process  the  results.  On  the  other  hand,  only  FEA 

 in  SOFiSTiK  allows  �or  more  complex  material  de�initions,  load  calculations,  and  �orce  adjustments. 

 Thus,  results  in  SOFiSTiK  are  more  precise  and  reliable.  Additionally,  this  allows,  in  addition  to 

 structural  shell  analysis,  the  analysis  o�  volumes.  However,  such  analysis  requires  a  simpli�ication  o�  the 

 sur�ace  models,  especially  i�  3D  data  is  coming  �rom  high  precision  scans  (meshes).  In  conclusion,  both 

 analysis  methods  tested  can  be  �ully  integrated  into  a  parametric  modelling  work�low  within 

 Grasshopper, and thus provide highly valuable �eedback �or the optimisation o� design and structure. 
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 5.3.4 Analysis experiment 4 

 The  aim  o�  Analysis  experiment  4  is  to  identi�y  areas  in  the  3D  sur�ace  model  that  promote  UW 

 turbulence  �or  investigating  the  correlation  between  sur�ace  con�iguration  and  the  dissipation  o� 72

 wave  energy  (structural  per�ormance)  as  well  as  the  distribution  o�  nutrients  and  coral  larvae  (growth 

 and  biodiversity).  In  this  context,  hydrodynamic  modelling  enables  the  digital  simulation  o�  particle 

 movement  in  �luids.  Compared  to  alternative  environmental  hydrodynamic  modelling  solutions  such 

 as  the  Sur�ace  Water  Modelling  System  (SMS,  developed  by  the  Scienti�ic  So�tware  Group  [252]),  or 

 the  CFD  analysis  so�tware  �or  turbomachinery  applications  ‘CFX’  by  ANSYS  [253],  Simcenter 

 STAR-CCM+,  a  multi-physics  so�tware  developed  by  Siemens  �or  UW  simulation  under  real-world 

 conditions  [254],  allows  a  convenient  hydrodynamic  per�ormance  analysis  on  large  open  polygonal 

 mesh  models  (such  as  the  ones  derived  �rom  the  UW  monitoring  experiments):  First,  it  uses  cloud 73

 computing,  which  makes  it  much  more  e��icient  and  economical  to  process  large  amounts  o� 

 numerical  data  since  the  processing  power  can  be  adjusted  individually,  as  well  as  the  service  can  be 

 billed  per  order  and  the  costly  so�tware  package  does  not  have  to  be  purchased.  Second,  an  integrated 

 sur�ace  wrapper  tool  closes  the  edges  o�  larger  mesh  holes  to  build  a  precise  watertight  model  �or 

 numerical  simulation,  which  is  a  highly  costly  process  i�  done  manually.  Third,  the  de�ined  �luid  space 

 box  around  the  3D  mesh  model  is  subdivided  into  polyhedra  o�  di��erent  sizes  (a  volume  with  many 

 sides).  This  method  �acilitates  setting  re�erence  coordinates  �or  the  numerical  analysis  which  are  as 

 approximate to the original shape o� the high precision 3D object as possible (256, Figure 5.53). 

 73  3D  models  �rom  3D  scan  data  have  a  lot  o�  clutter  and  are  incomplete,  there�ore  resulting  meshes  are  open/ 
 non-watertight mesh objects. 

 72  In  �luid  dynamics,  turbulence  or  turbulent  �low  is  �luid  motion  characterised  by  chaotic  changes  in  pressure 
 and �low velocity [255]. 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.53: (a) Holes in the partial mesh model of the natural reef were patched and larger holes 

 embedded in the geometry; (b) a bounding box (blue) around the model defines the fluid space for the 

 hydrodynamic simulation model; (c) a dynamic network resolution (division into differently sized 

 polyhedra) enables a more precise hydrodynamic simulation. 

 For  the  hydrodynamic  simulation,  a  number  o�  �loating  particles  with  an  initial  �low  speed,  direction, 

 and  rate  (o�  very  small  di��erential  pressure  o�  approximately  10  Pa)  is  de�ined.  The  result  is  a 

 simulation  model  displaying  the  velocity  (speed  and  direction)  o�  each  particle  based  on  a  colour 

 gradient ranging �rom blue (slow, 0 m/s) to red (�ast, 3000 m/s) (256, Figure 5.54). 
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 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 

 Figure 5.54: (a) Particle simulation model of a 3D reconstructed model from UW monitoring with 

 STAR-CCM+ software; (b–c) detailed view of the simulation model showing how particles are slowing 

 down (from 3000 m/s to approximately 0.2 m/s) through the intricate surface configuration of a natural 

 coral reef. 

 The  analysis  results  show  that  the  ree�’s  external  morphology  (shape,  structure,  size)  in  the  marine 

 environment  and  in  particular  the  roughness  o�  its  outer  sur�ace  con�iguration  have  a  clear  in�luence 

 on  the  speed  and  direction  o�  moving  particles  and  thus  on  the  generation  o�  turbulence.  For  example, 

 Figure  5.6  a  shows  that,  depending  on  the  initial  direction  o�  the  particles,  their  speed  steadily  decreases 

 until  they  reach  the  opposite  side  o�  the  obstacle.  In  �act,  especially  in  areas  with  multi-scalar 

 protrusions,  their  speed  is  even  abruptly  re�lected  (blue  arrows,  Figure  5.54).  Not  surprisingly,  it  is 

 these  spaces  that  promote  the  colonisation  o�  coral  larvae  and  the  accumulation  o�  a  higher  amount  o� 

 nutrients,  as  well  as  o��ering  hiding  places  �or  a  variety  o�  marine  organisms.  Based  on  these  �indings, 

 Analysis  experiment  3  reveals  a  relationship  between  the  ree�’s  external  morphology  (including  its 
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 sur�ace  roughness)  and  its  ability  to  dissipate  a  signi�icant  amount  o�  kinetic  energy  (e.g.  �rom  currents, 

 waves,  tides,  waves,  or  swells)  as  well  as  promoting  biodiversity.  Consequently,  the  morphology  o� 

 arti�icial  and  natural  ree�s  play  a  key  role  in  reducing  the  risk  o�  �looding  and  minimising  erosion  in 

 coastal  regions,  and  in  enabling  the  colonisation  o�  marine  species  and  their  nutrition  which  is 

 �undamental  �or  the  persistence  o�  coral  ree�s.  In  summary,  the  method  applied  in  this  experiment  is  a 

 �ast  and  straight�orward  approach  �or  digital  hydrodynamic  analysis  o�  high  precision  mesh  models.  It 

 helps  identi�y  and  distinguish  areas  in  the  3D  scan  data  �rom  UW  monitoring  that  �oster  either  the 

 deceleration  or  the  acceleration  o�  moving  particles,  in�ormation  which  is  highly  relevant  �or  the 

 evaluation  o�  existing  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  and  �or  new  arti�icial  ree�  designs.  However,  the  integration 

 o�  the  hydrodynamic  analysis  approach  into  the  �ramework’s  pipeline  would  require  open-source 

 solutions  instead  o�  a  solution  based  on  commercial  proprietary  so�tware  (such  as  the  Simcenter 

 STAR-CCM+  so�tware).  This  gap  might  be  overcome  i�  alternative  open-source  so�tware  packages 

 (such  as  CFX  by  ANSYS)  could  o��er  cloud  computing  services  to  avoid  program  crashes,  as  well  as 

 reduce the tremendous amount o� time �or computing the numerical simulation model. 

 5.3.5 Key Per�ormance Indicators (KPIs) 

 The  �ramework’s  Computational  Modelling  Environment  and  its  components  –  Algorithmic  design 

 and  �abrication,  UW  monitoring,  and  Per�ormance  analysis  (Chapter  3.2)  have  been  explored  through 

 a  number  o�  the  previously  presented  experiments  (Chapter  5.1  –  5.3).  These  experiments  clearly 

 demonstrate  how  design,  monitoring  and  analysis  were  implemented  in  a  uni�ied  approach  �or 

 arti�icial  coral  ree�  design.  To  evaluate  results  and  the  knowledge  gained  throughout  the  experimental 

 exploration  process,  six  KPIs  are  introduced  and  described  in  this  section:  Adaptation,  per�ormance, 

 biodiversity, growth (CaCO  3  and corals), sustainability,  and e��iciency (219, Table 5.7). 
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 Table 5.7: KPIs to evaluate the framework´s Computational Modelling Environment. 

 KPIs  Description o� KPI 

 KPI 1 Adaptation  KPI  1  evaluates  the  capacity  o�  the  new  ARP  to  adapt  to  conditions  o�  the  given  UW  site 
 including the existing coral ree� ecosystem, and to the requirements o� Biorock Technology. 

 KPI 2 Per�ormance  KPI  2  evaluates  the  structural  design  o�  the  ARP  and  its  ability  to  withstand  UW  tides, 
 currents,  waves  and  extreme  weather  events.  It  includes  symmetry  and  structural 
 equilibrium, size, and material o� the designed ARP. 

 KPI 3 Biodiversity  KPI  3  assesses  all  parameters  that  �oster  the  emergence  o�  biodiversity  in  new  ARPs  designs 
 such  as  three-dimensionality,  spatial  diversity  (the  creation  o�  multiscalar  spaces  where 
 marine  organisms  can  hide  and  reproduce),  and  sur�ace  roughness  values  with  an  impact  on 
 the settlement o� coral larvae. 

 KPI 4 Growth  KPI  4  evaluates  the  design's  ability  to  promote  growth  o�  coral  and  the  CaCO  3  layer 
 (created  by  the  Biorock  technology).  This  includes  the  assessment  o�  the  quality  o�  the 
 provided  places  where  corals  can  grow  and  the  size  o�  the  gross  sur�ace  area  available  �or  the 
 CaCO  3  layer to grow. 

 KPI 5 Sustainability  KPI  5  assesses  the  material  and  CO  2  savings  o�  the  design,  �abrication,  transportation,  and 
 installation process. 

 KPI 6 E��iciency  KPI  6  evaluates  all  o�  the  cost  and  time  savings  associated  with  a  success�ul  implementation, 
 including manu�acturing, materials, and transportation. 

 In  summary,  the  established  Computational  Modelling  Environment  and  its  evaluation  system  based 

 on  the  de�ined  KPIs  are  o�  �undamental  importance  �or  the  development  o�  the  ARD  Simulation 

 Environment, which will be introduced in the �ollowing section. 

 5.4 ARD Simulation Environment 

 Due  to  the  interaction  with  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  and  its  natural  growth  processes,  the  evolution  o� 

 new  arti�icial  ree�  designs  (ARDs)  will  not  be  deterministic,  and  will  not  remain  �ixed  over  time.  Thus, 

 simulation  modelling  is  required  to  allow  in�ormed  guesses  on  the  composition  o�  ARDs  a�ter  a  given 

 time,  e.g.  �ive  years  a�ter  construction.  Further,  simulation  modelling  also  allows  the  parametrisation 

 o�  the  design,  the  UW  environment,  and  the  type  and  size  o�  the  existing  marine  organisms.  The  ARD 

 Simulation  Environment  processes  the  in�ormation  �rom  the  de�ined  KPIs  to  simulate  new  arti�icial 

 ree�  design  outcomes  and  their  evolution  over  time.  It  will  consider  in  a  uni�ied  approach,  the 

 requirements  o�  one  speci�ic  UW  site,  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the  design  (structure  and 

 per�ormance),  and  the  stakeholders,  a  major  challenge  that  still  remains  unsolved  in  contemporary 

 arti�icial  ree�  design  according  to  the  literature  review  in  Chapter  II.  The  ARD  Simulation 

 Environment  will  provide  a  simulation  tool  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  to  cross-disciplinary  target 
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 end-user  groups  (architects,  marine  conservationists,  the  local  community).  Such  a  tool  has  the 

 potential  to  �oster  dialogue  and  interaction  between  disciplines  which  is  a  crucial  precondition  �or  a 

 uni�ied  design  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  However,  besides  �inding  the  correct  correlations  o� 

 the  di��erent  requirements,  there  are  major  technical  challenges  �or  the  development  o�  the  ARD 

 Simulation  Environment  that  need  to  be  addressed:  (1)  choosing  an  appropriate  so�tware  �ramework 

 �or  tool  development;  (2)  �inding  a  solution  �or  process-intensive  3D  data  processing,  as  it  is  common 

 �or  3D  simulations;  and  (3)  designing  a  simulation  tool  which  can  easily  be  used  by  non-expert 

 stakeholders. 

 (1)  Choosing  an  appropriate  software  framework:  Most  CAD  so�tware  solutions  �acilitate  the 

 possibility  o�  creating  and  deploying  third-party  so�tware  applications.  There�ore,  they  provide 

 so�tware  development  kits  (SDKs),  a  collection  o�  so�tware  development  tools  including  compilers, 

 debuggers,  and  perhaps  a  so�tware  �ramework.  A  so�tware  �ramework  includes  support  programs,  code 

 libraries,  and  application  programming  inter�aces  (APIs)  that  bring  together  all  the  di��erent 

 components.  However,  not  all  3D  so�tware  solutions  provide  open  access  to  SDKs  and  so�tware 

 �rameworks  �or  custom  tool  development.  The  �irst  challenge  is  there�ore  to  choose  an  appropriate 

 so�tware �ramework which is easy to access �or custom tool development. 

 (2)  Process-intensive  3D  simulations:  3D  simulation  is  a  running  program  that  contains  algorithms, 

 in  this  case  �or  the  parametrisation  o�  3D  geometry.  It  can  be  used  �or  generative  design  and  �or 

 optimisation  purposes,  but  also  �or  showing  the  behaviour  o�  growth  processes  over  time.  The 

 computation  o�  3D  geometry  (including  multiple  iterations)  can  be  very  process  and  time-intensive, 

 especially  �or  real-time  simulations  o�  larger  3D  geometry  data  sets  where  3D  data  has  to  be 

 recomputed  at  the  same  rate  as  the  actual  physical  system.  To  address  these  challenges,  the  ARD 

 Simulation Environment must consider appropriate solutions �or 3D data processing. 

 (3)  Usability:  Due  to  the  cross-disciplinary  pro�essional  backgrounds  o�  stakeholder  groups,  one  o� 

 the  challenges  is  the  provision  o�  a  simulation  tool  that  can  be  used  by  non-expert  stakeholders  without 

 prior  knowledge  in  the  3D  modelling  �ield  or  without  having  access  to  speci�ied  CAD  so�tware  or 

 hardware systems. There�ore, hardware and so�tware-independent solutions are prioritised. 
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 5.4.1 System architecture 

 The  system  architecture  �or  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  includes  a  back-end  simulation  model, 

 and  a  �ront-end  simulation  tool:  While  the  back-end  simulation  model  classi�ies,  correlates  and 

 optimises  the  in�ormation  �rom  the  Computational  Modelling  Environment,  the  ARD  �ront-end  tool 

 provides  a  user  inter�ace  �or  displaying  the  3D  simulations  and  their  related  numerical  metadata  (85, 

 Figure  5.55).  However,  to  enable  development  �or  the  back-  and  �ront-end,  the  previously  mentioned 

 challenges need to be accordingly addressed. 

 (1)  RhinoCommon  as  a  software  framework:  An  eligible  so�tware  �ramework  �or  the  ARD 

 Simulation  Environment  must  enable  the  creation  o�  correlations  in  3D  simulation  models  and  a 

 real-time  display  o�  their  results  including  user  inter�aces.  Grasshopper,  a  visual  programming  language 

 �or  algorithmic  and  parametric  design  in  Rhino,  enables  the  development  o�  algorithms  �or  3D 

 simulation  models  in  a  separate  canvas,  and  their  display  in  the  Rhino  viewport.  Further,  Rhino  and 

 Grasshopper  have  RhinoCommon,  an  open  and  royalty-�ree  development  �ramework  (cross-plat�orm 

 .NET  plugin  SDK)  that  supports  tool  development  in  Rhino,  Python.Scripting,  and  Grasshopper 

 with  a  RhinoCommon  API  [257].  There�ore,  the  RhinoCommon  �ramework  would  meet  the 

 principal  requirements  �or  the  development  o�  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment:  an  open 

 �ramework with help�ul tools that supports tool development within Grasshopper. 

 (2)  Faster  3D  simulations  through  Rhino.Compute:  Changing  parameters  and  algorithms  in 

 Grasshopper  with  e��ects  on  the  3D  geometry  output  can  be  process  intensive.  To  enable  a  �aster 

 computation  o�  3D  geometry  changes  in  Grasshopper,  Rhino.Compute  [258],  an  open-source  project 

 built  on  Rhino  7  [259],  allows  calculating  the  algorithms  outside  o�  Rhino  through  a  cloud-based 

 stateless  REST  API  [260].  Thus,  Rhino.Compute  on  a  Windows  Cloud  Server  enables  a  much  �aster 

 geometry  calculation  on  the  back-end  and  there�ore,  (almost)  real-time  3D  simulations  on  the 

 �ront-end. 

 (3)  Enabling  design  configurations  and  simulations  in  a  standard  Web  browser:  In  order  to 

 provide  cross-disciplinary  stakeholders  access  to  the  ARD  �ront-end  tool,  independent  hardware  and 

 so�tware  solutions  are  required.  Instead  o�  having  to  purchase,  install  and  learn  specialised  3D  CAD 

 modelling  so�tware,  users  could  con�igure  and  simulate  new  arti�icial  ree�  designs  in  a  standard  Web 
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 browser  and  download  the  results  as  a  3D  model  (e.g.  in  the  Rhino  �ile  �ormat  as  3DM).  Using  the 

 Rhino.Compute.AppServer,  a  �ree  node.js  server  acting  as  a  bridge  between  the  client  and  private 

 compute.rhino3d  servers,  the  simulation  model  built  in  Grasshopper  (back-end)  can  be  hosted  and 

 displayed  on  the  web  (�ront-end).  It  also  serves  as  the  API  that  client  applications  can  call  to  have 

 de�initions  solved  with  modi�ied  input  parameters  [261].  Thus,  the  method  allows  parametric 

 modelling  o�  ARDs  and  simulates  their  progress  over  time  on  a  web  inter�ace.  Figure  5.55  [185] 

 illustrates  the  System  architecture  o�  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  including  the  back-  and  the 

 �ront-end services. 

 Figure 5.55: The system architecture of the ARD Simulation Environment including the services that 

 operate on the back- and front-end. 

 5.4.2 Development and outcome 

 The  �ollowing  section  explains  the  individual  steps  �or  the  development  o�  the  ARD  Simulation 

 Environment. 

 (1)  Back-end  development:  The  back-end  simulation  model  includes  a  3D  asset  library,  a 

 Grasshopper  de�inition,  and  custom  algorithms  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  (Python  and  C#  Grasshopper 

 components):  First,  the  developed  3D  asset  library  consists  o�  custom  component  designs  �or  ARDs 

 (design  assets),  UW  environments  (environment  assets),  and  species  o�  Scleractinian  corals 
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 (biodiversity  assets).  They  were  3D  modelled  and  properly  scaled  to  be  used  as  geometry  input  �or  the 

 simulation  model  in  Grasshopper  (185,  Figure  5.56).  Users  can  always  extend  this  library  by  adding 

 their  own  3D  assets  such  as  new  component  designs,  or  3D  models  o�  a  particular  UW  site  with  its 

 characteristic marine species. 

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.56: The generated 3D asset library contains assets for (a) different component designs ; (b) UW 

 environments ; (c) and Scleractinian corals. 

 Second,  the  Grasshopper  de�inition  includes  algorithms  �or  building  and  arranging  3D  assets  and 

 analysing  per�ormance  (three-dimensionality,  IGA  analysis  with  Kiwi3D).  It  also  includes  algorithms 

 to  simulate  growth  and  biodiversity  (CaCO  3  and  corals)  and  calculates  numerical  metadata  such  as 

 weight,  costs,  the  amount  o�  required  material,  three-dimensionality,  and  sur�ace  roughness.  Third,  the 

 Grasshopper  de�inition  contains  new  components  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design,  including  customised 

 dialogues  and  settings.  They  are  written  in  Python  and  C#  programming  language  and  include  custom 

 components  �or  an  L-System  based  3D  aggregation  o�  the  construction  elements,  a  mesh  in�lation 

 algorithm  �or  growth  simulations  o�  CaCO  3  and  corals,  and  a  mesh  shader  �or  sur�ace  roughness 

 analysis  (185,  Figure  5.57).  All  developed  Grasshopper  components  are  open-access  and  can  also  be 

 edited  as  the  Grasshopper  de�inition  (185,  Figure  5.58)  can  be  modi�ied.  The  project  is  available  on 

 Github (Appendix F). 
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 (a)  (b)  (c) 

 Figure 5.57: Custom-developed Grasshopper components for artificial reef design: (a) L-System to 

 aggregate 3D geometry; (b) mesh inflation algorithm for growth simulations; and (c) a mesh shader for 

 surface roughness analysis based on vector deviation. 

 (a)  (b) 

 Figure 5.58: (a) The developed Grasshopper algorithms contain asset libraries and custom Grasshopper 

 components for artificial reef design. They run as a back-end service through the Rhino Compute 

 AppServer. (b) The Grasshopper Hops component simplifies the complex algorithms by only displaying 

 inputs and outputs that match the specified functions [262]. During calculation, Hops solves the 

 definition in a separate process and then returns the outputs to the current document. This means that the 

 Grasshopper definition can be easily shared with others working on the back-end. 
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 (2)  Front-end  development:  For  �ront-end  development,  the  Grasshopper  de�inition  is  uploaded  and 

 converted  to  WebGL  data  through  the  Compute  AppServer.  It  retains  its  parametric  �unctionality 

 (input  parameters  can  be  modi�ied),  and  thus,  the  possibility  o�  running  simulations  on  a  local  server 

 or  on  the  web.  For  �ront-end  display,  a  JavaScript  �ile  (.JS)  de�ines  the  size,  location  and  style  o�  the 

 objects to display such as the 3D geometry, sliders, text, and numbers (244, Figure 5.59 a–b). 

 Figure 5.59a: Interface of the ARD front-end tool and explanations (blue). 
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 Figure 5.59b: The interface of the ARD front-end tool and explanations (blue). 

 The  resulting  ARD  �ront-end  tool  is  a  web  tool  with  the  ability  to  customise  and  simulate  arti�icial 

 ree�  designs  based  on  their  component  design,  UW  location,  size,  duration  in  the  UW  environment, 

 and  biodiversity.  It  also  provides  access  to  crucial  numerical  metadata  such  as  costs,  weight,  amount  o� 

 material  used,  and  three-dimensionality  to  the  users.  The  �inal  design  con�iguration  can  be 

 downloaded  and  opened  in  standard  3D  CAD  applications,  e.g.  �or  �urther  editing,  analysis, 

 optimisation or visualisation purposes (185, Figure 5.60). 
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 Figure 5.60: The configured 3D model was downloaded from the web and rendered as a 3D image. 

 The  ARD  Simulation  Environment  provides  a  �ully  �unctioning  ARD  �ront-end  tool  in  a  web 

 browser  �or  designing  new  arti�icial  Biorock  ree�s,  and  simulating  biodiversity  and  growth  in  the  UW 

 environment.  Further,  it  outputs  crucial  numerical  in�ormation  about  the  structure 

 (three-dimensionality),  sustainability  and  e��iciency  (material,  costs,  etc.)  and  makes  it  available  to 

 architects,  conservationists,  and  decision-makers.  Thus,  the  Simulation  Environment  implements  the 

 developed  Ecosystem-aware  approach  �or  new  arti�icial  ree�  designs,  and  there�ore  underlines  the 

 holistic  approach  o�  the  �ramework.  It  equally  addresses  the  requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem 

 (adaptation,  growth  and  biodiversity),  architectural  design  (structure  and  per�ormance),  and 

 stakeholders  (costs,  transportation,  and  material).  The  so�tware  and  hardware-independent  ARD 

 �ront-end  tool  no  longer  restricts  who  can  participate  in  the  design  decision-making  process.  Thus,  all 

 members  o�  an  interdisciplinary  team  can  make  decisions  without  the  need  �or  prior  knowledge  or 

 access  to  expensive  and  complex  CAD  so�tware.  On  a  technical  level,  the  ARD  Simulation 

 Environment  combines  Rhino’s  advanced  �ree�orm  modelling  �unctions,  parametric  modelling  in 

 Grasshopper  with  custom-developed  algorithms  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design,  cloud  computing,  and  a 

 so�tware-independent  web  inter�ace.  However,  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  is  still  a  ‘work  in 

 progress’  project  with  many  possibilities  �or  improvement.  First,  material  de�initions  and  the  shader 
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 �rom  the  Grasshopper  �ile  still  cannot  be  displayed  as  texture  in  the  WebGL  model.  There�ore,  all  3D 

 geometry  objects  remain  coloured  grey  at  this  development  stage.  Second,  iterative  optimisation 

 processes  which  automatically  change  the  input  o�  the  number  sliders  (e.g.  such  as  Galapagos,  an 

 Evolutionary  Solver  within  Grasshopper  [263]),  or  structural  analysis  (e.g.  the  IGA  solver  within 

 Kiwi3D),  evoke  a  recomputation  o�  the  Grasshopper  canvas,  and  there�ore  cannot  be  conducted  on 

 the  Rhino.Compute.Appserver.  Thus,  design  and  structural  optimisation  must  be  carried  out  using 

 the  downloaded  3D  model  or  using  the  developed  Grasshopper  de�inition  directly  in  Rhino.  Third, 

 Grasshopper  de�inition  in  the  back-end  can  be  �urther  improved  with  regard  to  the  de�ined  KPIs.  For 

 example,  additional  options  �or  arranging  3D  geometry  can  be  added,  and  the  algorithms  �or  more 

 precise  analysis  o�  three-dimensionality  and  sur�ace  roughness,  or  �or  optimising  the  structure  can  be 

 improved.  At  this  development  stage,  Grasshopper  de�inition  uses  a  method  where  values  �or 

 three-dimensionality  are  de�ined  based  on  the  deviation  between  the  centre  points  o�  each 

 construction  element,  sur�ace  roughness  values  are  computed  through  vector  deviation,  and  structural 

 optimisation  currently  works  with  IGA  analysis  only  locally  in  Grasshopper.  Ultimately,  the  asset 

 library  can  be  �urther  extended  to  provide  more  variations  �or  design  outcomes.  A  video  demonstrator 

 o� the ARD �ront-end tool is available in Appendix F. 

 5.5 Conclusions 

 Chapter  V  introduced  and  discussed  all  relevant  experiments  �or  design,  monitoring,  analysis  and 

 simulation.  These  are  highly  relevant  �or  empirically  investigating  an  Ecosystem-aware  design 

 approach,  and  developing  the  components  �or  the  Framework  �or  Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�  Design 

 (ARDF).  Further,  the  knowledge  gained  �rom  the  conducted  experiments  de�ines  the  main  indicators 

 o�  success  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design  –  the  KPIs  (Chapter  5.3.6).  These  KPIs  are  not  only  crucial  �or 

 evaluating  existing  arti�icial  ree�  structures  but  also  �or  developing  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment 

 (Chapter 5.4). 

 The  pursued  ARP  design  experiments  (Chapter  5.1)  revealed  considerable  advantages  in  comparison 

 to  conventional  Biorock  cathodes,  regarding,  �or  instance,  adaptation,  per�ormance,  and  material 

 e��iciency  (which  is  con�irmed  by  reported  material  savings  o�  up  to  80  %  and  tremendously  improved 

 logistics  e��orts).  This  can  be  attributed  to  the  development  o�  a  coherent  component  -,  assembly  -  and 
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 system  design  approach  �or  new  Biorock  cathodes,  where  methods  �rom  algorithmic  design  and 

 �abrication  were  applied  to  generate  nature-like  arti�icial  ree�  structures.  Especially  by  improving 

 three-dimensionality,  sur�ace  and  structural  design,  the  requirements  o�  the  ARP  as  a  habitat  �or 

 marine  organisms  and  as  a  coastal  protection  device  were  addressed  as  well.  Thus,  the  developed  design 

 approach  proposes  new  cathodes  that  are  structurally  and  ecologically  operating  in  the  marine 

 environment, which is proven by real-world UW ARPs in Gili Trawangan, Indonesia (2012 – today). 

 For  designing  sustainably  valuable  arti�icial  ree�s  that  support  regeneration  processes  in  the  tropical 

 coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the  conducted  ARP  monitoring  experiments  play  a  key  role.  Once  more  they 

 demonstrate  that  a  dichotomy  between  design  and  monitoring  is  outdated  and  only  a  uni�ied 

 approach  can  lead  to  success�ul  ree�  designs.  Especially  a  better  understanding  o�  spatial-temporal 

 dynamics  (growth,  biodiversity  and  per�ormance),  as  well  as  statements  about  whether  the 

 intervention  contributes  to  ree�  regeneration  or  whether  these  are  even  counterproductive  and  pose  a 

 threat  to  the  ree�s,  are  crucial  in�ormation  �or  the  design.  Besides  long-term  monitoring  (nearly  9 

 years),  the  main  �ocus  was  laid  on  UW  high  precision  monitoring  in  the  �ield  where  the  latest  UW 

 survey  technologies  �or  precise  digital  measurements,  3D  data  visualisation,  and  analysis  were  applied 

 and  a  new  work�low  was  established  �or  ARPs.  These  newly  established  UW  surveying  methods  and 

 work�lows  �or  highly  complex  (arti�icial)  coral  ree�s  are  not  only  o�  value  to  architects  but  also  to 

 marine  scientists  and  UW  engineers.  Here,  a  so�tware-independent  monitoring  tool  �or  high  precision 

 UW scans is one o� the new achievements. 

 The  ARP  analysis  experiments  examined  methods  �or  analysing  high  precision  3D  scan  data  �rom  the 

 UW  monitoring  experiments.  Included  are  experiments  �or  the  visualisation  o�  massive  point  cloud 

 data  sets,  FEA  and  IGA-based  structural  analysis,  roughness  analysis,  and  �or  hydrodynamic 

 per�ormance  analysis.  For  all  analysis  approaches,  the  technical  challenges  associated  with  massive 

 point  cloud  data  sets  were  addressed  and  a  corresponding  work�low  was  set  up.  The  results  show  that 

 the  applied  methods,  even  i�  entirely  new  to  the  �ield  o�  arti�icial  ree�  design,  are  highly  relevant  in  this 

 context.  They  �oster  a  broader  understanding  o�  multi-criteria  modelling  and  there�ore  help  de�ine 

 KPIs  (Chapter  5.3.5),  while  they  introduce  an  entirely  digital  and  uni�ied  work�low  between  design, 

 monitoring, and analysis. 
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 The  ARD  Simulation  Environment  proposes  a  new  simulation  tool  �or  an  Ecosystem-aware  arti�icial 

 ree�  design.  It  integrates  the  KPIs  (and  there�ore,  it  addresses  the  requirements  o�  the  coral  ree� 

 ecosystem,  the  structural  design,  and  the  stakeholders),  computational  methods  �rom  architectural 

 practice,  and  cloud  computing.  As  a  so�tware-  and  hardware-independent  solution,  the  ARD 

 �ront-end  tool  can  be  accessed  through  a  standard  web  browser  by  an  interdisciplinary  user  group 

 (architects,  marine  conservationists,  locals),  allowing  them  to  be  equally  involved  in  the  design  decision 

 making process. 
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 6. Outcome and conclusions 

 In  this  thesis,  a  �ramework  (ARDF)  �or  a  uni�ied  work�low  �or  arti�icial  ree�  coral  ree�  design  was 

 developed.  ARDF  integrates  computational  modelling  and  high  precision  monitoring  strategies  �or  an 

 Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s.  The  approach  equally  addresses  the 

 requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  the  architectural  design,  and  the  stakeholders,  and  creates  a 

 better  understanding  o�  multi-criteria  modelling  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design.  Consequently,  it  contributes 

 to  long-term  success  �or  arti�icial  ree�  regeneration  projects  and  promotes  growth  and  biodiversity  in 

 regions  where  anthropogenic  in�luences  have  destroyed  local  ree�s.  The  research’s  two  targeted 

 breakthroughs  (the  creation  o�  a  meaning�ul  connection  between  design  and  monitoring  actions,  and 

 the  creation  o�  the  ARDF  Computational  Modelling  and  Simulation  Environment,  which  will  make 

 knowledge  about  coral  ree�s  available  �or  design)  were  achieved  and  there�ore,  a  new  level  o�  interaction 

 between  architecture,  coral  ree�  ecology  and  the  UW  environment  has  been  established.  Hence,  the 

 �ramework  success�ully  addressed  the  three  main  problems  stated  �or  this  research:  The  introduction 

 o�  a  multi-criteria  modelling  approach  including  KPIs,  the  consideration  o�  UW  monitoring  as  part  o� 

 a  uni�ied  approach,  and  lastly,  the  equal  inclusion  o�  knowledge  �rom  interdisciplinary  research  areas 

 (Chapter  1.2).  The  �ollowing  sections  discuss  the  overall  results  o�  the  research  and  identi�y  the  key 

 contributions  to  the  arti�icial  ree�  design  practice  and  to  nature-based  design  in  architecture.  Finally, 

 an outlook �or �uture Arti�icial Ree� Design research is presented. 

 6.1 Summary o� results 

 Arti�icial  Ree�  Design  (ARD)  research  is  truly  a  multidisciplinary  approach,  as  it  involves  experts  �rom 

 the  �ields  o�  architecture,  structural  engineering,  marine  biology,  geodesy,  material  science,  as  well  as 

 the  local  community  o�  �isherman,  divers  and  NGO  volunteers  (Chapter  5.1).  Within  this 

 interdisciplinary  setting,  the  ARD  computational  modelling,  high  precision  monitoring,  analysis  and 

 simulation  system  was  developed  on  the  basis  o�  empirical  experiments  that  investigated  real-world 

 UW  prototypes  in  Gili  Trawangan,  Indonesia  (2012  –  today).  The  goal  was  to  establish  a  coherent  and 

 systematic  design  approach  �or  arti�icial  ree�s.  These  investigations  and  the  development  o�  the  ARDF 
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 are  described  in  Chapter  III  and  Chapter  IV.  In  Chapter  III  the  �ramework’s  structure  was  investigated 

 and  its  �ive  main  components  introduced.  They  represent  the  development  steps  towards  an 

 Ecosystem-aware  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design:  (1)  algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  (2)  UW 

 monitoring,  (3)  per�ormance  analysis  and  evaluation,  (4)  Ecosystem-aware  design  system,  and  (5) 

 validation. In this section, the results �or each component are summarised. 

 (1)  Algorithmic  design  and  fabrication  component:  The  achievements  gained  comprise  a  �ully 

 integrated  coherent  computational  modelling  work�low  �or  nature-like  ARP  designs  including 

 specialised  algorithms  �or  ree�  design,  and  its  conversion  into  �abrication  data.  The  resulting  ARPs  are 

 component-based  Biorock  cathodes  made  out  o�  smaller,  lightweight  construction  elements  �rom  steel, 

 the  structural  system  o�  which  greatly  di��ers  �rom  conventional  Biorock  ree�s  with  respect  to  shape, 

 assembly,  and  three-dimensional  structure  –  a  benchmark  that  ensures  the  improvement  o�  ecological 

 and  structural  per�ormance  in  the  marine  environment.  Further,  new  arti�icial  ree�  designs  provide 

 multi-scalar  spaces  –  a  characteristic  �ound  in  natural  ree�s  o�  high  biodiversity,  and  material  savings  are 

 up  to  80  %.  Further,  long-term  success  o�  ARP  as  part  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  at  the  shoreline  o� 

 Gili  Trawangan  (2012  –  today)  con�irms  the  new  design  approach  �or  Biorock  cathodes  in  this 

 research. 

 (2)  UW  monitoring  component:  The  component  addressed  the  challenging  survey  conditions  in 

 the  UW  environment  and  an  entirely  new  work�low  �or  high  precision  monitoring  o�  (arti�icial)  coral 

 ree�s  (Chapter  5.2)  was  developed.  This  includes  research  in  the  latest  UW  surveying  technology  (UW 

 LiDAR  laser  scanning,  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  at  close  range,  CT  scanning)  and  its 

 applicability  in  (arti�icial)  coral  ree�  surveying.  The  results  are  point  cloud  models  o�  high  precision, 

 representing  scanned  arti�icial  ree�  structures  including  visual  in�ormation  (e.g.  about  biodiversity), 

 precise  measurements  (e.g.  o�  growth),  sur�ace-  and  material  con�igurations.  This  in�ormation  can  be 

 digitally  extracted,  analysed  and  evaluated.  Further,  long-term  UW  monitoring  strategies  were 

 developed  to  identi�y  site-speci�ic  key  stressors  (e.g.  strong  storm  and  bleaching  events)  to  be 

 considered �or arti�icial ree� designs in one speci�ic area. 

 (3)  Performance  analysis  and  evaluation  component:  In  this  component,  high  precision  data 

 �rom  underwater  monitoring  were  digitally  analysed  �urther  (visual,  structural  and  hydrodynamic)  and 

 existing  structural  analysis  approaches  (such  as  FEA,  IGA)  were  applied  in  a  completely  new  context 
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 �or  arti�icial  ree�  structures  (Chapter  5.3).  Also,  major  technical  challenges  such  as  the  visualisation  o� 

 massive  3D  point  cloud  datasets,  �ile  conversion,  and  the  processing  o�  large  3D  data  were  addressed. 

 The  results  show  that  per�ormance  analysis  reveals  crucial  in�ormation  about  the  spatial-temporal 

 dynamics  o�  ARPs  which  are  holistically  relevant  �or  the  structural  design  and  the  ecosystem.  Further, 

 the  major  indicators  o�  success  (KPIs)  �or  a  success�ul  ree�  design  were  de�ined  to  evaluate  existing 

 arti�icial  ree�s  and  to  build  the  Simulation  Environment  �or  new  Ecosystem-aware  arti�icial  ree� 

 designs.  Another  outcome  within  this  component  is  a  web  inter�ace  that  visualises  massive  3D  point 

 clouds  �rom  UW  scans  in  a  standard  web  browser  and  allows  an  entire  digital  survey  o�  the  collected 

 UW monitoring data. 

 (4)  Ecosystem-aware  design  system:  The  �ramework’s  new  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  was 

 success�ully  implemented  within  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  (Chapter  5.4).  The  ARD 

 Simulation  Environment  inter�aces  with  end-users  through  a  so�tware-independent  ARD  �ront-end 

 tool,  developed  in  RhinoCommon,  an  open  so�tware  �ramework  �or  CAD  tool  development.  As  a 

 so�tware-  and  hardware-independent  solution,  the  ARD  �ront-end  tool  can  be  accessed  through  a 

 standard  web  browser  allowing  an  interdisciplinary  user  group  to  be  equally  involved  in  the  design 

 decision-making  process.  The  tool  simulates  di��erent  design  outcomes  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  and 

 their  growth  behaviour  in  the  UW  environment.  Further,  it  provides  numerical  metadata  which  is 

 relevant  �or  evaluation  (such  as  per�ormance,  costs,  or  the  amount  o�  required  material).  Finally,  the 

 existing  technical  challenges  (such  as  choosing  an  appropriate  so�tware  �ramework  �or  tool 

 development,  process-intensive  3D  data  processing  in  simulation  models,  and  the  development  o�  a 

 web-based inter�ace) were tackled. 

 (5)  Validation  component:  The  �ramework  was  validated  through  long-term  experiments  in  a 

 real-world  tropical  coral  ecosystem  (2012  –  today,  Gili  Trawangan,  Indonesia)  as  the  object  o�  inquiry 

 �or  algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  high  precision  UW  monitoring,  and  digital  per�ormance 

 analysis  (Chapter  IV,  Chapter  5.1.).  Further,  an  end-user  group  o�  architects,  ree�  designers, 

 stakeholders  such  as  marine  conservationists,  decision-makers,  local  NGOs,  etc.  was  de�ined  to  validate 

 the  �ramework's  outcome  by  having  open  access  to  the  developed  �ront-end  tools  (ARD  �ront-end  tool 

 and  the  UW  monitoring  tool).  These  tools  allow  the  end-users  to  inter�ace  with  the  Ecosystem-aware 

 design approach. 
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 In  summary,  these  series  o�  experiments  veri�ied  the  overall  constructive  viability  o�  the  ARDF  –  both 

 in  complexity  obtained  through  computational  modelling,  and  as  well  in  terms  o�  ecological  regards 

 when  natural  growth  processes  (CaCO  3  and  corals)  act  together  with  synthetically  designed  cathodes 

 as  part  o�  the  tropical  coral  ree�  ecosystem.  Moreover,  the  prototypes  demonstrated  the  long-term  in 

 situ  applicability  o�  the  overall  approach,  as  well  as  its  ability  to  save  material,  promote  growth  CaCO  3  , 

 corals  and  marine  li�e,  and  bind  harm�ul  CO  2  in  seawater  into  CaCO  3  .  Further,  the  experiments 

 veri�ied  the  importance  o�  the  uni�ication  o�  computational  modelling  and  high  precision  monitoring 

 strategies  �or  ecosystem  regeneration  projects  and  revealed  the  individual  steps  that  lead  to  a  novel 

 Ecosystem-aware  design  approach.  The  results  �rom  the  experiments  also  established  novel  indicators 

 o�  success  (KPIs)  to  evaluate  existing  arti�icial  ree�  designs  and  to  develop  the  ARD  Simulation 

 Environment,  which  enables  end-users  to  explore  the  new  approach.  At  the  same  time,  the  possibilities 

 �or  additional  ARP  UW  experiments,  repetitive  high  precision  monitoring  experiments,  and  a  �ully 

 automated  generative  system  were  limited  and  would  need  to  be  �urther  explored  in  �uture  research 

 (Chapter 6.3). 

 6.2 Contributions 

 This  section  gives  an  overview  o�  the  main  contributions  o�  this  thesis,  mainly  in  the  �ield  o� 

 nature-based  design.  Nevertheless,  as  an  interdisciplinary  research  work,  partial  results  can  also 

 contribute to several research areas at the same time. 

 (1)  The  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  is  a  holistic  approach:  The  core  contributions  o�  this 

 thesis  to  the  �ield  o�  arti�icial  coral  ree�  design  are  the  development  o�  an  integrated  computational 

 modelling,  high  precision  UW  monitoring  and  analysis  approach.  In  contrast  to  other  contemporary 

 digital  arti�icial  ree�  design  approaches  (Chapter  II),  the  ARDF  has  equally  considered  the  integration 

 o�  all  �ive  components  –  algorithmic  design  and  �abrication,  UW  monitoring,  per�ormance  analysis 

 and  evaluation,  Ecosystem-aware  design  system,  and  validation  –  �rom  the  very  beginning.  By  uni�ying 

 computational  design,  UW  monitoring  and  simulation  processes  into  a  single  system,  it  allows  the 

 development  o�  well-adapted,  cost-e��icient  and  sustainable  component-based  cathodes,  that 

 success�ully  per�orm  structurally  and  ecologically  long-term  as  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  in  a  tropical 

 underwater  environment,  without  creating  arti�icial  coral  ree�  structures  that  contaminate  or  even 
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 harm  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  a�ter  underwater  implementation.  There�ore,  humans  and  nature 

 bene�it �rom the ARDF outcome equally. 

 (2)  Key  Performance  Indicators  for  artificial  reef  design:  KPIs  as  indicators  o�  long-term  success 

 are  one  o�  the  principal  achievements  o�  this  thesis  and  additionally  contribute  to  the  �ield  o�  marine 

 regeneration  and  ree�  design.  They  not  only  provide  an  evaluation  system  o�  existing  arti�icial  coral 

 ree�s  but  also  �or  designing  new  arti�icial  ree�s.  In  total,  six  KPIs  were  identi�ied.  They  include 

 adaptation  to  the  UW  environment  and  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  per�ormance  (structural  design),  all 

 parameters  that  �oster  biodiversity  (three-dimensionality,  spatial  diversity,  sur�ace  roughness),  growth 

 (CaCO  3  and  corals),  sustainability  (material  and  CO  2  savings),  and  e��iciency  (cost  and  time  savings) 

 (Chapter  5.3.5).  These  KPIs  are  not  only  relevant  �or  the  cathode  design  o�  Biorock  ree�s  but  are  also 

 applicable to other arti�icial ree� constructions. 

 (3)  Algorithmic  design  and  fabrication  strategies  for  Biorock  cathodes:  Further,  the 

 development  o�  algorithmic  design  and  �abrication  strategies  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  –  an  approach 

 that  is  entirely  novel  to  Biorock  cathode  design  –  is  a  contribution  o�  this  thesis  to  nature-based  design. 

 The  literature  review  revealed  that  the  �orm  and  structure  o�  Biorock  cathodes  made  �rom  rebars 

 (Chapter  2.1.1)  stand  in  contrast  to  intricate  con�igurations  o�  naturally  grown  coral  ree�  �ormations. 

 As  the  latest  coral  ree�  research  revealed,  especially  complex  sur�ace  con�igurations  o�  high  structural 

 three-dimensionality  have  an  impact  on  structural  per�ormance,  biodiversity,  and  growth.  Accordingly, 

 this  thesis  proposed  an  alternative  approach  to  conventional  Biorock  cathode  design  using  algorithms 

 �rom  nature  (such  as  L-systems)  and  digital  �abrication  strategies  to  develop  arti�icial  ree�  structures 

 that  do  not  merely  mimic  the  �orm  o�  a  natural  ree�  but  are  the  result  o�  observation  o�  natural  �orms, 

 structures  and  �unctional  characteristics  �ound  in  coral  ree�s.  Integrating  these  strategies  �or  Biorock 

 cathode  design  resulted  in  the  creation  o�  a  stable  nature-like  arti�icial  ree�  system  composed  o�  smaller 

 parts  with  the  possibility  o�  being  extended.  This  system  includes  signi�icant  material  savings  and  a 

 more  e��icient  assembly  process  (Chapter  5.1.1).  Further,  once  overgrown  with  a  CaCO  3  and  a  marine 

 layer, it almost appears as a natural ree� structure. 

 (4)  New  high  precision  UW  monitoring  strategies  for  artificial  coral  reefs:  With  the 

 development  o�  an  entirely  new  work�low  �or  high  precision  UW  monitoring  �or  (arti�icial)  ree�s 

 including  the  latest  cutting-edge  technologies  such  as  UW  LiDAR  laser  scanning,  UW  photo-  and 
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 videogrammetry  at  close  range,  and  CT  scanning  (Chapter  5.2),  the  thesis  contributes  to  the  �ield  o� 

 marine  science  and  engineering.  The  literature  review  has  shown  that  application  o�  these  high 

 precision  techniques  �or  monitoring  arti�icial  coral  ree�s  is  still  missing.  This  can  be  attributed  to  the 

 relatively  new  design  area  (arti�icial  ree�  design),  but  also  to  a  lack  o�  time  and  �inancial  resources  in 

 ecosystem  restoration  projects,  and  a  lack  o�  collaboration  amongst  disciplines  as  well  as  stakeholders. 

 The  resulting  3D  models  are  massive  point  cloud  and  voxel  models  o�  millimetre  and  submillimetre 

 precision,  and  there�ore,  are  one  o�  the  most  precise  and  detailed  existing  (arti�icial)  coral  ree�  3D 

 representations.  The  new  work�low  includes  low-cost  solutions  �or  UW  data  collection,  data 

 processing,  and  the  conversion  o�  massive  3D  data  �or  display.  In  a  larger  context,  this  thesis  makes  a 

 crucial  contribution  to  the  �ield  o�  nature-based  architecture  by  illustrating  the  importance  o�  the 

 incorporation o� appropriate monitoring strategies �or �uture (arti�icial ree�) designs. 

 (5)  Long-term  real-world  UW  experiments:  Two  real-world  UW  experimental  prototypes  (ARPs) 

 are  responsible  �or  the  success�ul  implementation  o�  the  experiments  in  this  thesis  (Chapter  5.1).  They 

 not  only  provide  the  basis  �or  the  empirical  studies  but  also  validate  the  developed  system.  Thus,  the 

 real-world  experiments  demonstrate  the  signi�icance  o�  prototypes  and  their  evaluation  be�ore 

 large-scale  interventions  are  carried  out  in  a  highly  endangered  ecosystem.  Moreover,  the  application  o� 

 the  developed  design  process  in  an  in  situ  real-world  UW  site  �urther  contribute  to  the  development  o� 

 global  and  local  re�erencing  systems  �or  arti�icial  (Biorock)  ree�  design.  In  the  �uture  as  well,  they  will 

 contribute  as  ongoing  long-term  experiments  (>  8.5  years)  to  the  �ield  o�  ecosystem  regeneration 

 design. 

 (6)  New  digital  analysis  methods  for  (artificial)  coral  reefs  and  high  precision  scan  data: 

 With  the  identi�ication  o�  analysis  methods  �rom  architectural  practice  which  can  be  applied  to  ree�s 

 (Chapter  5.3),  this  work  contributes  to  establishing  an  entirely  new  digital  analysis  work�low  �or 

 arti�icial  ree�s.  The  applied  methods  �oster  a  better  understanding  o�  whether  a  structural  design  is 

 stable  and  withstands  the  acting  loads  in  the  UW  environment  or  not,  and  quanti�ies  the  arti�icial 

 ree�’s  per�ormance  in  respect  to  its  three-dimensionality,  sur�ace  roughness,  and  hydrodynamics  (how 

 the  ree�’s  morphology  a��ects  the  movement  o�  particles).  Particularly,  hydrodynamic  analysis  revealed 

 a  relationship  between  the  ree�’s  morphology  (on  di��erent  scales)  and  its  ability  to  dissipate  a 

 signi�icant  amount  o�  kinetic  energy  (e.g.  �rom  currents,  waves,  tides,  waves,  or  swells)  as  well  as 
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 promote  biodiversity  (distribution  o�  coral  larvae  and  nutrients)  and  hence  identi�ies  that  a  natural-like 

 morphology plays a key role in arti�icial ree� design (Chapter 5.3.4). 

 (7)  Two  new  front-end  tools  for  design  and  monitoring:  This  research  contributes  not  only  to  a 

 holistic  design  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  but  also  to  a  holistic  approach  into  interdisciplinary 

 collaborations.  In  �act,  the  research  has  established  new  relations  and  networks  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 design.  In  this  context,  the  development  o�  common  so�tware  inter�aces  �or  a  cross-disciplinary  team 

 involved  in  arti�icial  ree�  design  changed  the  existing  paradigm.  Instead  o�  separating  each  discipline  �or 

 speci�ic  tasks,  these  inter�aces  promote  and  strengthen  the  dialogue  and  knowledge  trans�er  between 

 the  disciplines.  Both  developed  inter�aces  –  a)  �or  the  digital  survey  o�  UW  high  precision  data 

 (Chapter  5.3.1),  and  b)  �or  designing  arti�icial  ree�s  based  on  the  principles  o�  the  developed 

 Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  (Chapter  5.4)  –  are  web  tools  that  can  be  opened  using  a  hyperlink 

 in  a  standard  web  browser.  This  means  that  they  are  so�tware-  and  hardware-independent  solutions 

 that  no  longer  restrict  who  can  participate  in  the  design  decision-making  process.  Furthermore,  the 

 tools  developed  also  enable  team  members  without  prior  knowledge  or  access  to  special  3D  modelling 

 so�tware to equally contribute to the arti�icial ree� design outcome. 

 6.3 Overall conclusions and outlook 

 The  key  research  goals  o�  the  ARDF  were  validated  through  long-term  real-world  �ull-scale 

 demonstrators  (ARPs)  in  Gili  Trawangan  (2012  –  today).  Accordingly,  the  main  research  goal,  the 

 exploration  and  integration  o�  computational  design,  high  precision  UW  monitoring,  and  simulation 

 strategies  �or  component-based  arti�icial  (Biorock)  ree�  system  with  the  goal  o�  equally  addressing  the 

 requirements  o�  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem  (regrow  corals  in  the  Bali  Sea),  the  architectural  design,  and 

 the  stakeholders,  was  success�ully  demonstrated  (Chapter  1.3).  To  this  point,  there  is  no  equivalent  to 

 the  demonstrated  �ully  integrated  computational  design,  UW  high  precision  monitoring  and 

 simulation  process  �or  arti�icial  (Biorock)  ree�  design,  which  has  yet  operated  over  a  long-term  as  part 

 o�  the  natural  coral  ree�  ecosystem  on  a  1:1  scale.  In  regard  to  these  accomplishments,  major  indicators 

 o�  success  such  as  adaptation  to  the  UW  environment  and  the  coral  ree�  ecosystem,  per�ormance 

 (structural  design),  biodiversity  (three-dimensionality,  spatial  diversity,  sur�ace  roughness),  growth 
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 (CaCO  3  and  corals),  sustainability  (material  and  CO  2  savings),  and  e��iciency  (cost  and  time  savings), 

 the development o� an Ecosystem-aware design system (Simulation �ront-end tool) were addressed. 

 In  �uture  research,  the  proposed  ARDF  could  be  improved  regarding  its  applicability  �or  large-scale 

 ree�  �ormations.  In  this  realm,  the  possibility  �or  a)  an  e��ective  in-situ  manu�acturing  system  o�  such 

 (robotics  �or  the  production,  consideration  o�  alternative  �abrication  methods  such  as  CaCO  3  -based 

 additive  manu�acturing)  �or  a  larger  number  o�  construction  elements  (usually  in  remote  regions);  b) 

 the  establishment  o�  long-term  collaborative  ree�  maintenance  programs  together  with  the  local 

 community;  c)  a  �ast  and  e��icient  automated  pipeline  �or  UW  monitoring,  would  need  to  be 

 investigated.  More  precisely,  the  UW  monitoring  work�low  could  be  automated  using  temporarily 

 installed  UW  cameras  that  provide  image  and  video  data  in  real-time,  and  the  application  o�  AUVs/ 

 ROVs  to  collect  high  precision  image  data  �or  UW  photo  and  videogrammetry  (robotics  �or 

 operation).  Image  data  collected  �rom  such  �ootage  or  �rom  UW  photo  and  videogrammetry  processes 

 could  then  be  analysed  with  algorithms  �or  species  detection  (Machine  Learning).  Such  processes 

 could  become  part  o�  the  image  processing  pipeline  �or  �uture  UW  monitoring  o�  implemented 

 arti�icial coral ree�s. 

 With  regard  to  �urther  exploring  the  design  o�  ARDF  components,  a  series  o�  geometrically  di��ering 

 construction  elements  could  be  tested  and  compared  regarding  the  accumulated  amount  (mass)  o� 

 CaCO  3  in  a  lab  environment  (seawater  tank).  Such  measures  could  help  to  optimise  component  and 

 assembly design regarding per�ormance in generating CaCO  3  . 

 Another  declared  research  goal,  which  was  success�ully  demonstrated  in  the  thesis,  was  material/cost 

 savings  which  come  along  with  the  reduction  o�  steel  as  construction  material  �or  arti�icial  Biorock 

 ree�s.  This  goal  was  met  by  reducing  about  80  %  o�  the  amount  o�  steel/costs  used  �or  ARP  1 

 (compared  to  a  conventional  Biorock  ree�  �rom  rebars  o�  the  same  size).  However,  a  �urther  approach 

 �or  improving  the  environmental  per�ormance  o�  ARDF  constructions  would  be  the  total  avoidance 

 o�  waste  material  �rom  the  laser  cutting  process.  In  order  to  �ully  tap  into  the  ecological  potential  o�  the 

 ARDF  �abrication  process,  a  more  sustainable  ARP  component  design  that  generates  a  nesting  pattern 

 with  zero  waste  should  be  developed  in  the  �uture.  With  respect  to  building  costs  and  transportation 

 logistics,  �urther  process  optimisations  o�  ARDF  are  possible.  With  an  increasing  amount  o� 

 construction  elements,  the  laser  cutting  process  could  be  adapted  to  a  �lexible  mobile  system  �or  in  situ 
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 production  by  robots,  especially  developed  �or  remote  regions.  An  alternative  to  robotics  could  be  the 

 involvement  o�  an  already  existing  traditional  manu�acturing  in�rastructure  �or  ARP  production, 

 which could boost the local economy o� islanders. 

 Another  declared  research  goal,  which  was  success�ully  demonstrated  in  the  thesis,  was  to  enable 

 architects,  ree�  designers,  marine  conservationists,  and  the  local  community  to  easily  inter�ace  with 

 arti�icial  ree�  design  and  the  UW  monitoring  results,  pre�erably  through  hardware-  and 

 so�tware-independent  solutions.  This  goal  was  met  by  the  development  o�  two  web-based  �ront-end 

 tools  �or  arti�icial  (Biorock)  ree�  design  (design  tool  –  ‘ARD  �ront-end  tool’)  which  simulates  design 

 outcomes  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree�s,  and  a  tool  that  enables  a  digital  survey  o�  high  precision  3D  data 

 �rom  UW  monitoring  (UW  monitoring  tool).  Both  tools  can  be  openly  accessed  through  a  standard 

 web  browser,  without  the  need  �or  additional  specialised  so�tware.  In  �uture  research,  the  design  tool 

 can  be  extended  with  additional  assets  and  tools  �or  large-scale  arti�icial  ree�  design  solutions,  and  by 

 algorithms  that  enable  a  generative  design  exploration  process  based  on  per�ormance  simulation 

 models.  The  UW  monitoring  tool  �acilitates  the  visualisation  and  digital  surveys  o�  massive  point 

 cloud  data  �rom  high  precision  scans  (distance,  area,  volume),  and  enables  users  to  inter�ace  with 

 Digital Twin models. 

 Finally,  the  question  regarding  the  impact  o�  the  developed  uni�ied  approach  �or  arti�icial  coral  ree� 

 design  (ARDF)  on  a  broader  design  and  building  culture  in  times  o�  ecological  crisis  and  climate 

 change  remains  to  be  answered.  Wol�  Hilbertz  (1938–2017),  who  extensively  built  his  own  arti�icial 

 Biorock  ree�s,  was  a  �uturist  architect,  marine  scientist  and  pioneer  o�  Biorock  technology  (Chapter 

 2.1).  Already  in  his  very  early  research,  in  1970,  he  related  natural  �eatures  o�  living  systems  to 

 architectural  design  when  he  created  the  acronym  Cybertecture  (CT)  �rom  the  two  terms  cybernetics 74

 and  architecture.  It  was  an  attempt  to  �ormulate  a  conceptual  �ramework  �or  a  (computational) 

 evolutionary  environmental  system  that  takes  changes  o�  increasing  �requency  as  the  essence  o�  human 

 culture  into  account  �or  the  creation  o�  habitat  [264].  Further,  in  his  journal  article  ‘Electrodeposition 

 o�  Minerals  in  Seawater.  Experiments  and  Applications’,  published  in  1979,  he  concluded  that 

 plasticity,  a  major  principle  in  organic  evolution,  has  to  be  maintained  and  augmented  in  order  to 

 74  Cybernetics  is  the  scienti�ic  study  o�  how  humans,  animals  and  machines  control  and  communicate  with  each 
 other  [267]  . 
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 ensure  valid  developments  within  the  context  o�  a  continuously  evolving  world  [68].  Wol�  Hilbertz 

 was  certainly  a  pioneer  who  could  envision  the  complexity  and  dynamism  that  come  with  a 

 non-separate  architectural  design  �rom  nature.  Clearly,  his  work  was  one  o�  the  greatest  inspirations  �or 

 the  development  o�  an  Ecosystem-aware  design  approach  which  might  very  well  tie  in  with  his  early 

 work  �rom  the  70s.  Today,  it  goes  along  with  the  principles  o�  the  New  European  Bauhaus  ‘Form 

 Follows  Planet’  [265],  and  the  paradigm  shi�t  called  ‘Planetary  Thinking’  �or  a  more  e��icient  and 

 sustainable arti�icial coral ree� design that �osters growth and biodiversity in tropical coral ree�s. 

 Donna  J.  Haraway  (*1944),  another  visionary  o�  our  time  has  contributed  to  the  study  o�  both 

 human-machine  and  human-animal  relations.  She  envisioned  in  her  latest  book  ‘Staying  with  the 

 Trouble.  Making  Kin  in  the  Chthulucene’  [266],  the  Anthropocene  as  an  ‘era  o�  collective, 

 multi-species  �utures  existing  in  a  deeply  stressed  system  evidencing  massive  extinction  events  and 

 cascading  systemic  environmental  breakdowns.  She  imagined  that  the  concept  o�  cyborgs  could  bring 75

 down  boundaries  between  humans,  the  living  environment  (nature),  and  the  machine  (technology) 

 through  the  exploration  o�  new  relations  that  emphasise  the  sel�-organising  powers  o�  non-human 

 processes.  ‘Chthulucene’  is  a  neologism  which  is  composed  o�  the  words  'Cthulhu  spider'  and  ‘-cene’. 

 It  describes  a  new  age  that  is  characterised  by  new  relationships  and  networks.  Inspired  by  her  visions 

 o�  new  kinships  and  networks,  the  research  contributes  to  critically  assessing  the  existing 

 anthropocentric  role  model  in  architecture  (Vitruvius  to  Neu�ert)  in  times  o�  climate  change, 

 concluding  that  the  sel�-perception  o�  the  pro�ession  has  to  change  –  �or  instance,  in  a  way  that 

 boundaries  between  disciplines  are  repealed  through  interdisciplinary  collaborations  and  inter�aces,  by 

 new  relations  between  technology,  ecosystems,  and  humans,  that  outdated  role  models  are  replaced  by 

 holistic  approaches  that  eliminate  the  dichotomy  between  human  and  nature,  and  ultimately,  in  a  way 

 that establishes better legal �rameworks and business models �or ecosystem regeneration projects. 

 75  A  cyborg  is  a  ‘cybernetic  organism’  –  a  being  with  organic  and  arti�icial  body  parts/  or  technology  that  relies 
 on  some  sort  o�  �eedback.  Donna  J.  Haraway  de�ined  in  her  book  ‘A  Cyborg  Mani�esto’  published  in  1985  in  the 
 Socialist  Review,  the  cyborg  is  a  rejection  o�  rigid  boundaries,  notably  those  separating  ‘human’  �rom  ‘animal’ 
 and ‘human’ �rom ‘machine’  [268]  . 
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 List o� �igures 

 Chapter I (p. 1–17) 

 Figure 1.1  Map  o�  distribution  o�  coral  ree�s,  including  diversity  and  ree�-building  corals.  The 
 colour gradient shows the diversity o� species in the di��erent regions worldwide. 

 Figure 1.2  This  map  about  social-economic  dependencies  on  coral  ree�s  shows  that  especially 
 the  survival  o�  islanders  depends  on  coral  ree�s.  The  assessment  o�  ree�  dependence 
 is  based  on  ree�-associated  population,  ree�  �isheries  employment,  nutritional 
 dependence  on  �ish  and  sea�ood,  ree�-associated  export  value,  ree�  tourism,  and 
 shoreline  protection  �rom  ree�s.  Eighty-one  countries,  21  island  territories,  and  six 
 subnational  regions  (Florida,  Hawaii,  Hong  Kong  SAR,  Peninsular  Malaysia, 
 Sabah,  and  Sarawak)  were  assessed,  and  are  categorised  according  to  quartiles  (low, 
 medium, high, and very high). 

 Figure 1.3  (a)  Annual  (thin  lines)  and  �ive-year  lowess  smooth  (thick  lines)  �or  the  temperature 
 anomalies  (vs.  1951–1980)  averaged  over  the  Earth’s  land  area  and  sea  sur�ace 
 temperature  anomalies  (vs.  1951–1980)  averaged  over  the  part  o�  the  ocean  that  is 
 �ree o� ice at all times (open ocean); 
 (b)  Globally  averaged  sea  sur�ace  temperature,  according  to  three  di��erent  data 
 centres:  The  UK  Met  O��ice  (UKMO,  blue),  the  US  National  Center  �or 
 Environmental  Prediction(NCEP,  brown),  and  the  US  National  Climatic 
 DataCenter (NCDC, black). 

 Figure 1.4  (a)  A  healthy  shallow  tropical  coral  ree�  in  Keruo,  Raja  Ampat,  Indonesia;  (b) 
 White  bleached  skeletons  o�  corals;  (c)  Physically  destroyed  coral  ree�  caused  by 
 increasingly  power�ul  storm  events  such  as  hurricanes  and/or  destructive  �ishing 
 practises such as dynamite �ishing. 

 Figure 1.5  This  map,  generated  by  the  global  NOAA  Coral  Ree�  Watch  (CRW),  illustrates 
 estimated  global  sea  sur�ace  temperatures  �or  March  2017.  In  shallow  areas  near  the 
 coast,  the  colour  gradient  �rom  white  to  dark  red  �orecasts  the  extent  o�  potential 
 bleaching:  no  stress  –  no  bleaching;  warning  –  possible  bleaching;  Alert  1  – 
 signi�icant  bleaching  likely;  Alert  2  –  severe  bleaching  and  signi�icant  mortality 
 likely. 

 Figure 1.6  Global  map  o�  potential  tipping  cascades.  The  individual  tipping  elements  are 
 colour-coded  according  to  estimated  thresholds  in  global  average  sur�ace 
 temperature  (tipping  elements).  Potential  interactions  among  the  tipping  elements 
 are shown through arrows. 
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 Figure 1.7  Underwater  implemented  arti�icial  coral  ree�s:  (a)  Concrete  ree�  o��  the  Kata-Karon 
 shore,  Thailand;  (b)  Osborne  Ree�  �rom  car  tires  constructed  in  1972  o��  the  coast 
 o� Fort Lauderdale, Florida; (c) Biorock Ree� o�� the coast o� Pemuteran, Indonesia. 

 Figure 1.8  Interrelations  between  nature,  humans  and  architecture  in  a  new  design 
 approach �or arti�icial coral ree�s. 

 Chapter II (p. 19–55) 

 Figure 2.1  Biorock  structures  are  welded,  electrically  conductive  steel  �rames,  o�ten  made  �rom 
 construction  rebar  or  wire  mesh.  They  are  o�  simple  geometry  and  submerged  and 
 attached  to  the  sea�loor.  Once  an  electrolytic  reaction  starts,  a  CaCO  3  layer  grows 
 around  the  steel  �rame  (cathode).  A  sustainable  energy  resource  provides  a  low 
 voltage. 

 Figure 2.2  (a–b)  Fabrication  and  transportation  o�  a  conventional  Biorock  ree�  at  the  beach  o� 
 Gili  Trawangan  Island,  Indonesia,  during  the  8th  Biorock  Restoration  Workshop  in 
 2012; (c) healthy corals grow on the Biorock two years a�ter its installation in 2014. 

 Figure 2.3  Di��erent Biorock typologies in Pemuteran (Bali), Indonesia. 

 Figure 2.4  Coral  bleaching  (blue  circles)  on  a  Biorock  structure  in  Gili  Trawangan,  Indonesia, 
 during the  El Niño year in  January 2016. 

 Figure 2.5  (a)  Drawing  and  dimension  o�  one  ‘coral  spider’;  (b)  implementation  o�  more  than 
 11,000  ’Spider’  units  a�ter  blast  �ishing  in  Pulau  Badi  (Sulawesi),  Indonesia  between 
 2013  –  2015;  (c)  islanders  work  ‘hand  in  hand’  with  private  entities  and  researchers 
 to rehabilitate their ree�s and �isheries. 

 Figure 2.6  (a)  Pre�abricated  concrete  elements;  (b)  transportation  and  implementation  in 
 December  2012  o��  the  Kata-Karon  shoreline  in  Thailand;  (c)  underwater 
 arrangement o� concrete elements. 

 Figure 2.7  (a)  Simple  geometry  o�  ‘Ree�  Balls’;  (b)  Ree�  Ball  �ormation  at  Malcolm’s  Road 
 Beach,  Turks  and  Caicos  Islands;  (c)  with  corals  overgrown  Ree�  Balls  made  out  o� 
 concrete  o�  the  same  pH  concentration  as  seawater  to  not  harm  the  underwater 
 marine ecosystem and to promote the growth o� corals. 

 Figure 2.8  Design  inspiration  �rom  growth  patterns  in  nature:  A  growth  pattern  de�ined  by 
 �inite  iterated  replications  o�  the  same  geometry  on  di��erent  scales  and  can  be 
 �ound  in  a  number  o�  species  o�  stone  corals.  Scleractinian  corals,  illustration  by 
 Ernst Haeckel, Kunst�ormen der Natur, 1899 –1904. 

 Figure 2.9  (a–b)  Rendering  o�  ‘Marina  Formations’  ree�  design  by  the  Italian  computational 
 design group Co-de-iT. 

 Figure 2.10  (a)  Results  �rom  a  generative  design  process.  Di��erent  design  solutions  were 
 generated  based  on  di��erent  porosity  values  ;  (b)  blue  lines  show  a  system  o� 
 multi-scalar channels.; (c) 3D printed model o� one design outcome. 
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 Figure 2.11  (a)  Prototype  o�  a  3D  printed  arti�icial  ree�  (design  Co-De-IT  Diguincio  &  Co) 
 using  pH  neutral  sand-based  D-  Shape  technology  developed  by  Enrico  Dini.;  (b–c) 
 design  o�  another  arti�icial  ree�  by  James  Gardiner  and  resulting  3D  printed  ree� 
 structure  using  D-Shape;  (d–�)  underwater  implementation  o��  the  shoreline  o� 
 Bahrain, and progress between 2012 – 2014. 

 Figure 2.12  (a)  Design  o�  a  three-dimensional  component-based  arti�icial  coral  ree�  by  Alex 
 Goad,  2013,  (b–c)  in  2018,  a  set  o�  3D  printed  components  o�  the  MARS  project 
 were implemented o�� the shoreline o� Summer Island. 

 Figure 2.13  Coral  Ree�  Seed  Units  (CRSUs):  (a)  3D  printed  units  o�  di��erent  shapes;  (b–c) 
 underwater  implementation  in  2018  in  Guam,  Curacao,  Barbados,  Australia, 
 Mexico;  (d–e)  �reshly-collected  elkhorn  coral  egg  and  sperm  bundles;  (�)  marine  li�e 
 settlement on CRSU. 

 Figure 2.14  Visualisations  o�  Symbiotic  Arti�icial  Ree�s  (SARs)  created  using  Ree�hopper:  (a) 
 di��erent  algorithms  generate  a  variety  o�  �orms;  (b)  modules  designed  �or  Biorock 
 ree�s; (c) per�orated concrete modules. 

 Figure 2.15  (a)  Alessandro  Zomparelli  and  Alessio  Erioli  developed  synthetic  ecology 
 simulation  environments  in  Processing  to  design  atoll-shaped  ree�  �ormations;  (b) 
 by  tweaking  the  simulation  parameters  it  is  possible  to  explore  behavioural 
 variations  within  the  system  domain,  achieving  a  gradient  o�  possible  distributions 
 o�  volumes  according  to  the  project  requirements;  ©  visualisation  o�  resulting 
 re�ined ree� boulders. 

 Figure 2.16  (a)  The  author  attached  corals  to  a  Biorock  Ree�  installed  during  the  8th  Biorock 
 Ree�  Restoration  Workshop  in  December  2012;  (b–c)  photo  monitoring  by  GET 
 in December 2013 and in November 2018. 

 Figure 2.17  UW  sonar  scanning:  (a)  3D  model  o�  the  entrance  to  Portsmouth  Harbour,  United 
 States  using  acoustic  sensors;  (b)  the  ROV  called  ‘HydroCrawler’  scans  the 
 topography  o�  the  sea�loor  o�  Lake  Constance  (2017);  (c)  3D  maps  o�  coral  ree� 
 �ormations captured with acoustic sensors (2006). 

 Figure 2.18  UW  laser  scans:  (a)  3D  model  o�  coral  morphology  captured  using  the  ULS-100 
 �rom  2G  Robotics;  (b–c)  ROV  Deep  Discoverer  approaches  a  coral  (made  �rom 
 bubblegum),  scans  with  ‘SeaVision’  �rom  Kraken  Robotics,  and  the  resulting 
 high-resolution 3D point cloud rendering. 

 Figure 2.19  (a)  3D  model  o�  305  m2  coral  ree�s  near  Reunion  Island  (Ree�check,  2016);  (b) 
 hyperspectral  image  analysis  using  the  Hy per Sur vey  monitoring  system  (MPI  �or 
 Mar ine  Mi cro bi o logy  in  Bre men,  Germany,  2017);  (c)  ‘Ree�  Rover’s  USV 
 autonomously  collects  overlapping  stereo  images  �or  3D  reconstruction  (The 
 Nature Conservancy, 2019). 
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 Figure 2.20  (a–b)  Open  access  3D  mesh  models  o�  corals  and  coral  ree�s  on  SketchFab  and  their 
 resolution;  (c)  Sea-Thru  method  removes  ‘water’  �rom  underwater  images  by 
 removing backscatter and by applying an optimisation �ramework �or illumination. 

 Figure 2.21  (a)  2D  CT  slices  o�  cut  blocks  o�  scleractinian  corals;  (b)  CT  scan  o�  Pocillopora 
 skeleton;  (c)  CT  scan  revealed  annual  growth  band  pattern  �or  high-temperature 
 events in  1998 and 2001. 

 Figure 2.22  (a)  FEA  model  �or  exploring  the  structural  per�ormance  o�  sel�-supporting 
 structures  (School  o�  Architecture,  University  o�  Sydney,  2017);  (b)  hydrodynamic 
 simulation  model  o�  currents  responsible  �or  the  distribution  o�  nutrients  and 
 larvae  in  the  Great  Barrier  Ree�  (SLIM);  (c)  particle  simulation  models  applied  on 
 3D printed section models o� arti�icial ree� prototypes (ETH Zurich, 2019). 

 Chapter III (p. 57–64) 

 Figure 3.1  The  Ecosystem-aware  design  system  holistically  addresses  the  requirements  o�  the 
 coral ree� ecosystem, the stakeholders, and the architectural design. 

 Figure 3.2  The Arti�icial Ree� Design Framework (ARDF) and its �ive main components. 

 Figure 3.3  The �ramework´s Computational Modelling Environment. 

 Figure 3.4  The �ramework´s Simulation Environment. 

 Figure 3.5  The role o� the ARP design experiments within the �ramework. 

 Chapter IV (p. 65–77) 

 Figure 4.1  Map  o�  the  ‘Coral  Triangle’  in  the  Indonesian-  Philippine  region,  an  area  o�  the 
 highest  biodiversity  and  amount  o�  marine  li�e  worldwide  and  the  location  o�  the 
 �ield study site (blue circle). 

 Figure 4.2  The  location  o�  the  �ield  study  site  o��  the  shoreline  o�  the  Gili  Trawangan  island  in 
 the Bali Sea, Indonesia. 

 Figure 4.3  The  map  shows  the  two  main  Biorock  ree�  sites  worldwide.  They  are  located  in 
 Pemuteran (Bali) and in Gili Trawangan (Lombok). 

 Figure 4.4  The  UW  site  selected  to  conduct  ARP  design  experiments  in  the  �ield  is  geolocated 
 at  8°21'32.7"S  116°02'32.4"E  between  the  shoreline  and  a  ree�  crest  in  an  area  called 
 a ree� �lat; (a) a horizontal ree� �lat; (b) a ree� crest. 

 Figure 4.5  The  �ield  study  site  is  located  on  a  ree�  slope  where  the  ree�´s  biodiversity  and 
 growth  activities  are  at  their  highest.  The  existing  in�rastructure  provides  ideal 
 conditions  to  conduct  ARP  design  experiments:  First,  a  �ully  operating  UW 
 electrical  circuit  (anode,  cables  and  power  supply)  is  already  installed.  Second, 
 design  experiments  can  bene�it  �rom  the  know-how  and  experience  o�  local 
 partners;  and  third,  legal  permission  �or  UW  Biorock  constructions  have  already 
 been issued by local authorities. 
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 Figure 4.6  Bleached  natural  coral  colonies  (white  edges)  at  the  SkallyWags  dive  site  o��  the 
 shoreline  o�  Gili  Trawangan  during  the  El  Niño  event  in  2016.  From  le�t  to  right: 
 (a–b) Acropora; (c) Goniastrea. 

 Figure 4.7  Map  o�  the  Tectonic  Setting  o�  Java  and  the  Lesser  Sunda  Islands.  The  blue  circle 
 shows the Gili Islands between Bali and Lombok. 

 Figure 4.8  (a)  Map  o�  2018  Lombok  earthquakes;  (b)  ground  de�ormation  in  Lombok 
 �ollowing the August earthquake. 

 Chapter V (p.79–162) 

 Figure 5.1  Concept  diagram  �or  the  development  o�  a  nature-like  arti�icial  coral  ree�  system: 
 Inspired  by  the  growth  processes  in  Scleractinian  corals,  design  outcomes  are 
 characterised  by  sel�-similar  components  repeating  themselves  within  a  certain 
 interval  o�  scales  (�ractal-based  geometry).  They  are  �abricated  out  o�  metal  to 
 guarantee their �unctionality as a cathode within the Biorock electric circuit. 

 Figure 5.2  L-systems  logic  �or  realistic  models  o�  natural  patterns  �ound  in  corals:  (a) 
 Parameters  such  as  branching  angle,  number  o�  iterations,  length  o�  segments 
 de�ine  the  �orm  o�  the  tree-growth  model;  (b)  a  modi�ication  o�  these  parameters 
 result in a more realistic representation o� a natural pattern. 

 Figure 5.3  Design  explorations  �or  ARP  1  component  design:  Components  have  three 
 connection  points  (blue)  and  exposed  branches  that  enable  anchoring  and  the 
 attachment o� corals. 

 Figure 5.4  Exploration  process  �or  ARP  1  structure  �rom  di��erent  component  designs.  Sizes 
 in the examples range between 10 and 15 cm in length. 

 Figure 5.5  The  Y-shaped  ARP  1  component  has  three  push-to-�it  connections  (10  mm  long 
 slits)  to  attach  other  construction  elements.  Its  assembly  design  is  based  on 
 L-systems,  a  tree  growth  pattern.  Branching  angles  range  between  84.59  °  and 
 135.31  °,  and  the  length  o�  its  spiky  branches  vary  between  61.6  mm  and  86.44  mm 
 to guarantee structural equilibrium. 

 Figure 5.6  Nested ARP 1 construction elements �or laser cutting. The system is �ully scalable. 

 Figure 5.7  (a)  Y-shaped  metallic  construction  elements  at  the  beach  in  Gili  Trawangan  in 
 November  2012;  (b)  test  assembly  at  the  beach  with  local  �isherman  and  marine 
 biologists  that  participated  in  the  8th  Biorock  Ree�  Restoration  Workshop;  (c)  UW 
 assembly  and  implementation  as  Biorock  cathode  with  Thomas  Goreau,  one  o�  the 
 �ounders o� the Biorock method (right). 

 Figure 5.8  Experimental  UW  setup  �or  ARP  1  using  the  existing  Biorock  in�rastructure 
 on-site.  It  was  placed  between  �our  existing  barrel-type  Biorock  structures  �rom 
 2010. 

 Figure 5.9  ARP 1 adapts to the sea�loor without anchors. 
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 Figure 5.10  ARP 1 in December 2014. 

 Figure 5.11  (a)  The  removed  CaCO  3  layer  o�  the  5-year-old  structure  exposed  a  �ully  �unctional 
 push-to-�it  connection;  (b)  connecting  a  new  construction  element  with  an  existing 
 one; (c) the extension o� the structure. 

 Figure 5.12  ARP  1  and  its  extension:  (le�t)  In  2012  implemented  ARP  1  (100  construction 
 elements)  overgrown  with  CaCO  3  layer  and  corals  �rom  larval  settlement;  and 
 (right) its extension in 2017 (100 additional construction elements). 

 Figure 5.13  ARP  2  is  composed  o�  two  types  o�  construction  elements  (a  and  b)  that  scale  with 
 each  iteration  (1–3).  They  are  connected  through  a  stronger  push-to-�it  connection 
 than ARP 1. 

 Figure 5.14  In  total,  there  are  eleven  di��erently  sized  construction  elements  �or  ARP  2. 
 Construction  elements  are  sel�-similar  and  gradually  scale  with  each  iteration  by  a 
 �actor o� 66.66 %. ARP 2 has a base construction element. 

 Figure 5.15  ARP  2  augments  three-dimensionality  in  places  where  natural  ree�s  have  lost  it. 
 The base element was pushed into the sand to keep the structure in place. 

 Figure 5.16  (a–c)  ARP  2  was  laser  cut  out  o�  2  mm  thick  sheet  metal  and  installed  at  the  �ield 
 study  site  October  2017;  (d–�)  once  connected  to  the  existing  Biorock 
 in�rastructure, electrolysis started. 

 Figure 5.17  High  precision  approaches  �or  UW  survey  o�  ARP  design  experiments:  (a)  UW 
 LiDAR scanning; (b) UW photo- and videogrammetry;  and (c) CT scanning. 

 Figure 5.18  Long-term  observations  o�  ARP  1  and  the  main  environmental  stressors:  Annual 
 storm events (grey) and coral bleaching (beige). 

 Figure 5.19  Yearly  ARP  1  photo  monitoring  �rom  2012  to  2020.  Underwater  photographs  are 
 arranged  in  chronological  image  sequences  starting  �rom  ARP  1  implementation 
 until  today:  (a)  First  day  ARP  1  working  as  a  cathode  in  November  2012;  (b–c) 
 transplanted  corals  and  �irst  accumulation  o�  CaCO  3  in  January  2013;  (d) 
 transplanted  corals  success�ully  attached  and  also  baby  corals  �rom  larvae  began  to 
 settle  in  December  2014;  (e)  almost  60  %  o�  the  corals  grown  on  top  o�  ARP  1  were 
 bleached  during  the  El  Niño  event  in  November  2015;  (�)  slowly  recovering  corals 
 in  December  2014;  (g)  ARP  1  and  its  extension,  lots  o�  small  corals  �rom  larval 
 settlement in October 2017; (h–i) ARP 1 in September 2018 and in March 2021. 

 Figure 5.20  Experimental  setup  �or  the  Monitoring  experiment  2,  a  3D  scan  o�  two 
 Scleractinian coral skeletons. 

 Figure 5.21  Example  image  compared  to  the  resulting  reconstructed  3D  point  cloud  models  o� 
 coral  skeletons:  (a)  Tubipora  musica  model  with  3,210,832  coloured  points;  (b) 
 Acropora �lorida model with 3,194,849 coloured points. 
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 Figure 5.22  A  test  model  o�  ARP  1  was  used  �or  the  �irst  UW  experiment  at  Dive4Li�e  Centre 
 in  Siegburg:  (a–b)  It  is  composed  o�  9  painted  ARP  1  steel  elements;  (c)  a  plastic 
 coral dummy was attached with a zip tie. 

 Figure 5.23  ARP  1  UW  laser  scanner  test  setup  using  M210UW  �rom  Newton:  (a)  Scaling 
 re�erences  were  placed  around  the  test  model;  (b)  M210UW  3D  scans  the  test 
 model  using  subsea  LiDAR;  (c)  scan  result  is  displayed  in  Newton  3D  V3.0 
 so�tware at a Linux workstation outside o� the pool. 

 Figure 5.24  Merged 3D  point cloud model o� the data collected �rom UW with M210UW. 

 Figure 5.25  UW  photogrammetry  lawn-mower  pattern  �or  ARP  1  3D  scans  with  60  %  o�  side 
 and 80 % o� �orwarding overlap. 

 Figure 5.26  3D  point  cloud  models  o�  3D  reconstructed  still  image  datasets  �rom:  (a)  Dataset  I, 
 Sony  Cyber-shot  RX100  II  o�  16,901,081  points;  (b)  dataset  II,  Canon  EOS  5DS 
 R o� 16,399,865 points. 

 Figure 5.27  Experimental  setup  in  Gili  Trawangan:  (a)  Preparation  o�  re�erence  rulers  (lead 
 sinkers  glued  to  �olding  rulers).  As  re�erences,  these  rulers  were  placed  in  x-,  y-,  and 
 z-direction  around  ARP  1;  (b)  UW  photogrammetry  scan  process  �ollowing  a 
 ‘lawnmower’  pattern  using  Canon  EOS  5Ds  R  and  two  UW  strobes  by  the  author, 
 and  (c)  200  individual  re�erence  measurements  were  taken  as  scaling  re�erence  �or 
 the 3D model. 

 Figure 5.28  (a–c)  3D  point  cloud  model  o�  ARP  1  reconstructed  �rom  reduced  4058  still 
 images (300 KB). Only 1368 (33 %) images out o� 4058 could be aligned. 

 Figure 5.29  Selection  o�  still  images  captured  during  dive  11  with  a  distance  o�  15  cm  between 
 camera  and  object,  and  at  the  visibility  o�  30  m  (all  images  on  the  le�t-hand  side). 
 On  the  right,  the  resulting  reconstructed  3D  point  cloud  model  in  Agiso�t  with 
 384,171,251 coloured points (all images on the right-hand side). 

 Figure 5.30  Partial  3D  point  cloud  model  o�  ARP  1  reconstructed  �rom  795  still  images  (8688 
 ×  5792  pixels)  with  416,195,828  coloured  points:  (a–c)  Overview  o�  partial  3D 
 model; (d–�) details. 

 Figure 5.31  (a)  Currents-provoked  sand  particle  movement  a��ects  visibility;  (b)  re�erence 
 markers  are  partially  buried  under  the  sand;  (c)  shadows;  (d)  constantly  changing 
 sand  deposits  on  structure;  (e–�)  moving  objects  such  as  thin  hairs  grown  on  top  o� 
 ARP 1, so�t corals, and �ish are challenging �or UW photogrammetry. 

 Figure 5.32  (a–b)  Still  images  were  taken  at  a  larger  distance  between  the  camera  lens  and  the 
 object  resulting  in  poor  quality  3D  point  cloud  models;  (c–d)  still  images  (dive  3) 
 collected at a visibility o� 10 m resulted in a less detailed 3D model. 

 Figure 5.33  (a)  3D  photo-  and  videogrammetry  scans  o�  a  natural  coral  ree�;  (b)  UW  still  image 
 collection  with  Canon  EOS  5Ds  R  and  two  strobes;  (c)  UW  videogrammetry  scan 
 process using a video light (author). 
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 Figure 5.34  3D  point  cloud  models  �rom  image  data:  (a–b)  3D  model  �rom  UW 
 photogrammetry  with  621,912,135  coloured  points;  (c–d)  3D  model  �rom  UW 
 videogrammetry  with  74,505,524  coloured  points  with  several  holes  and  noise  (blue 
 circles). 

 Figure 5.35  Details  o�  reconstructed  UW  photogrammetry  point  cloud  model  �rom  still  images. 
 The  3D  model  is  one  o�  the  most  detailed  digital  3D  point  cloud  representations  o� 
 a UW ree� existing. 

 Figure 5.36  Details  o�  reconstructed  UW  videogrammetry  point  cloud  model  �rom  extracted 
 video  �rames.  The  blue  circles  show  holes  in  the  model  which  can  be  attributed  to  a 
 lower video resolution and illumination o� the scene. 

 Figure 5.37  (a)  Still  image  �or  UW  photogrammetry  reconstruction;  (b)  screenshot  o�  the 
 reconstructed  3D  point  cloud  model  �rom  UW  photogrammetry;  (c)  video  �rame 
 �or  UW  videogrammetry  reconstruction;  (d)  screenshot  o�  resulting  3D  point  cloud 
 model �rom UW videogrammetry. 

 Figure 5.38  (a)  The  scanned  part  o�  the  Biorock  ree�  is  located  next  to  ARP  1;  (b)  the  Biorock 
 ree�  was  installed  in  2008;  (c)  re�erence  measurements  �or  scaling  the  reconstructed 
 3D model. 

 Figure 5.39  3D  reconstructed  point  cloud  model  o�  a  conventional  Biorock  ree�:  (a–c)  3D 
 model  �rom  UW  photogrammetry  with  519,346,012  coloured  points;  (d–�)  3D 
 model  �rom UW videogrammetry with 91,127,335 coloured points. 

 Figure 5.40  Extracted ARP 1 sample. 

 Figure 5.41  (a)  UW  extraction  process  (author);  (b)  extracted  ARP  1  sample;  (c)  Nanotom  M 
 ‘research  edition’  CT  scanner  at  the  F.A.  Finger-Institute  �or  Materials  Science 
 (Bauhaus-University Weimar). 

 Figure 5.42  Greyscale  analysis  displays  (in  VGStudioMAX  )  that  there  are  areas  o�  higher  and 
 lower  density  in  the  ARP  1  3D  voxel  model.  Almost  white  areas  display  the  ST  37 
 sheet  metal  ARP  1  construction  element  (blue  circle  A)  which  is  entirely  covered  by 
 the CaCO  3  and marine layer (blue circle C). 

 Figure 5.43  Sample  o�  a  ree�  stone  composed  o�  a  conglomerate  o�  skeletons  o�  corals  and  other 
 marine organisms: (a) �ront view; (b) side view ; (c) back view. 

 Figure 5.44  Sections  through  the  3D  voxel  model  o�  a  CT-scanned  ree�  stone  sample:  They 
 provide  in�ormation  about  the  internal  structure  o�  the  ree�  stone,  its  porosity  and 
 material con�igurations (blue circles). 

 Figure 5.45  Real-time  rendering  o�  the  massive  ARP  1  point  cloud  model:  (a)  The  entire  model 
 is  displayed  and  distant  regions  are  rendered  at  a  lower  level  o�  detail  (LOD);  (b) 
 only  a  part  o�  the  model  is  displayed  and  regions  outside  o�  the  �rustum  are  culled; 
 (c) Potree allows displaying selected regions at an extremely high LOD. 
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 Figure 5.46  The  Potree  viewer  integrates  measurement  and  annotation  tools  that  �acilitate  an 
 e��icient  digital  survey  process  o�  the  converted  and  uploaded  massive  point  cloud 
 data:  (a)  For  instance,  height  measurements  can  be  extracted  to  quanti�y  the  growth 
 progress;  (b)  area  measurements  can  determine  the  size  o�  newly  grown  coral 
 patches  or  the  �ootprint;  and  (c)  volume  measurements  can  help  to  identi�y  the 
 mass o� the newly created material (such as CaCO  3  and corals). 

 Figure 5.47  The  research  project  webpage  ‘Arti�icial  Coral  Ree�s  –  Design  and  Monitoring’ 
 showcases  all  monitoring  results  as  interactive  WebGL  3D  models  (Appendix  B). 
 The  Potree  web  viewer  enables  an  e��icient  visualisation  and  survey  o�  large  datasets 
 and the interaction with them. The data is hosted on a private cloud server. 

 Figure 5.48  Sur�aces  roughness  determination  based  on  2D  pro�ile  lines  generated  �rom  3D 
 scan  data:  (a)  Extracted  example  pro�ile  line  in  ARP  1,  and  (b)  natural  ree�  3D 
 models. 

 Figure 5.49  The  graph  shows  the  roughness  determination  based  on  both  pro�ile  lines  �or  ARP 
 1 (brown) and the natural ree� (NR) (blue). 

 Figure 5.50  Cross-section  analysis  o�  the  ARP  1  model  using  MeshMixer:  (a)  Point  cloud  model 
 o�  150,320,607  coloured  points;  (b)  textured  mesh  model  with  10,021,373  mesh 
 �aces  and  cross-sections;  (c)  the  method  identi�ied  areas  at  risk  that  were  marked  by 
 exposed  parts  (red),  as  well  as  areas  where  the  structure  o�  the  ree�  is  more  massive 
 (green). 

 Figure 5.51  Visualisation  (blue  arrows)  o�  deviations  in  the  direction  o�  the  normal  vector  �or 
 (a) the ARP 1 and (b) the natural ree� sample models. 

 Figure 5.52  Parametric  structural  analysis  o�  the  ARP  1  structural  shell  elements  and  the 
 simpli�ied  mesh  model  �rom  the  UW  scans:  (a)  Isogeometric  Analysis  (IGA)-Model 
 using  Kiwi3D  in  Grasshopper  (stresses  are  visualised  ranging  �rom  green  to  red  – 
 low  to  higher);  (b)  Finite  Element  Analysis  (FEA)-Model  with  SOFiSTiK  in 
 Grasshopper  (stresses  are  visualised  ranging  �rom  light  blue  to  dark  blue  –  low  to 
 medium);  (c)  FEA  o�  an  isotropic  shell  �rom  UW  scans  with  SOFiSTiK  (stresses  are 
 visualised ranging �rom green to orange – medium to higher). 

 Figure 5.53  (a)  Holes  in  the  partial  mesh  model  o�  the  natural  ree�  were  patched  and  larger  holes 
 embedded  in  the  geometry;  (b)  a  bounding  box  (blue)  around  the  model  de�ines 
 the  �luid  space  �or  the  hydrodynamic  simulation  model;  (c)  a  dynamic  network 
 resolution  (division  into  di��erently  sized  polyhedra)  enables  a  more  precise 
 hydrodynamic simulation. 

 Figure 5.54  (a)  Particle  simulation  model  o�  a  3D  reconstructed  model  �rom  UW  monitoring 
 with  STAR-CCM+  so�tware;  (b–c)  detailed  view  o�  the  simulation  model  showing 
 how  particles  are  slowing  down  (�rom  3000  m/s  to  approximately  0.2  m/s)  through 
 the intricate sur�ace con�iguration o� a natural coral ree�. 
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 Figure 5.55  The  system  architecture  o�  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  including  the 
 services that operate on the back- and �ront-end. 

 Figure 5.56  The  generated  3D  asset  library  contains  assets  �or  (a)  di��erent  component  designs  ; 
 (b) UW environments ; (c) and Scleractinian corals. 

 Figure 5.57  Custom-developed  Grasshopper  components  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design:  (a)  L-System 
 to  aggregate  3D  geometry;  (b)  mesh  in�lation  algorithm  �or  growth  simulations; 
 and (c) a mesh shader �or sur�ace roughness analysis based on vector deviation. 

 Figure 5.58  (a)  The  developed  Grasshopper  algorithms  contain  asset  libraries  and  custom 
 Grasshopper  components  �or  arti�icial  ree�  design.  They  run  as  a  back-end  service 
 through  the  Rhino  Compute  AppServer.  (b)  The  Grasshopper  Hops  component 
 simpli�ies  the  complex  algorithms  by  only  displaying  inputs  and  outputs  that 
 match  the  speci�ied  �unctions  [262].  During  calculation,  Hops  solves  the  de�inition 
 in  a  separate  process  and  then  returns  the  outputs  to  the  current  document.  This 
 means  that  the  Grasshopper  de�inition  can  be  easily  shared  with  others  working  on 
 the back-end. 

 Figure 5.59a  Inter�ace o� the ARD �ront-end tool and explanations (blue). 

 Figure 5.59b  The inter�ace o� the ARD �ront-end tool and explanations (blue). 

 Figure 5.60  The  con�igured  3D  model  was  downloaded  �rom  the  web  and  rendered  as  a  3D 
 image. 
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 Appendix 

 Appendix A: ARP 3D models and �abrication �iles 

 The  developed  ARPs  are  real-world  prototypes  that  were  installed  and  tested  in  Indonesia  (Chapter 

 5.1).  The  3D  models  (3DM  �iles)  and  �abrication  �iles  (DWG  �iles)  �or  both  ARPs  (ARP  1  and  ARP 

 2) can be retrieved (name – Ree�/ password – Gili!33Trawangan ): 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/�olders/1FR8Nd3HZJXK2yG47C4zUqhaw�bwUhsKL  . 

 Appendix B: 3D reconstructed models �rom UW monitoring 

 High  precision  3D  models  (Chapter  5.2)  �rom  UW  photo-  and  videogrammetry  scans  are  available 

 through  a  web  monitoring  tool  (Appendix  E)  which  displays  all  models  at  its  original  resolution  in  a 

 standard web browser: 

 1.  Natural Ree� Dive 1 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/NR_dive1.html 

 2.  Natural Ree� Dive 2 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/NR_dive2.html 

 3.  Natural Ree� Dive 1 �rom video �rames: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/NR_Video.html 

 4.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 3 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_dive3.html 

 5.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 7 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_dive7.html 

 6.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 10 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_dive10.html 

 7.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 11 �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_dive11.html 

 8.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 12  �rom still images: 
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 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_dive12.html 

 9.  Arti�icial Ree� Prototype 1 (ARP 1) Dive 12  �rom video �rames: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/PT1_video.html 

 10.  Biorock Ree� �rom still images: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/BR1_dive1.html 

 11.  Biorock Ree� �rom video �rames: 

 https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/BR1_video.html 

 High  precision  models  �rom  UW  LiDAR  laser  scanning  and  CT  scanning  (metadata  included)  are 

 stored  on  an  external  hard  drive.  These  massive  �iles  (up  to  10  GB  each)  can  be  made  available  on 

 request. 

 Appendix C: Raw data 

 Raw  high-resolution  imagery  data  �or  3D  reconstruction,  LiDAR  laser  scanning,  and  CT  scans  are 

 stored  on  an  external  hard  drive  and  comprises  more  than  4TB  (Chapter  5.2).  The  �iles  can  be  made 

 available on request. 

 Appendix D: Analysed high precision 3D models 

 Analysed  high  precision  3D  models  �rom  Analysis  experiments  2–3  (Chapter  5.3)  can  be  retrieved: 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/�olders/1Z0b�1cTApsAadrjct7ulhu5RTLxEBXt_  ).  The 

 hydrodynamic  simulation  model  (STAR-CCM+  so�tware,  experiment  4)  can  be  made  available  on 

 request. 

 Appendix E: UW monitoring tool 

 The  monitoring  tool  can  be  tested  and  explored  by  copying  the  �ollowing  hyperlink  into  a  standard 

 web browser:  https://3d.arti�icialree�design.com/potree/ree�/  . 

 The credentials �or access are: name – Ree�/ password – Gili!33Trawangan. 

 Its  use  is  hardware-  and  so�tware  independent.  There�ore,  there  is  no  need  to  install  additional 

 applications,  or  to  use  one  speci�ic  operating  system  (OS)  on  your  machine.  The  internet  connection 

 should be stable. 
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 A video demo o� the tool is online available: 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/�olders/1XH9MvU67phN_JDzmJS2beBumy2b37a8Q. 

 All  �iles  related  to  the  development  o�  the  UW  monitoring  tool  including  the  HTML  �iles  �or  the  web 

 inter�ace,  converted  3D  models  (WebGL),  the  Potree  installer  used  can  be  accessed  on  request.  They 

 are stored on the author’s cloud server (  https://65650.highspeed.cloud:8443  )  (Chapter 5.3.1). 

 Appendix F: ARD �ront-end tool 

 The  ARD  �ront-end  tool  can  be  accessed  through  a  standard  web  browser.  There  is  no  need  to  install 

 any  additional  so�tware.  However,  the  tool  is  currently  operating  on  a  local  Windows  server  (Chapter 

 5.4),  and  there�ore  it  is  only  available  through  VPN.  Once  installed  on  a  Windows  Cloud  Server 

 (soon),  it  will  be  publicly  available  �or  exploration  at  https://arti�icialree�design.com/?page_id=98.  A 

 video  demo  o�  the  tool  is  available  at: 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/�olders/1VcMEtCa_oB2dUyaHV5WCdnHX�aaU�d6N  . 

 All  �iles  related  to  the  development  o�  the  ARD  Simulation  Environment  (back-  and  �ront-end)  can  be 

 retrieved  through  the  author’s  Github  account:  https://github.com/VerenaV/arti�icialree�s.  These 

 include  developed  Grasshopper  de�initions  (GH  �iles),  custom  Grasshopper  components  in  the 

 Python  and  C#  programming  language  (GH  �iles),  3D  models  o�  the  asset  library  (3DM  �iles),  the 

 JavaScript  �ile  �or  the  web  inter�ace  (.JS  �ile),  and  the  installers  �or  Rhino.Compute  and  the 

 Compute.Appserver.  Furthermore,  the  Grasshopper  de�inition  contains  components  �rom  the 

 Grasshopper  add-ons  Chromodoris  0.0.9.1  (  https://www.�ood4rhino.com/app/chromodoris  ), 

 Kiwi3D  (  https://www.�ood4rhino.com/app/kiwi3d  ),  SOFiSTiK  Rhino/  Grasshopper  Inter�ace 

 (  https://www.so�istik.de/documentation/2020/en/rhino_inter�ace/grasshopper/index.html  ),  and 

 Weaverbird 0.9.0.1 (  https://www.giuliopiacentino.com/weaverbird/  ). 
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